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SALTWATER FISHING

TOURNAMENTS

It is estimated that

one-third of all small

businesses vanish

each year, only to
be replaced by an
equal number of
often unpromising
new arrivals.

uch has been written and said about fishing tournaments�
some positive, some negative.

In his Audubon article "Fishing to Win," Ted Williams
suggests the whole idea of tournaments i» wrong. He notes:

"There is an appalling butchery and waste in many
tournaments, but what is most objectionable i» that they
have transinuted a noble art form into something it isn' t
and shouldn't be, and failed our perception of wild,
lovely life forms,"

Although some have this negative view of competitive fishing,
others, including the thousands of fishing tournament participants
each year, see the inerits of the friendly contests. Charles F. Water-
inan, in his book entitled "A History of Angling," offers a positive
view of fishing tournaments:

"Izaak Walton would not have approved of how fisher-
men have a habit of keeping score. Contemplative anglers
might look the other way, but it has been competition that
developed tackle and fishing methods and has aided
research. Like it or not, competition is a permanent part of
sport angling. It can be a nuisance but... competitive
organizations have been the backbone of the fisherman' s
fight to protect his sport."

While most reading this book will be more likely to side with
Waterman on this issue than Williams, they would also likely agree
that there is plenty of room for improvement, A background ol
research on fishing tournaments and their participant» will be used to
provide an overview ol fishing tournaments in this chapter.

WHAT WE KNOW

ABOUT TOURNAMENTS
First, we should know a few facts about fishing tournaments. In his

l985-86 directory of fishing tournaments, William O' Hara lists more
than 1,2 X! saltwater and freshwater tournaments in the United States.
Of these, 558 are saltwater tournaments.

WHY ARE TOURNAMENTS HELD".
Tournaments provide a leisure experience for some participants.

Fishing for fun includes the critical elements of intrinsic ntotivation
and relative freedom. For others it is routinized leisure or a recreation

experience. Here. planning, organization and extrinsic motivations
 i,e., winning, trophies, prizes and money! play a role,

Some tournaments are planned to break even. Others are held to
make a profit for private investor» and/or to support charities or other
worthwhile endeavors  Chapter 2!. Although not usually an explicit



purpose, some tournaments are held because of their tourism impacts
 re-expenditure of fishermen's expenditure! on the local economy or
region. In addition to giving the local economy a boost, this strategy
may be geared toward extending the tourist season. Tournaments
provide one more attraction for visitor» to the coast.

WKO BENEFITS?

Clearly, individual» benefit from their participation in tournaments.
ln addition to a variety of extrinsic motivations, they can find chal-
lenge, escape, tension release «nd all of the other reasons why people
participate in tournaments. For some participants, it also is a way to
make a living.

The group or association sponsoring the event, as well as its benefi-
ciaries, benefit from the tournament, The fishing-related industry
includes charter boats, fishing guides, bait dealers and tackle shops.
Various support industries, i,e., hotels, motels, restaurants, conven-
ience stores, boat yards, gasoline and diesel fuel dealers, also benefit.

Fourth, fishing-tack/e and equipment companies as well as other
sponsors derive public-relations benefits through product exposure.
Finally, the scientific community benefits from the availability of
animals for scientific investigation.

TOURNAMENT CONCERNS
What follows are a few concerns regarding fishing tournaments.

These types of concerns prompted the writing of this book.

TOURNAMFNT TURNOVER

lt is estimated that one-third of all small businesses vanish each

year, only to be replaced by an equal number of often unpromising
new arrivals. In Texas, an inventory of fishing tournaments revealed
that nearly half were less than three years old. The extent of dropouts
over time is unknown, This indicates a need for better understanding
of this turnover, why it occurs and what can be done to minimize it.

Those starting tournaments need to know what they are getting into
if turnover is to be reduced. Those running existing tournaments need
to do a hetter job of planning, organizing, managing and marketing
their tournaments. If tournaments are run like "mom-and-pop oper-
ations," they will lose their participants to better organized events
 Chapter 4!. Tournaments need to be operated in a professional
manner, using sound business principles and procedures  Chapter 5!,

Tournament turnover is disruptive to local tourism if it continues.
Communities with excessive turnover will not be viewed favorably
as fishing destinations; people may go elsewhere to participate in
tournament events.

PRODUCING A QUAI.ITY PRODUCT
To produce a quality tournament product. it must be clearly under-

stood. The product is the entire tournament fishing experience, i.e.



the catch and the winning for some, the social experience afforded,
the tournament operatation, whether lodging is coml'ortable, etc.

Tournament organizers can and should evaluate the quality of their
product  Chapter 8!. Although it is difficult to be objective, organiz-
ers need to know how fishermen evaluate the total tournament expe-
rience. This evaluation should be comprehensive. conducted annually
and, most importantly, provide feedback to planning,

The inventory of saltwater tournaments in Texas revealed a great
diversity of types: new, old; open, invitation; offshore, nearshore  as
well as combinations!; and various tournament reward». There was
great variation in tournament fees and a wide geographic distribution
of events, The diversity of events provides soiricthing for the various
market segments that make up sport fishermen  Chapter 3!. ln light
of the trend toward money tournaments, there is a need to maintain as
much variety as possible. There is strength in diversity; there is
something for everyone.

In addition to meeting the needs of existing tournament lishermen,
events need to be planned with an eye to attracting new participants
 Chpater 6!. Events that feature particular formats and extrinsic
rewards  trophies, prizes or money! may be more attractive to new
participants than others.

IMPACT  !hl FISHERY RFSOURCFS
In Richard Christian and David Trimm's inventory of saltwater

tournaments in Texas, three heavily stressed stocks  red drum,
speckled trout, and king mackerel! were collectively targeted by a
majority of saltwater tournaments. Although catering to local preter-
ences, this lmding reflects an apparent lack of knowledge or concern
among tournament organizers for the state of fish stocks.

Tournainent organizers need to be more aware of fisheries conser-
vation issues and actions underway in their behalf. Tournaments
cannot continue to inarch to the beat ol' their own drummers or they
will become the target of legislative action and special rules and
regulations by manageinent agencies  Chapler 7!.

Where appropriate, there needs to be more attention to the catch
and release concept. Bass tournaments have set the standard in this
regard. Tournament species targets could be based on their relative
abundance; stressed species could be "de-tournamentized." Further-
more, underutilized species should be targeted.

And, finally, it is a good idea to donate a portion of the tournament
profits to fisheries conservation and management, Monies could be
dedicated to federal and state fisheries agencies as welt as to fisheries
consewation groups who work in behalf of the resource base, A sur-
charge or special fee can be levied at each tournament in support of a
fisheries consewation group  on a tax-deductible basis! as a condi-
tion of participation, Sponsors could underwrite tournament overhead
costs with 1 X! percent payback of entry fees to the winners. To par-
ticipate, each contestant would make a contribution to a conservation
group. These suggestions can help remove the exacerbation of

in addition to meeting
the needs of existing
tournament fishermen,
events need to be

planned with an eye
to attracting new
participants.



NOTES stressed stocks, as well as any public perception that tournaments
contribute to the problem,

ECONOMIC DEVKLOPMFNT POTFNTIAL
The economic development potential of fishing tournaments is

often overlooked in the planning process. Fishing touitiaments are
tourism attractions; they can lure non-locals and out-of-state resi-
dents and their dollars. These non-local dollars are subsequently re-
spent, For example, a 1985 study revealed that expenditures by 446
participants in a 1983 South Texas tournament totalled $449,000.
This produced a statewide economic impact of $41,000 and a re-
gional impact of $561,000,

This kind of information should be used in news releases to dernon-
strate the value of a tournament to local officials and used politically
to win concessions for the tournament. It also can provide useful
feedback to tournament organizers if they want to further stimulate
the local and regional economies, Tournament planners need to rnar-
ket the event accordingly in present and potential market areas.

In addition, they need to plan tournaments during non-peak use
periods to overcome seasonality problems and to enhance local
appreciation of events because of the value. Whether true or nol., it
has been argued that tournaments held during the summer months
take up motel, restaurant and marina space that would be used by
other coastal visitors. Tournaments held before and after the summer
season would have a profound impact on local economies. Unfortu-
nately, this is not always possible as the target species is sometimes
migratory and is present only during the summer months

Fishing tournaments are often well-kept secrets. This may change
as other business sectors are seriously impacted and tourism is taken
more seriously by state officials. Local tournament planners need to
be aware of the economic-development implications of their events.
To attract new dollars to the regional and local economies, they need
to target non-local fishermen in an effort to attract them, Simply pro-
viding an attraction for local fishermen won't meet this goal.

State tourism development offices need to wake up regarding the
economic importance of fishing. Strategies need to be implemented
to attract new non-local and out-of-state fishermen to tournaments.

In summary, tournaments are important recreational events. They
are important to the market segment of fishermen interested in
competition. Tournaments are one dimension of the "cafeteria" of
fishing opportunity. The diversity of fishing opportunities needs to be
maintained, if not expanded. To the extent that they do not impact
stressed species, they should be encouraged. The local, regional and
state economic impacts of these tourism attractions have been well-
documented. This information needs to be used in planning toura-
ments so that economic-development objectives can be realized.

The downside of tournaments nevertheless does exist. There is
much work to be done to improve fishing tournaments. This is the
purpose of this book,
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WHICH HILL SHALL WE TAKE?

t f you are planning a fishing tournament you are probably
doing so for one or a combination of six basic reasons.
Although there may be others, the most evident purposes

 with prospective sponsors and examples! for an angling contest
include:

1. To enhance area tourism

 i.e., chambers of commerce. business associations!
2. To promote a particular product or business

 i.e., tackle manufacturer, marina operator!
3. To provide an educational/research experience

 i.e., a youth development event, fishermen participation in a
fish-tagging study!

4. To raise funds for non-profit purposes
 i.e., civic improvements, education, research!

5. To provide a profit-making service
 i.e., firm or individual coordinates and runs a tournament for

a fee!
6. To provide a group social activity

 i.e., fishing clubs, retirees association!
Regardless of the primary reason s! a tournament is held, every-

one involved with it will feel better when they can expect to accorn-
plish "needed" and "agreed upon" actions. Objectives, therefore,
create a sense of purpose and lay a foundation for the planning, im-
plernentation and evaluation of the actions to be taken.

Properly spawned and fertilized, objectives are the starting points
from which general directions can be taken to achieve an expected
outcome. They become road maps in designing activities and select-
ing resources which can be used to reach the anticipated end, They
tend to weed out unrealistic or undesired expectations, thus clearing
the path for effective planning.

The military has developed a keen sense for setting objectives.
When a lieutenant tells his men, "our objective is to take hill 695-
tonight," it leaves little doubt as what is to be done and when. With
his clearly laid out objective, a channel is opened for identifying
support resources, designing strategies, anticipating negative impacts,
and ultimately initiating action, A tournament group also needs to
define and declare in simple terms which hill it intends to take.

Objectives create a
sense of purpose
and lay a foundation
for the planning,
implementation and
evaluation of the

actions to be taken.

SELECTING GOALS
To achieve personal and organizational satisfaction, toumarnent

goals inust be selected, clarified and transformed into action, In
essence, we must know three things in order to get somewhere:

/ where we are going
/ how we expect to get there
P when we expect to arrive

Avoid setting goals which are so general or global in nature that



they tend to be overwhelining from the very beginning. We are more
likely to take the initial plunge into tournament-planning waters if we
can see the desired shore lies within a manageable swimming dis-
tance that is not too physically taxing or time-consuming to conquer.

Be careful to separate the goals you define which describe out-
comes  that is, measurable end products of the event! and those that
define processes  that is, the means for accomplishing them!. These
can be stated as:

~ "End-goals" � those that tell what is expected at the end of the
tournament.

~ "Mean-goals" � those that tell what is expected to take place
during the development and/or implementation of the tournament.

For example, an end-goal might be that "$4,NN is to be raised by
the tournament for fisheries research," while a mean-goal might be
put down as "$2,000 of tournament-related advertising will be sold
before the tournament begins."

It is important that goals meet the following principles:
1. The meaning of a goal should be clear to the people involved.
2. Agreements and commitments should be obtained by the

planners.
3. Each goal should be identified as either ends or means.
4. Goals should be reduced to manageable "bite-size" pieces.
5, Goals should be stated in terins of measurable results with

target dates and cost limitations.
6. An action plan should be initiated for each goal,
In addition to these six considerations, the satisfaction of both the

tournament staff and the contest participants must be remembered.
There are undoubtedly horde» of observers who will judge the suc-
cess of your tournament. However, there are but a relatively small
number who can do so validly � primarily, yourselves  sponsors/
planners!, the participants and the host community. Recognizing who
the judges are can help set goals which appropriately correspond to
their judgmental standards of achievement,

IVeed determines what

the objectives wilt be.

PUTTING IT IN WRITING
A hypothetical fishing tournament is described for clarification,

Read the following brief example, and then we can dissect it to gain a
more acute appreciation of the processes involved,

10

LOIRE STAR COUNTY 4-H TOURlvIA MERIT

Problem:

The Lone Star County 4-H Council faces the problem of raising
organizational funds with which to support its youth development
programs and projects. Past fundraisers have not provided an
adequate return on their investment of time and resources.
Need:

The 4-H Council needs to raise $6,0 N to pay for next year's youth
education acti v i ties.



NOTESGeneral Objective:
Develop and imp/ement a fundraising event that requires a rnini-

mal capital outlay. has the potential f' or broad community support,
can be conducted in a reasonable time frame with a realistically ob-
tainable number of 4-H youth and adult volunteers, and provide» the
opportunity for youngsters and adult leader» to gain experience and
develop valuable skills in the organization and operation of team
projects,
Specific Objectives:

Hold a Fourth-of-July public fishing tournament that will raise
money through:

l. The entry fees of a projected 300 participants at $20 each
2, The sale of !,500 raffle tickets at $1 each for various prizes

 a boat, rods, tackle boxes, knives. etc.!
3. The sale of 2 X! caps and 200 t-shirts with the tournament

logo at $6 each
4. The collection of donation» totaling $ f, XX!
S. Holding overhead costs below $4, XX!

EVALUATION
Evaluation gives the group the opportunity to determine if it

reached the intended goal s! and if the orchestration of'the event
could have been improved, lf the goal s! fell short, evaluation can
help determine "Why?"  see chapter 8 for more on evaluations!.

Just as setting objectives and developing plans are tools for the
tournament sponsors, so is this follow-up analysis, Deftly using all
these instruments serves to strengthen your event by producing
results that are individually and collectively satisfying to staff and
contestants alike. They tell you � "you have arrr'ved,"

AnnRFsstN ; Nt:r:t!»

It should be clearly understood that <teed determines what the ob-
jectives will be. As previously noted, failure to thoroughly assess the
need» of the contest and assign well-matched objectives means no
one can ever truly tell if and when any real progress has been made.

In cookbook fashion, let us look at one possible recipe for address-
ing the needs of the group. The general steps followed in the example
prov ided included:

A, Carefully identifying the problems  or opportunities if you are
an optimist! facing the group.

B, Thoroughly assessing and clearly stating the needs of the
group.

C. Setting a need-oriented general objective that will guide the
establishment of very specific ends or means objectives,

D. Designing and implementing actions to accommodate the
specific objective outlined. The process should not end with settrng
objectives and designating actions; there is one final, essential s ep; a
formal evaluation to determine what progress has been made.
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THE BASI  INGREDIENTS

word of caution: all good things don't just happen when
you decide to have a fishing tournament, The decision to
sponsor a tournament i» just the beginning, Now the work

begin» � or at least it better, if you want your fishing tournament to
be successful.

After you decide the purpose of the event, your next task is to plan
your tourtiament's future. Fishing tournaments can stand alone a»
inajor events, but sometimes work tnuch better as a part of a festival
or community event already established.

Now let's look at some of the basic categories of tournaments,
These may give you some direction in deciding what type of tourna-
rnent you should have,

PA RTIC IPA1VTS

THE OPEN FlYiHING TOURlstAMEIVT
The open tournament is designed for large numbers of participants,

as it is open to anyone who wishes to enter. Obviously, the more
people you have register for a tournament, the more success you will
have financially. Therefore, if you are seeking cash flow, then this is
probably  he type of tournament you will want to have.

Open tournaments are usually community events organized by
groups such as the 3aycees, Chamber of Commerce, etc�with lots of
volunteer help, These tournaments are typtcally low budget for maxi-
mum participation, with a reasonable entry fee designed to cover ex-
penses. Tournament prizes usually are donated or sponsored by tour-
nament committees. One disadvantage is that there is not much con-
trol over or contact with participants, except during registration and
weigh-in, This type of event also can be harder to regulate.

THE list VITAT1ONAL FISH lN x TOURsiAMEVi T

ln the invitational tournament only invited fishermen and fainiles
can participate. By design, you make your tournament a prestigious
event, Camaraderie and friendships develop. Contestants meet and
get to know each other.

Typically, an invitational tournament has events that are designed
to entertain participants  i.e., captains' parties, calcuttas, awards
banquets, special entertainment and prizes!.

Prizes and awards are controlled by tournament officials, The
entry fee covers the cost of tournament activities. Some are as low as
$250, and they go as high as $5,000 per team. Registration packets
are usually furnished to participants  hats, T-shirts, banquet tickets,
etc.!. The number of participants is limited to what facilities can
handle. Also, knowing the fixed cost per participant enables you to
plan accordingly,

This type of tournament caters to the needs and wants of partici-
pants prior to and after the event.

15



BOUNDARIES

16

The primary difference
between offshore

and bay tournaments
is that the bay
tournament is

restricted to inside

waters with smaller

vessels partici pating.

THE OFFSHORE TOURNAMENT

A blue-water contest is conducted in offshore Gulf or oceanic

waters � one mite to 100 or more miles seaward, Blue marlin, white
marlin, sailfltsh, tuna, dolphin, wahoo, kingfish and ling are cominon
fish taken in offshore water». Tournaments are designed for either
one species  i.e�blue marlin, with the 10 largest fish caught winning
money prizes!, or for the largest fish in each of several categories
designated as winners  i,e,. largest blue marlin, white inarlin, sailfish,
tuna, dolphin and wahoo!.

The blue-water tournament requires facilities to accommodate
docking spaces and fueling capacities for large class vessels 31 feet
to 70 feet in length, This type of tournament must be planned at least
one year in advance and usually requires a large sum of money up
front for adequate tournament facilities planning, such as tents,
caterers, awards, security and insurance.

Special attention must be given to the weigh-in station. It must be
located conveniently for boats to unload the day's catch directly from
the boat. It must be out of the main traffic flow and away from
refueling areas.

THE BAV TOURNAMFNT

The primary difference between offshore and bay tournaments is
that the bay tournament is restricted to inside waters with smaller
vessels �9 feet to 30 feet! participating.

Some tournaments extend fishing waters to limited areas around
jetties or passes into Gulf waters. Categories of fish usually include
either one or selected species of redfish, speckled trout, flounder,
gafftop, shark, stingray, tarpon and even the hardhead.

Much more versatility can be used in a bay tournament by includ-
ing youth contests and women's divisions in individual or team
competition. Depending upon the scope of the tournament, multiple
weigh stations may be used, but caution must be maintained by
making sure all weighmasters are skillful and use similar, certified
scales, l.argest stringers of fish, either singular or multiple species,
inay be used as a category in this type of tournament.

THE COMBINATION TOURNAMENT
Combination tournaments usually combine bay and offshore

divisions together. This necessitates having the facilities to handle
large and small boats, separate»cales for large and small species, and
usually different costs to enter each division,

Two sets of division rules must be clearly stated, and quality
checks of all fish are necessary. Combination tournaments should
only be considered if offshore and bay fishing waters are compatible
and adjacent to each other with a common weigh-instation for both
divisions,



INDIVIDUAL VS. TEAM

COMPETITIONS

TEAM ENTRIES

Many saltwater fishing tournaments are organized such that parti-
cipants enter in teams rather than individually. Thi» allows partici-
pants to pool their money for the entry fee, while still having the
opportunity to win the "big money," Participants register by boat,
with the teams usually liinited to four fishermen.

The team-entry method is especially advantageous for offshore
tournaments, where long trips in a boat are a must, 1f participants are
competing in the contest individually it can cause tension among
friends, competing against one another on the same boat.

Prize monies are usually awarded to the team, with the team de-
ciding how to distribute money among its own members, Some tour-
narnents award an additional prize to the individual who brings in the
largest fish of the tournament.

INDIVlnI1AI. ENTRIES
A tournament will be set up for individual entries typically when

the organizers want to attract families and children and/or when the
tournament allows shore fishing. Occasionally, tournaments will
have a separate youth category for individual entries in conjunction
with a team competition for adults.

PRIZE CATEGORIES
Tournaments typically award the top prize s! to the fisherman or

team that lands the largest  by weight! fish of each species allowed.
Prizes are also awarded to the fishermen who bring in the "runner
up" fish, as well,

Variations on this are when the top prize s! go to the team that has
the greatest combined weight of their top three or four fish or to the
team or individual with the largest stringer of fish. The latter is dis-
couraged as a category because it encourages the keeping of young,
immature fish. Other unusual categories in which prizes can be
awarded include littlest fish, surprise fish and strangest catch.

Prizes and awards can be anything from large sums of money to
certificates of award. Trophies are usually awarded with the size
proportionate to the winning place. Many tournaments solicit spon-
sors to donate prizes, as well. These may include boats, motors, rods
and reels, and other tackle and equipment,

SPECIES ALLOWEB
SINGLE-SPF.CIFS TOURNAMEN'I'

Many tournamets focus on single species which are usually popu-
lar game fish. For example, of the 25 fishing tournaments in North
Carolina, 19 are king mackerel or billfish events, This type of touma-
ment usually appeals to a specific type of fisherman. Limiting the



tournament to a single species may provide easier recordkeeping with
fewer categories to deal with. The disadvantage is that the tourna-
ment fish may be a stressed species. For more information on using

I non-traditional species, see the section in thi» chapter on underutil-
ized species,

lf a single species i» used, tournament organizers should check
with local biologists and fisheries specialists to be sure the species
are available during the tournament dates.

MULTIPLE-SPECIES TOURNAMENT

Some tournaments allow various species as entries, and a few
allow any fish brought in to be entered in the tournament. A 1983
study in Texas indicates the most sought-after species in tournaments
wa» speckled trout, with 36 percent of tournaments listing it on their
species list, Twenty-nine percent listed red drum; 27 percent, king
mackerel; 27 percent. billfish; 20 percent, flounder; and 18 percent
accepted any and all species.

Having a multi-species tournament means more categories to keep
up with for the recordkecpers. and it means arranging for the many
awards for the top winner s! in each category. However, it may mean
a wider spectrum of fishermen are attracted to the contest. When
fishermen see that there are more opportunities to win, they will be
more likely to participate, Allowing multiple species also will avoid
the problems encountered when few or no target fish are in the area
during the tournament.

CONSERVATION-ORIENTED

TOURNAMENTS
Fishermen who have been around the tournament circuit know the

scene: a pile of hillfish, tuna, shark or king mackerel, stacked on the
dock like cordwood, baking in the hot summer sun, It's enough to
offend any concerned fisherman,

More and more, sport fishermen are realizing that the fish they
target are not an unlimited resource. And it has them concerned.
Many species are being fished at maximum levels. Responsible
tournament managers should stay one step ahead of regulators and
add voluntary restrictions to tournaments.

MINIMUM WEIt;HT OR LEN 'TH

Only the largest, or next largest fish are winners in most tourna-
ments. So, why bring in the little ones'? Many tournaments are now
considering a restricted or minimum weight limit for entry into
tournament categories; i.e. blue marlin - 190 pounds; white marlin�
SO pounds; wahoo - 40 pounds; dolphin - 25 pounds; tuna - 100
pounds. Any fish caught under these limits are released. This elirni-
nates waste of young or juvenile fish, while providing a reassuring
supply of fish for tomorrow.

18
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If fish are entered weighing less than the minimum, either no
points wilt be awarded or points may be deducted. A miniinum-
weight tournament requires some skill at guessing the weight ot the
fish. But, to make some allowance» for miscalculations, the commit-

tee may choose not  ii penalize entrants for lish that weigh slightly
less than the minimum weight,

A tournament also can choose a minimum length limit to qualify a
fish for entry. For example, a minimuin length for king mackerel
couM be set at 28 inches, At this length, king mackerel are sexually
mature and have probably spawned at least once. A penalty could be
impleinented for bringing back a fish less than 28 inches long. Al-
though the minirnurn length may vary among tournaments, it obvi-
ously should meet state and federal standards.

These system» are a compromise between a total-kill and a total-
release tournament, It reduces the nuinber of fish entered and reduces

the number of' immature fish landed,

MEASUltE-IN AND RELEASE
When fish are removed from the water, they are easily damaged

because of excessive handling, asphyxiation, or thrashing about on
deck. Measure-in and release tournaments minimize handling; the
fish are measured in the water and then released.

There are several versions of measure-in tournaments, The sim-

plest method is to have an observer aboard to witness and record the
measurement and to ensure compliance with tournament rules. This
method is used by thc Pirate's Cove Hillfish Tournament. In order to
enter, a captain must bring an observer who will be assigned ran-
domly to another boat, Without an observer, participants cannot fish.

Invariably, some captains show up without an observer. Therefore
some tournaments, such as the Oregon Inlet Billfish Tournament,
provide observers. This gives the tournament committee slightly
more control. It also is very important for the tournament judges to
meet with the observers to make certain they understand and adhere
to the rules, and that they all use the same method of measuring in.

Some surf or inshore tournaments are smaller and localized,

allowing tournament officials to do the measuring, ln Bay tourna-
ments, several officials can be stationed on vessels in the area, When
a fish is hooked, the captain radios an official, who can be present
within minutes. In surf fishing tournaments, the shore fisherman is
assigned to an area of the beach and the tournament official patrol-
ling the area can perform the measurement.

There are several ways to avoid using observers. In l 986, the
Tampa Chapter of the Florida Conservation Association sponsored
"The All-Release Challenge," in which Polaroid donated caineras,
Each captain received a camera and a simple measuring hox, color-
coded to prevent cheating. Each fish was measured in the box with
photos taken to verify the size of the fish. Another way to avoid
having observers is to administer a polygraph test  o participants.

Many speCieS are
being fished at
maximum levels.

Responsible tourna-
ment managers should
stay one step ahead of
regulators and add
voluntary restrictions
to tournaments.



SUMMARY
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A tournament

Committee may want
to either add non-

traditional species to
the list of prize
categories or develop
a new tournament

around these non-

tradi tional species.

TA r" AND R ELF ASE TOURNAMENTS
Tag and release tournaments are conducted under the same rules as

the measure-in and release tournaments described. except that the
fish also are tagged before being released, hopefully to be caught
again another day when they will provide important growth and
migration data lor better management of the species.

For more information on tagging kits, contact the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Southeast Fisheries Center. 75 Virginia Beach
Drive, Miami. Florida 33149; or Fish Trackers, 1nc., P. O. Box 4746,
Corpus Christi, Texas 78469,

TOTAL Nt3MBFR OF FISH RELEASFD

This is a variation of the measure-in and release tournament.

Fishermen get a certain number of points for fish caught and re-
leased. Different point» can be awarded for different species of fish.
For example, a fisherman may earn l00 points for each white marlin
released, 150 points for sailfish and 200 points for blue marlin.

UNDERUTILIZED SPF.CIES

Most tournaments focus on single species which are usually poor
game fish. For example, of the 25 fishing tournaments in North
Carolina, 19 are king mackerel or billfish events.

But, according to one tournament study, more than 80 species are
caught by recreational fishermen in the Southeast, and many of these
are good fighter» and/or highly edible. Yet, they are rarely sought
and frequently discarded because they suffer from unjustifiable
negative reputations.

Since tournament directors are often opinion leaders, a tournament
committee may want to either add non-traditional species to the list
of prize categories or develop a new tournament around these non-
traditional species, ln thi» way, we can begin to correct misconcep-
tions and help anglers make better use of the ocean's bounty.

When choostng these species it is important to check with local
biologist» to make sure the species is available at the time of your
tournament. A pretournament educational program may be needed
on how to catch, clean and prepare the alternative species. You can
obtain help on this type of program with help from local marine
biologists or your state Sea Grant program.

Six variations on tournaments have been offered to help you plan
your tournament. These can be combined in any number of ways for
the special tournament that will fit your needs best.

The type of tournament you can have and its position with other
events or activities is limited only by your imagination. Just design a
tournament with the basic ingredients listed here, using the unique-
ness of your area, and you' ll be on your way to getting your tourna-
ment underway.
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A time line is a

combination road map
and calendar. /t will

tell you where to go
and when.

TOURNAMENT TIME LINE
Before you actually make any of the organizational decisions, it' s

best to develop a tournament time line, A time line is a combination
road map and calendar. It will tell you where to go and when.

What follows is a very basic time line. You wi!l want to add spe-
cific items from your tournament which are not included here. How-
ever, this time line gives a general outline of when decisions need to
be made and actions should be carried out,

12 Mt>m'Hs To Go..

1. Hold First Organizational Meeting
Discuss Event Objectives
Determine Type of Tournament
Suggest Activities to be Held
Determine Tenlative Date s!
Elect Chairperson

2. Select Sponsoring Organization or Incorporate New One
Determine Organization Structure

1I Mom'Hs To Go...

1, Set Date s!
2. Meet With Total Plan Group

Determine Main Tasks

Name Committee Chairpersnns
Agree on Objectives
Discuss Name of Tournament

Discuss Site s! and Facilities Needed
Discuss Financial, Group and Individual Resources
Recruit Co-Sponsoring Groups and Committee Members

10 MovTHs To Go...
1. Meet With Committees, List Tasks

2. Write Committee Objectives and Schedule for Completion
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GETTING YOUR ACT TOGETHER

t nce you have set the objectives for your tournament and
made a decision on what type of tournament to have, it' s
time to figure out what is necessary to get your act to-

gether, ln other words, it's time to organize your tournament.
Some of the major items on which you will make decisions during

the organizational phase are selecting a board of tournament trustees,
incorporating, site planning, building public support, recruiting and
training volunteers, dealing with legal liability and establishing tour-
nament rules and regulations. So roll up your shirt sleeves. Pull your
staff and resources together and get ready to start planning and plot-
ting out the steps leading to your tournament day.



3, Develop Preliminary Budget
4, Plan Program/Schedule
5. Discuss Publicity Alternatives
6. Select Sites and Facilities

7. Decide on Tournament Rules

8. Plan Evaluation

9. Plan Clean-up
10. Finalize 1ncorporatr'on  if appropriate!
1 I . Reserve Accommodations/Housing
12. Meet with Total Plan Group

Give Committee Reports
Adopt Committee Plans
Discuss Event Timetable

MoNTHs To Go...

1. Determine Bonding, Insurance Needs, and Risk Management
2. Decide Publicity Plan/Ad Agency
3, Order Publicity Materials
4, Sign Contracts and Agreements for Sites and Facilities
5. Apply for Permits
6, Request Attendance of 3udges and Quality Control Persons
7. Order Special Supplies, Equipment and Awards
8. Meet with Total Plan Group

Hear Committee Reports
9. Begin Recruiting Volunteers

M !NTHS TO Go...
1. Meet with Total Plan Group

Hear Committee Reports
Adopt Tournament Timetable

2. Send Potential Exhibitors Information

3, Set up System to Process Registrations

Mo~THs To Go...

1. Meet with Total Plan Group
Hear Committee Reports

2, Begin Site Planning
Inventory Site Characteristics/Service Capabilities
Determine Functional Relationship Between Uses

3. Send Tournament Information to Potential Participants

Mo>THs To Go...
1. Meet with Total Plan Group

Hear Committee Reports
2, Begin Developing Site Plan

Prepare Base Plan
Begin Physical Arrangement of Activities on Site
Make Sure Electrical, Water and Other Such Needs are Met
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MONTHs To Go...
1. Send News Release to All Media

2. Speak to Fishing Club and Civic Group Meetings

NOTES

MONTHs To Go...
I, Print Sign», Flyers, Poster» and Banners
2, Meet with Total Plan Group

Hear Cornrnittee Reports

MONTHs To Go...

I. Meet With Total Plan Group
Hear Committee Reports
Set Up Event Work Schedule

2. Begin Final Promotional Campaign
3. Order Special Food Supplies
4, Finalize Evaluation Process

5. Send News Release to Media

MONTH To Go...
1. Meet With Total Plan Group

Hear Committee Reports
2. Initiate Final Promotional Events

3. Finalize Physical Arrangements
4. Train Volunteers

WEEK To Go...
1. Send News Release

2. Get Scales, Polygraph, etc.

STAGE TOURNAMENT
I, Conduct Evaluation

2, Clean-up

Wt TtltN 1 MONTH...

1. Send Thank-you Letters to Helpers
2. Hold Evaluation Meeting

Present Evaluation Report
Present Financial Report
Begin Planning for Next Year
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MoNTHs To Go...
1. Begin Construction or Aequi»tion of Booths, Props, Etc.
2, Invite Special Guests
3. Meet with Total Plan Group

Hear Committee Reports
4. Make Arrangements for Tournament Fish



SELECTINC~ A BOARD

OF DIRF.CTORS
TO increase your
chances of success,
you should be very
careful in selecting a
board of directors.

One of the most important factors in the success or failure of a
saltwater fishing tournament is who is running the tournament, A
major question i» "Who is going to put in the long hours of work to
see that a tournament is managed properly'," To increa~e your
chance» of success, you should be very careful in selecting a board of
directors. Some of the key factors in organizing and re-electing a
board of directors are listed here.

HOW MANY DIRK  T !RN DO YOU NFEI!?

Like any business organization you need to set up a board of
directors large enough to handle the affairs of the corporation. For a
fishing tournament corporation this could be anywhere from seven to
15 people depending on such things as geographic areas covered,
responsibilities of directors, size of the tournament, number of offi-
cers and other factors.

If a tournament plans to select entries from a wide geographic area,
it would be wise to select directors from several coastal and inland

areas, lf the toumarnent is very large and difficult to manage, it might
require several directors with designated areas of responsibility, Also,
since officers may be selected from or exclusively by the board of
directors, you will need at least enough directors to fill all the office
positions plus an additional five to seven to handle committee assign-
ments and special projects. The number of directors should be stated
in the bylaws of the corporation.
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REPRESENTATION

Directors should represent several major divisions or managment
areas. Some of these areas were mentioned earlier and some were

not. This is not a complete list and should be used basically as a start-
ing point in setting up selection criteria.
geographic Areas

Major fishing tournaments draw participants from throughoui. the
state, and it makes good sense to have representatives on the board
from at least all the major population centers as well as local repre-
sentatives to handle much of the on-site work and planning,

Directors from these major population centers can assist in promo-
tion, securing prizes  both cash and merchandise!, and contacting
participants and sponsors. The local group may work on general
arrangements up until the tournameni. starts and then be relieved of
some major responsibilities by their "out-of-town" directors during
the tournament.

Areas of Interest

To attract and keep a person on the board of directors, he must be
interested in tournament management. Thus, selecting board mem-
bers with special areas of interest is very important. A person inter-
ested in tournament record-keeping would make a good choice for



director. a» would»omeone who likes to promote activitie» and
events, The key management areas of each tournament need to be
filled with a person, preferably a director, who i» interested in that
particular tournament management area,

F.x pe rien ce
Nothing replace» the advantage of experience when it come» to

running a fishing tournament, and nothing will replace an experi-
enced director, The type of experience i» tmportant also, and»ome
weight should be given to each director'» tournament experience
during the selection proces». The final board should be balanced with
all critical areas covered by experienced directors. Selecting a direc-
tor with financial planning experience, for example, can help ensure
»ucces»ful f tnancing of'the tournament, while attracting a good
promotor a» a director could be u»eful in publicizing and promoting
the tournament. A good balance between directors' areas of interest
and experience can provide a major contribution to successful tourna-
ITlen't managerTlent.

Tournament Resources

While experience, interest and geographic balance of' your direc-
tor» may be important, resources of individual directors can make the
biggest difference in a successful tournament. Reali»tically, financial
resources, influential participants, celebrities, major contributors and
donations are all important resources for a fishing tournament, and
having a tournament director who can attract these resources is very
important. People who are prominent in the local community, region
or state can, with the proper encouragement, be very helpful to the
tournament, They may have business contacts, financial resources,
equipment and materials, other prominent friends and political influ-
ence that can be used by the tournament. Do not abu»e this person' s
influence, but u»e it wisely and nurture it for future tournament
benefit»,

Non-discriminatory
Boards need the most qualified individuals as directors regardless

of race, physical handicap, sex, religion, sexual orientation or age,

TLRM OF SERVtCr.

The length of each director's tenn on the board i» important, h
should not exceed two years for each elected period, The bylaw»
should include not only the length of each term, but also what to do
when a director dies, resigns or is removed from the board, lt should
state the reasons a person can be removed from the board and how
this removal is accomplished. The bylaws»hould also cover compen-
sation for directors and reimbursement of expenses.

OTttFR GOVFRNIN ' RULFS
Once tournament organizers have established their goals and

objectives and begin to write the bylaws, they should give a great
deal of thought to how directors are to be elected and for how long,
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IN CORPORATION
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Tournament coordin-

ators should give a
great deal of thought
to how directors are

to be elected and for

how long, and other
governing rules for the
tournament corporation.

and other governing rules lor thc tournament corporation. As a
minimum. the rules should cover all of the follov, ing:

l. Election procedures for new directors and re-election of current
director».

2, Terms of each director.

3. Removal of directors.

4. Filling vacancies that occur on the board.
5. Compensation of directors,

6, Meeting attendance requirements for all directors.
7. Selection of corporation ofticers by the board of directors.
II, Board of directors meetings � When, where, why and reporting

requirements for the meetings.
9. Duties of the various officers.

10. Removal of ofticers and filling vancancies.
1 I. Standing comtnittee designation and responsibilities.
I 2. Special rules and guidelines a» needed.

SUMMARY

The selection of a board of directors for a fishing tournament
corporation is one of the most important functions of the tournament
management. Without the right people making the important deci-
sions, the chances of success are greatly reduced and the future of the
tournament could be jeopardized. In addition to a tested list of criteria
for directors' selection, a well-written set of rules or bylaws to govern
board actions is also critical.

Many tournament directors choose to incorporate their tournament
organization. These directors realize that incorporation ha» several
advantages, See Appendix A for a sample of articles of incorporation,

Advantages include:
I, The liability is limited to the assets of the corporation.
2. Capital «an be raised by issuing stock. A corporation is more

attractive to investors than other alternatives.

3. A corporation can last beyond the death of its owners and their
principals, Corporate shares can be distributed to family
members.

4. Shareholders can more easily transfer their ownership interest
without dissolving the corporation.

5. The capital base of a corporation can be expanded by selling
additional shares.

6. It is a separate legal entity, and a part of the owners can sue, can
be sued, and can enter into contracts.

7. Because corporations are superior to a proprietorship or a part-
nership, there are tax advantages such as pensions, profit-
sharing, and stock-option plans. These are favorable to the
owners of the corporation,



Some of the disadvantages include:
1. The time-consuming maintenance of corporate records. Owners

of the corporation are required to 1'ilc two tax returns, one a» an
individual and one for the corporation,

2. Financing obtained by a corporation may also require a personal
guarantee, which effectively limits liability advantage.

NON-PROFIT jNCORPORATI !N
Tournament organizers who conduct the contests for charitable

organizations may wish to consider forming a not-for-profit organiza-
tion that will operate the tournament. There are some specific advan-
tages and disadvantages to a non-profit corporation.

Probably the most obvious advantage is the exclusive opportunity
for tax exemption at the federal. state and local level. The second ma-
jor advantage would be privileges concerning tort liability. Essential-
ly, the degree of liability is limited to harm or damages resulting from
the agents of the non-profit corporation. Non-profit corporations can
legally solicit donations, gifts and general contributions from the pub-
lic, and generally have mailing privileges that reduce communication
costs with their public. Non-profits are exempt from collective bar-
gaining and may be exempt from certain iinports and custom duties.

On the other hand, the organization i» subject to close government
scrutiny, and corporate reports are considered public documents. The
non-profit corporation is required to keep records as required by the
state for incorporation, and incorporation involves certain costs.

TAX-EXENIPT STATUS
Although the tax-exempt status of non-profit organizations may

tempt tournament organizers to file for non-profit status, they should
keep in mind the requirements set forth by the Internal Revenue
Service in order to be granted tax-exempt status. These include the
following:

Participation in any political campaign i» not allowed under any
circumstances.

Corporate earnings of the corporation cannot privately benefit
shareholders or individuals within the corporation,

Lobbying to influence legislation cannot be any major part of the
non-proflit's effort.

The corporation must be organized and operated for one or more «f
the following special and specific purposes:

1. For religious, educational, charitable and scientific or literary
purposes

2, Testing for public safety
3. To foster certain national or international sports competitions
4. For the prevention of cruelty to children or animals

These basic requirements must be found as a c«nstant in the Ar-
ticles of Incorporation, the Bylaws, the daily operations and activities
of the non-profit corporation.
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S rKPS TO INCORPORATE

The following basic checkpoint» are inevitable in incorporating.
I, Set forth the purpose and the structure of the organization. i.e.,

bring the possible incorporators together and attempt to estab-
lish the general purpose and structure.

2, Form at least a temporary board of directors and draft the
articles of incorporation.

3. Establish street and mailing addresses.
4. If forming a for-profit corporation, determine whether it will be

a regular corporation or a closed corporation,
5. File articles of incorporation with the Secretary of State.
6, When you receive the certified copy of incorporation, file it at

the county courthouse.
7. Develop procedures for running the organization,  Le. the

byiaws!, develop specific goals and objectives and a plan of
action for your corporation.

8. Develop a budget for the first year of organization,
9. Develop plans to facilitate the organizations,

10. Hold the first official meeting to adopt the article» of incorp-
oration, adopt the bylaws, elect officers and direct the appro-
priate member to pursue development of the tax exempt
application.

I I. Establish recordkeeping and bookkeeping systems,
12. Apply for tax-exempt status if it is a non-profit organization.
13. File the required employer registration forms for income tax

withholding with federal and state agencies.
14. Submit your application for state sales tax exemption.
15. Notify your state employment agency about state unemploy-

ment insurance.

16. Notify the local tax assessor of your property-tax exemption.
17. Secure liability insurance to protect the assets of the

organization.
18 Apply for a non-profit bulk mail permit from the U.S, Post

Office.

19, Develop a plan of action based on the goals and objectives of
the organization and begin implementing that plan.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS RE@ IJIRKD FOR THE ART  :I.KS
OF 1N 'ORPORATION

I. The name of the organization to be incorporated
2. Purpose of the organization
3. Location of the corporation
4. Names and address of persons to be named directors

MINIMUM RK .ORDS TO IIE MAINTAINFD

BY THE CORPORATION

1, Articles of Incorporation
2. Bylaws
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3. IRS record» and correspondence
4. Minutes of all meetings
5. Correspondence
6. Insurance coverages
7. Income tax forms � A tax-exempt organization must file fusing

Form 990! annually with the IRS, If the non-profit's gross income i»
less than $25,ON!, a portion of this form must be filed to maintain the
501C-3 status. If income exceeds $25,0N!, the report must be filed by
the 15th day of the fifth month after the close ot the organization's
annual accounting period.

8. Employee reports � lf the corporation has employees, appropri-
ate reports must be filed for FICA, withholding and unemployment
insurance.

SITE PLANNING

FOR YGUR TOURNAMENT
Site planning or design is critical, Once a site is selected, it be-

comes the focal point for staging all activities related to your tourna-
ment, Inadequate attention to the arrangement and placement of
structures, activities and services can cause an otherwise good tourna-
ment to have major problems,

WHAT IS A SITE PLAN?
A site plan shows the physical arrangement of facilities, activities

and services on a site. The detail of the plan will vary depending on
the use for which it is intended.

Several site plans may be produced to accommodate different uses,
For instance, a site plan for visitors to the event should only locate
elements necessary to inform and direct them to activities, exhibits,
entertainment, parking. exits, restrooms, first aid stations, and other
essentials, lt should avoid too much detail and clutter.

Another site plan may be required to plan and coordinate the tour-
nament itself. More detail will be required. Electrical supply, water
outlets, proposed booth locations, structures and other pertinent fea-
tures will be required.

BENEFITS OF A SITE PLAN?
A good site plan will assist tournament directors by providing the

following services.
It will provide information and direction to tournament partici-

pants and spectators. A site plan locating the weigh-in station,
restrooms, telephones and concessions will help people unfamiliar
with the site,

~ A site plan will facilitate better communication among those
involved in the tournament by describing each activity that will take
place at your tournament site. This will assist contestants, exhibitors/
sponsors, volunteers, security and safety personnel, utility companies

Unless the site is

predetermined, the
full range of event
requirements should be
assessed before final

site selection is made.



 if appropriate!. and marina and dock rnanagernent in knowing where
all activities are taking place.

~ The site plan also provides a historical record for future tourna-
ments. A site plan i» a recordkeeping device that i» one method of
evaluating the physical layout of your event.

~ A plan will allow for planning control by reducing conflicts
and providing functionality,

YilTF. SI'.I,I:C f I !N

Selecting a tournament site requires more than a casual knowledge
of tournainents, Unless the site is predetermined, thc full range of
event requirements should be assessed before final site selection is
made.

Basic considerations

/ Accessibility to the bay or area in which fishing will take place
8 General public awareness and visibility of the site
l Parking and boat launch
/ Attractiveness of site

8 Space for exhibits and other planned activities
/ Utilities � water, electricity, telephone, etc.
8 Vehicular access to site from major highways, and public

transportation
l Vehicular access on-site for emergencies, service delivery, trash

pickup, etc.

/ Opportunity for growth/expansion

SITI:-PLAlsiNIlsl ; S rEIS

There are five basic steps in developing a site plan. They are listed
and described below,

1. Determine the Program of Uses.
ln this step you should develop a list of all tournament activities

and services that are needed. Determining the program of tourna-
ment-related activities for a site will come from the collective input
of committees responsible for planning the event, This step actually
requires little knowledge about the site itself, and is used to determine
the type of site s! needed. The following is an example of major
considerations:

Programming � all activities and services  hat make up the
tournament. Examples include boat dock, piers, the weigh-in station,
the freshness evaluation lab, stages for any entertainment, booths for
exhibitors and sponsors, and food concession stands,

Logistics � allsupport services and activities necessary, Ex-
arnples include security, trash disposal, parking. entrance control,
vehicular traffic, pedestrian traffic flow, electricity, water, toilet
facilities, first aid, telephones and storage,

Administration � all support uses required for rnanagernent of
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personnel, volunteers, cash, etc. These include managementcontrol
center, registration area and score-keeping area.

Each proposed use should be described in»ufficient detail for the
site preparation committee to know exactly what i» needed. Knowing
exactly what the site will be used for will a»»ist the committee in
choosing the best site to sufficiently handle all the needs of the
tournament.

NOTES

3. Identify Functional Relationships Between Uses.
Fach use  programming, logistics or administration! is examined

for physical and service requirements as well as how it complements
or competes with other uses. Each u»e will have its own physical and
service requirements. Information developed from the program
development phase i» used in this step, Two example» of specific
uses are:

Food Concessions/Booths Requirements:
* Deterinine loca//state health ordinance requirements.
~ Determine support requirements for each: booth size, water,

electricity, tables and chairs.
* Locate and allow ample room for service to area {ice, supplies!.
* Avoid locating near stages.
* Avoid locating near restrooms.
~ Food/drink booths should be centrally located.

Restroom Requirements:
~ Determine local/state health ordinance requirements.
* Include at least one toilet for every 100 people in attendance

 check local ordinances!.
* More toilets will be required if days are warm and if beer and

soft drinks are sold.

* Avoid locating near food concessions.
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2. Inventory and Analyze the Site.
When a site has been selected that will meet all tournament pro-

gramming, logistic and administrative needs, a base map should be
developed in this phase. It should include a scale of 1 inch = 40 feet
or smaller to permit sufficient detail for locating booth», exhibit»,
stages, weigh-in»ta ions, re» rooms, etc. Other item» to include are a
north arrow to provide orientation, a legend to define symbols,
numbers or colors used to identify items, and a vicinity map to locate
the site within the city or area

Aerial photographs, topographic maps and soil inap» of the site are
of great assistance in this part of the planning process. Site features
that might be included on the base map include vegetation  types and
locations!, topography  classitication of slopes, drainage, etc.!,
structures, roads, pedestrian walkways, fences, parking lot», electri-
cal. water supply and other utilities, vehicular access, open areas,
prevailing winds, patterns and intensity of precipitation, and other
significant site features that may limit or enhance proposed uses.
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Getting the stamp of
approval and the
financial backing from
an established group
is sometimes a

difficult task.

* Rental co>npanics must be contacted early to en»ule availability.
* Locate to permit easy access for service truck.
Similar lists should be developed for other facilities such a» the

weigh-in station and any tournament-related activities. Then each
facility or use should be compared to the other» in an attempt to
position related use» together and conflicting uses separately,

4. Develop Design Alternatives.
The development ol alternative design solutions by fitting program

uses to the site is an important step. A variety of alternatives should
be con»idered in an effort to make optimum use of the site. Aesthet-
ics, pedestrian circulation, visibility. safety, access roads, parking.
exhibit», and other activity/service functions should be included. This
phase should include review and comment by all event committee
chairpersons and any others who might have a signil'icant role in
event planning or operations. Their insights into their individual area»
of responsibility can indicate important logistic consideration» that
may have been overlooked in previou» planning phase»,

5. Select a Site Plan.

The final step in the process of developing a site plan is the prepa-
ration of a detailed scale drawing, locating activities, structures,
road», walkway», and other elements necessary f' or cornrnunicating
with the various event support groups and participants. After the site
design i» complete, detailed construction plans may be necessary for
certain structures/elements, Architectural style, drawings and specifi-
cations may be required if the plan is used as a master plan for major
site improvements.

GETTING ENDORSEMENTS
In many cases, organizers are looking for support from the local

chamber of commerce, perhaps frotn local government, and certainly
from the merchants who can be expected to gain from the tourna-
ment. Getting the stamp of approval and the f>nancial backing from
an established group is sometimes a difficult task,

Basicaliy, buiMmg public support for a fishing tournament is
based on the organizer»' and promoters' ability to identify the needs
of their potential client», and selling the target audience on the bene-
fits to be derived t'rom the event. The following questions should be
helpful in selling your tournament.

DOES THE TOL R!VA MEi's'T APPEAR CREE l BLE .~

In each case, the organization's first goal is to establish credibil-
ity. This credibility evolve» in several ways,

I. Consider the individual reputations of the organizers and pro-
moters, On your tournament committee you need leading citizen» and
persons known for being ethical or essential and for following
through on their commitments.



2. A second consideration is to establish networks with all those

organizations and individuals with whom you hope to gain support.
This, of course, means working carefully and sensitively with each.
Most often thi» is accomplished by soliciting advice and involvement
in your effort.

3. The overall content, purpose and nature of the event must be
carefully considered when you are seeking support. All too often, a
fishing tournament may simply be dropped on the chamber of coin-
merce or an elected body without adequate preplanning or considera-
tion. The event may be a high risk venture that is a liability for the
organization, or some incident may occur that tarnishes the com-
munity's reputation, The group from which you are seeking support
needs to be assured this won't happen.

IS IT ECONOMICALLV S<iVND?
Another major consideration is to inform potential supporters how

the event will benefit the community economically. An excellent
starting point would be to advise the chamber and elected officials of
the overall value to the tourist industry, while indicating as near as
possible, based on solid data, what you realistically expect will result
from the event.

D !KS I'I' SERVE THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
The chamber and elected officials also should be told how the

event will serve the general public's interest. A» an example, attract-
ing tourists to a tournament often results in facilities and opportuni-
ties that are not su»tainable solely by the local taxpayer, so organizers
can point to the otherwise unavailable benefits and opportunities that
the community will gain.

IS IT WELL-PLANNED?

In seeking public support, make sure that you have a thoroughly
developed plan of action for organizing, promoting and evaluating
your tournament. Too often, the chamber of commerce or the elected
body hasn't the time or personnel to take on additional responsi-
bi li ties.

In many situations, one or both of these groups will inherit the un-
finished effort and will be hard-pressed to carry out an event begun
by individuals who were unprepared, inexperienced or incotnplete.
Your ability to demonstrate that you are capable, competent, well-or-
ganized and a "finisher" will make a great difference in getting
support,

Look for opportunities to increase community involvement be-
yond the local officials. Every option for building gra»sroot» support
is extremely important. Use the media to keep before the public the
event and it» worthiness, and the people who are involved in the
effort. Maintain a consistent effort to recognize and reward individu-
als and organizations that support the effort.
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VOLUNTEERS
PRESENT

YOURSELF WELL
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The following checklist offers points
you should consider as you develop
your presentation.

/ What is your mission?
8 What are your strengths?
/ What are your weaknesses?
v' What are you doing that cur-

rently attracts participants?
8 Do you have a system for evalu-

ating your endeavors?
8 What is your current relationship

with elected officiais?

8 What have you done to develop
your relationship with the media?

8 What is your image with the
attendees?

Within your organization, evoke a strong coinmitment to complet-
ing task» that are vital to successful events. A positive "can-do," fun
atmosphere cannot help but affect others in a similar fashion. De-
velop a system for documenting and evaluating the event, such a»
being able to prove fiscal responsibility.

Be able to ascertain the wants and needs of the attendees, Be in a

position to show how you are serving these needs, and, more impor-
tantly, how you can adjust to complaints and unmet needs.

As the event develops, organizers should be able to develop more
convincing arguments and a data base that will help elicit more
community support  i,e�economic impact, non-resident funds ex-
pended for motel rooms, meal», purchase of gasoline, fishing equip-
ment, entertainment!,

A FLOOR PLAN FOR SUCCESS

Analyze your existing situation and identify the key decision
makers and organizations that are missing from your support group.
Carefully study these individuals and organizations, and develop an
individual plan to gain support for the one organization or person you
value most.

Have your most eloquent spokesperson present your case to this
organization or individual», Present why you need help and why the
proposed tournament will be good for them and the community.

Having analyzed your current situation, identified your needs or
missing»upport, pinpointed potential supporters and investigated
their unique contributions and possible relationship to your effort, all
that remains is to collect your data and organize it into a convincing
case, Then go sell your event to those from whom you need to gain
support,

Good volunteers are just like anyone else. They are not necessarily
waiting in the wings, ready to leap out and assist you with whatever
you want to do. You have to go after them... recruit them. And
recruiting volunteers is rather like fishing for perch. You have to
know where they are and what type of bait to use.

PREPARIN s FOR VOLUNTEERS

First determine your needs, What parts of your tournament organi-
zation have inadequate professional assistance or»taff time? What
specialskills would enhance the event? What new activities do you
need to prepare for in the future?

Prepare a job description for each volunteer position. Be as spe-
cific as possible; include need» to be accomplished, time required,
and accountability. Try to make the task appealing feature the
uniquenesses and the rewards and fun, Be clear avoid misleading
statements or hard sell.



Develop an orientation plan, and be sure each volunteer receives
this orientation before starting to work. The orientation should in-
clude the purpose of your tournament, why you are staging it, how it
will be handled and what that particular volunteer's job is, and how
that job fits into the total effort. Identify the major leader for the
tournament, and outline all rules and policies.

With volunteers, several points should be remembered.
1. Consider each volunteer's rights before assigning people to

tasks. Volunteers have the right to be treated fairly and to be well-
inforrned about the job.

2. Work should be meaningful and enjoyable, Consider an assign-
ment rotation system; don't give the same volunteers the same dull
tasks each time. At the same time, don't burden the most dedicated

with the tougher tasks all the time,
3. Recognize volunteers for work well done, Anyone who is

willing to donate spare time needs to know that he or she is doing
something useful and meaningful. Keep records, and consider giving
prizes to those who do outstanding jobs. At the least, thank everyone
as the work proceeds.

The best recruitment

approach is still a
personal one, and
the best recruiter is

another volunteer.

SCREFNING VOLUNTEERS
Tournament organizers should have a simple screening process to

help assign volunteers to the most appropriate task, This should in-
clude a survey in which the volunteer indicates his or her needs, ex-
perience and expectations, a job description, needed skills and com-
mitments, an agreed-upon work schedule and time commitment, and
the duration of the assignment. If yours is an ongoing tournament, the
volunteer should have an opportunity to see historical files on the
event and to review the work cycle.

PLACING AND SCHEDVLING VOLVNTEERS
You must be as flexible as possible when scheduling volunteers,

but dependability is mandatory. Volunteers are usually busy people,
Patience in working them into your event will pay off. Explain if
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RFCRVITING VOI-VNTEERS
The most effective recruiting technique is simple person-to-

person. Happily placed volunteers are the most successful recruiters.
Make public presentations to solicit help the more informal, per-
sonal and smaller, the better. Go after groups that have successful
track record» of volunteerism, such as clubs, churches and service

organizations,
A I9S I survey of volunteers revealed that most were asked to vol-

unteer by someone or else they learned about the position through
participation in an organization, service group or religious group, or
through a family member or friend who was already participating.
The best recruitment approach is still a personal one, and the best
recruiter is another volunteer.



flexibility is limited because of deadlines or scheduling subsequent
events, but respect the volunteer's time and scheduling problems.

SUPP !RTIX s AND lH AHA r'IN x V !LUlSTEERS

Keep in mind the expectations of the volunteers, their abilities and
their knowledge, Constantly work to share ideas and explain proce-
dures and the process to your volunteers. Invite them to suggest a
better approach. Recognize volunteers both formally and informally.
Constant consideration and recognition is an essential requirement.
Some effective method» of recognition might include a letter of
recognition, recognition at a post-tournament event such as a banquet
or reception, plaques and certificates,

LEGAL LIABILITY

AND RISK MANAGEMENT
A new phrase, risk management, should be added to the vemacu-

lar of the tournament director. Managing legal risks is a director's
responsibility for protecting the tournament and its volunteers against
damage losses from tort liability. Sponsors of fishing tournaments
may be exposed to tort liability resulting f'rom participant and specta-
tor injuries associated with the tournament, They may also be ex-
posed to law suits arising from disgruntled participants who disagree
with a tournament judge's ruling.

A tort. meaning "wrong," describes a group of transgressions,
other than breach of contract. for which a court will grant an award ol
damages. The law of torts is concerned with the monetary compensa-
tion for losses based on injuries suffered by a volunteer, spectator or
participant in a fishing tournament.

IMP L EM F %TING RISK MANA el'. MENT PROGRAMS

A risk management program involves identification of a
tournament's potential tort risks and attempting to control and mini-
rnize these risks. Risk management has four basic components. Each
is important for tournament directors to understand  see illustration!.
I. Identification

Tort liability involves a complex amalgamation of risks in areas of
negligence, slander, libel and assault. Other risks faced by the tourna-
ment include contract liability, property loss and fidelity losses. A
reasonable and prudent toumarnent director should inventory agency
risks prior to undertaking any management program,
2. Evaluation

Risk frequencies, accident probabilities and monetary estimates ot
loss arc key component» in the evaluation process,
3. Reduction/Transfers

Many options for reducing or transfering risk are available at dif-
ferent cost levels, Reduction techniques include safety inspections,
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recordkeeping and review, volunteer training and awareness of
liability. Retention is a form of self-insurance that may tnclude an
insurance policy. The sponsor retains the risk up to the deductible
 $5,000!, and in essence is retaining up to that amount of risk, Risk
transfer places the burden of loss on another party. Typical tech-
nique» include liability waivers, issuance, leasing, or service con-
tracts with independent contractors,
4, Administration

A program commitment is, a key part of this phase of risk manage-
tnent. Tournament sponsors should not only adopt a policy statement
pledging support for such a program but also operationalize the
statement through inspection and other appropriate measures.

Every person
associated with a

fishing toornament
may be liable in
money damages for
a wrongful act.

PARTIFS SI!83FCT TO TORT RISK
Every person associated with a fishing tournament may be liable in

money damages for a wrongful act. When one person acts on behalf
of, or under the direction of, another person, then both may be liable.
Thus a director has the same degree of liability as the volunteer
provided the volunteer is acting within the scope of hi» responsibili-
ties. This is called the doctrine of respondeat superior.

Tournament Sponsors
Public agencies: The cloak of governmental immunity does not
provide blanket protection for cities and state agencies if they are
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R IS K I I! F. N T I FI C ATION
Legal liability infers a responsibility between parties cognizable

and enforceable by the courts. it is to be distinguished from the
judicial process, which determines liability, The filing of a lawsuit
and a finding of liability are not synonymous terms.

Legal liability can be separated into criminal and civil liability,
The distinction between them lies in the interest affected and the

remedies available. A crime  criminal liability! is an offense against
the public at large, for which the state, as the representative of the
people, will bring proceedings in the form of a criminal prosecution.
A criminal proceeding is not concerned with compensation of the vic-
tim but in protecting public interest by punishing the offender. Thus,
a fishing tournament sponsor may seek criminal charges against a
participant for submitting an illegal fish to defraud the sponsor from
prize money.

Civil actions are usually based on contractual or tort liability. The
differences lie in the interest to be protected. Contractual liability is
created to protect the interest in having promises performed while tort
liability is concerned with unreasonable interference» with the right»
of other», The field of tort law includes many kinds of actions be-
cause of the variety of interests involved. Torts are generally divided
into intentional torts and negligence. The distinguishing feature
between them rs intent,



OEFINITIONS

Negligence � the failure on
the part of the tournament
sponsor, or its volunteers, to
exercise ordinary and reason-
able care to prevent injury to
others.

Ordinary care � that level of
conduct that would be exhibited

by a person of normal prudence
under the same or similar cir-

cumstances,

involved in running fishing tournaments. Governmental responsibil-
ity for torts of its agencie» and employees is the trend in Texas
 V,T,C,A. Civil Practice» and Remedies Code tiII101.001-.109!. In
general, the Texas Tort C laims Act limits the immunity previously
enjoyed by the state, it» agencies and political subdivisions. Other
states may be following the same trend. as well. Be sure to check
state civil codes when developing a risk management plan.
Private Sponsor: No immunity extsts for non-profit sponsors.
The doctrine of charitable immunity does not apply to fishing tourna-
ment sponsors. Liability for sponsors is based on respondeat superior,
when a volunteer causes an injury,

Tournament Director

As a general rule, a director is not liable for the tortious acts of his
subordinates unless he directs, participates in or ratifies the conduct.
Liability for the director can arise if the injured party can show that
his injury wa» proximately caused by the director's negligence.

Tournament Volunteers � Individual Liability
Notwithstanding the doctrine of governmental immunity, volun-

teers are not cloaked with immunity, and they may be individually
liable for their tort. They may spread this liability to the tournament
sponsor through the respondeat superior doctrine,

ToRT Rtsvs

Fishing tournament associations and their volunteers take calcu-
lated risks when they run a toumarnent, Accidents can and do hap-
pen, but the mere fact that a participant i» injured does not mean that
the agency and it» volunteers are liable for damages. Liability arises
when the injured party can prove that the tournament sponsor and its
volunteers breached a legal duty of care, thereby causing the injury.
Without this proof, there i» no liability.

Negligence
The predominant type of tort risk for the tournament sponsor is

negligence, Negligence is the failure on the part of the tournament
sponsor, or its volunteers, to exercise ordinary and reasonable care to
prevent injury to others. Ordinary care is that level of conduct that
wouM be exhibited by a person of normal prudence under the same or
similar circumstances.

Since state laws vary on the qualifications for an individual to
recover damages, and it would be impossible to cover all here, we
will look at one state system as an example. Under Texas law, a
per»on injured while participating in a fishing tournament may only
recover damage» when there i»:

 I ! a legal duty of the tournament sponsors or volunteers to con
form to the standard of care of a reasonable and prudent person;
�! a failure to conform to the standard required;



NOTES

SITUATIONS Cr I VING RISE TO NEGI.IG ENCE CLAIMS
Facilities

A tournament sponsor's liability for participant injuries depends
on its ownership, possession, or control of'the premises. Generally, a
landowner is liable for visitor injuries caused by a defect on the
premises. An exception to the owner liability rule arises where the
legal owner transfers possession and control of the premises to a ten-
ant, Under landlord/tenant law, the tenant becomes liable for visitor

injuries. Thus, a tournament sponsor that is a legal owner, or a tenant,
of the premises may be liable for participant and visitor injuries. But
when the tournament sponsor is merely a user of the premises, and
not the owner or tenant, the legal risks remains with the owner.

As an owner or tenant of the premises, the legal duty of'care re-
quired of the tournament sponsor depends on the status of the partici-
pant, Generally, the participant in a fishing tournament will be clas-
silied as an invitee, This is the highest status accorded in lav to a par-
ticipant and it requires a corresponding high duty of care of the spon-
sor, A fishing tournament sponsor's legal duty of care to participant»
 invitees! can be expressed as an obligation to:

�! inspect the premises  boat ramp, docks, weigh station, ctc.! to
discover hidden hazards or dangers;
�! repair or remove the hazards, or provide adequate warnings of
the hazard's presence;
�! conduct operations on the premises with reasonable care to
provide a safe environment for the participant and visitor; and
�! keep the premises in reasonably safe repair.

Although this obligation is great, the tournament sponsor is not the
guarantor of the participants' safety, The law imposes a duty of care
on the participant  invitee! to avoid known and obvious dangers.
Thus a participant, warned of a hazard, ha» a legal duty to avoid it.

Operating the Tournament
With respect to a fishing tournament condu< ted under their aus-

pices, sponsor» have the legal duty to exercise reasonable care to
prevent unreasonable risks of harm to participants and spectators.
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�! a reasonably close causal connection between the conduct and
the injury; and
�! actual loss or damages.
In negligence cases, proof of these elements involves questions of

fact and law. The court decides questions ot' law, and the jury, ques-
tions of fact. The issue of the existence of a legal duty is a question of
law for the court. To meet the first test of actionable negligence, a
legal duty must exist between the tournamentsponsor and the person
injured. This legal duty of care may arise hy contract, statute or
common law. In the case of fishing tournaments, the sponsor's legal
duty of care to participants is derived from common law or contract
law.



This general duty of care translates into an obligation to:
  I! provide adequate supervision and control of the program;
�! exercise due care in the selection and training of volunteers;
�! establish and enforce rules for the maintenance of safety and
discipline in the tournament;
�! provide suitable equipment and facilities:
�! warn participants of the unique and particular risks in a tourna
ment  weather and seas!:

�! develop procedures to provide proper medical assistance for
injuries; and
�! institute and follow emergency procedures for transporting
injured persons to appropriate medical facilities.
Practices and procedure» will vary from tournament to tourna-

ment; however, the legal duty of care to participants remains con-
stant.

CONTRACTUAL VIOLA'I'IONS

Law suits also may arise from disagreements over decisions made
at a tournament. When thousands of dollars are atstake, a participant
could easily convince himself that it wasn't his poor fishing or inabil-
ity to abide by the rules that caused him to lose the tournament, but
the tournament director's bad judgement calls or vague rules that
were the problem.

The rules established by the tournament and printed in the touma-
ment program are considered a contract, The tournament sponsor
agrees to give a set prize to the contestant bringing in the heaviest
fish that meets the qualifications spelled out in the rules. Conflicts
arise when a participant believes he would have won the tournament
had his fish not been disqualified, and he accuse» the director of a
breach of contract � failue to give him the prize money for a fish he
will claiin should have qualified.

The major deterent of these types of suits is clarity of rules, lt
behooves a tournament sponsor to remove all ambiguity from the
tournament rules and regulations. If, to avoid entry of fish caught
prior to the tournament, a director requires all fish to be in a fresh
condition to qualifiy, he should clearly spell out the standards of
freshness  see chapter 7 on checking for freshness!. The terms of
disqualification of entries and filing of protests also should be ex-
plained in detail  see chapter 7 on disqualification of entries!.

WAIVFRY AND DISCLAIMFRS

One popular method of avoiding lawsuits is to have contestants
sign a disclaimer saying they will not hold the tournament respon-
sible for injuries sustained during the tournament or sue the tourna-
ment for breach of contract. Tournament directors should be aware

that the use of liability waivers or disclaimers as a risk management
tool will not stop lawsuits. Good lawyers easily can, and often do.
persuade courts to invalidate disclaimers.
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Disclaimers are typically invalidated on three basis: �! the state-
rnent i» contrary to public policy,   ! ambiguities in the agreement
make it difficult to determine the extent of rights waived, and �! mi-
nors or their parents signed the waiver. Given the penchant of courts
not to enforce liability waiver» and di»claimers, tournament directors
should not place a great deal of' reliance on them to avoid suit».

So, what good are they'? l.ised with a risk management program,
they can discourage lawsuits and enhance legal defenses by increas-
ing participant awareness,

Many people who sign a disclaimer or waiver have the mistaken
belief that they cannot sue the organization because they have given
up this right. This belief can further be reinforced if the waiver has all
the indications of a legal document. This can be a strong deterent,
especially to the "nickle-and-dime" injury claims.

1f the participant does sue, the waiver can help in the tournament
director'» defense. Liability waivers that inform the participant of
known risks preclude the participant from claiming lack of knowl-
edge of the potential hazards involved in boating and fishing,

When drafting waivers or disclaimers, be sure to be as clear and
unambiguous as possible. lt would be wise to seek the advice and
assistance of an attorney in preparing and using liability waivers.

SUMMARY

Accidents and injurie» can occur anywhere and sponsors of fishing
tournaments are not immune froin the occasional accident, Although
each accident case should be treated as a potential liability risk, the
law does not require that a sponsor be the insurer of a participant's
safety, Disagreements over regulations and rulings also can occur in
the best of circumstances.

The law requires that a tournament be organized and conducted
with the level of skill exhibited by a reasonable and prudent sponsor
to prevent unreasonable risks of harm and to prevent any rnisunder-
standings as to the rules or contract of the lournament. As risk of
harm increases, so does the sponsor's responsibility to advise the par-
ticipant of the risk or to lake remedial action to keep it from becom-
ing unreasonable.

TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION
Registration i» another activity that will take some advance plan-

ning and forethought. The method of registration must be decided far
enough in advance to be able to include it in all tournament literature.

Registration by boat appeals to some tournament directors. Others
prefer to register individual contestants. There are some advantages
in each system, Perhaps the type of tournament, the physical arrange-
ment of the weigh-in station, the kind and ainount of prizes, and
target species should be considered in determining how contestants
are registered.

Used with a risk

management program�
wai vers can discourage
lawsuits and enhance

legal defenses by
increasing participant
awareness.



BOAT RE 'I ST RATION

If the target specie» are caught and landed primarily by boat. the
weigh-in station is dockside and accessible by boat, and there is a cal-
cutta associated with the tournament, boat registration may be the
best choice.

The captain of the vessel register» the boat in the tournament. The
vessel name, make, length, U,S. Coast Guard Documentation or State
Registration Number, and VHF radio call numbers are recorded. The
name, address and phone number of the captain also is listed. The
boat is assigned a tournament ID number for recordkeeping purposes.
A sticker or decal with the ID number may be issued for placement
on the windshield.

The registration fee assessed each boat will be considerably higher
than that for an individual. Fees niay range anywhere from $100 to
$500 per boat depending on the size of the tournament and the value
of the prizes.

The tournament rules may restrict the number of crew members
allowed aboard the boat per trip, but may permit any number to
participate over the duration of the tournament. In such a case, the
captain is required to maintain a daily log of pertinent infortnation
concerning the identity of the crew and the vessel's activity.

Arrangements for dividing prize money is the captain's responsi-
bility, A common method is to divide it into equal shares for the
captain and each crew member with an extra share going to the boat,

Some advantages of the boat registration system are:
1. Providing a higher registration fee, thereby increasing tourna-

ment profits.
2, Discouraging pooling of fish, For example: One person in the

boat registers in the tournament at a nominal fee and several others
aboard may give hiin their fish.

3. Increasing efficiency at weigh-in station. Time and energy are
saved by weighing fewer fish. Only the largest three or four fish
aboard the boat are weighed, Otherwise. officials must weigh each
crew member's fish separately.

4. Simplifying record keeping. Fewer fish and contestants are
involved.

INDI VIDUAI. RF 'ISTRATION

If a fishing tournainent has a wide variety of categories, including
many inshore species, or if the weigh-in station does not have dock-
ing facilities for boat access then perhaps contestants should register
individually.

Most often individuals register by purchasing a ticket that entitles
them to compete in the tournament, The ticket may be serially num-
bered with a 3- x 5-inch information portion retained by the tourna-
ment and a matching stub retained by the contestant. The contestant'»
name, address and phone number should be listed on the card that is
filed alphabetically and becomes part of a dual recordkeeping system.



Individual contestant fees may range from $5 to $50 depending on
the size of the tournament, number of categories, and value of prize»,

Most often charitable organizations, civic clubs, chambers of
commerce and sport fishing club» choose the individual registration
method because of the manpower and other resources available to
them 1'or reaching large audience».

Some advantages of the individual registration method are:
1. Making participation in the tournament available to bank, jetty,

pier and wade fishermen.
2. Making the tournament more affordable and appealing more to

the "casual" sport fisherman.
3. Encouraging donation of the nominal registration fee to the

tournament by non-participating contestants.
4, Increasing the possibilities for weigh-in station site location

because water access is not essential.

At the time a

contestant purchases
a ticket or registers
in the tournament, he
should be given a
copy of al! the rules
and regulations.

TOURNAMENT RULES

AND REGULATIONS
A good set of rules and regulations is one of the most important

factors in conducting a successful fishing tournament, Adequate time
and consideration should be given to their formulation.
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NFCKSSARY [NFORMATION
Whatever system is used, several things must be done during the

registration period. All necessary information about the contestant
must be obtained at this time. This is necessary because the
recordkeeping system must be set up and ready to go when the
weigh-in station opens.

In some cases a tournament director may include a brief informa-
tion-source question or set of questions to determine the most effec-
tive means of promoting future tournaments. A "check-ofl" or
"circle" response could be used to find out how the contestant learned
about the tournament, i.e., television, radio, newspaper, word of
mouth.

At the time a contestant purchases a ticket or registers in the tourn-
ament, hc should be given a copy of all the rule» and regulations. If
international Game Fish Association rules are used, the contestant
should be given a current copy of the rule book. In some "big-
money" tournaments, it may be advisable to have the contestant sign
an affidavit stating that he has read, understands, and agrees to abide
by all the tournament rules and regulations. If not listed in the rules
and regulations, a copy of the fish freshness standard» required by the
tournament and perhaps some suggestion on how to maintain them
should be given each contestant  see Appendix H!.

The registration period is probably the only time tournament
officials and contestants will meet face to face prior to the weighing
of fish, so all important business should be handled at that time.



NOTES ESTABI.ISHIIV " C !NTF.ST RULF.h

The primary purpose of having a good set of rules is to enable
official» to manage a tournantent efficiently and fairly with a mini-
mum amoun  of confusion and controversy. It would be extremely
difficult for a fir»t-time tournament director to imagine the variety of
controversial situations that may arise during tournament competi-
tion, For this reason, rule» and regulations of several popular tourna-
ments in Texas, a» well a» the Internaional Garne Fish Association

rules are listed in Appendix E of this handbook. Prospective tourna-
ment directors are encouraged to study these and select the ones best-
suited loi their tournament.

The purpose of a particular rule may not be readily discernible to
an inexperienced person. Therefore, it may be helpful to examine
some general categories of tournament rules.

Means of Catching Fish
These rules are designed to ensure tournament fish are caught by
sportfishing methods only. Shrimp trawl, beach seine, gill net, hoop
net, trammel net, trap», speargun, longline, trotline, rotenone, electric
shock, explosives» and harpoons are usually not considered sportfish-
ing methods.

Means of Landing Fish
Most tournaments allow the use of a landing net or gaff only while
landing the fish. For safety purposes, some tournaments allow large
sharks, ray» and gars to be shot with a gun just prior to landing,
However, shooting is not allowed in International Garne Fish A»so-
ciation rules.

Fish Quality Requirements
Fish-quality requirements give the tournament officials some control
over when and how fish are caught. It may be difficult to eliminate
entries that are caught only a few hours before the tournament corn-
mencement date, but with adequate freshness tests, gross violations
of tournament rules can be detected.

Fish freshness, mutilations and "altered from its natural state" re-

strictions will help disqualify fish that are bought from seafood
dealers or commerical shrimp boats or that have been previously
frozen, netted, trapped, gilled or shot. They al»o are designed to help
disqualify entries that are loaded with extra weight or unnatural
stomach contents. Freshness standards that are required by the tour-
nament should be listed somewhere in the rule book or information

brochure.
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Gear Restrictions

These rules are designed to set limitations on use of sportfishing gear.
They cover such things as leaders, kinds and number of rods and
reels, etc.



Eligibility Requirements and Restrictions
These rules designate the species categories and divisions in which
contestants may compete. They may be related to the fee structure,
conte»tants' ages, sex, or numbers of fishermen per hnat. They may
also designate the dates, time of day or night, range and area» where
fishing may take place.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDL'RES
Some rule» are designed specifically to provide sinooth and effi-

cient management of the weigh-in station. Identification decal», ticket
»tub», unloading boats, disposal of fish, grievances or protests, tie-
breaking, weigh-in station closing time, announcing of winners and
awarding of prizes are all covered under these rules.

Characteristics of Rules

Tournament rules should possess the following qualities:
1. Simplicity � Be careful not to get bogged down with exces-

sive technicalities or extreme, rare case situtation». Try to keep rules
at a reasonable number.

2. Clarity � Guard against ambiguity, vagueness, and extreme
generality in the statement of tournament rules. Have them proofread
and tested for double meanings and range of possible interpretation.

3. Purposefulness � Make sure the rules are functional,
reasonable and workable.

4. Enforceability � Do not list any rule» you are not willing to
enforce. Not all rules are enforceable to the same degree, but at least
»orne attempt should be made with each. An example would be: A
contestant witnesses a large fish being caught on a pier. He purchases
the fish from the one who caught it and enters it in the contest as his
own, The fish pa»ses the freshness test and wins first prize of $5,000,
A polygraph test is the only means to expose this kind of violation.
Therefore, a polygraph requirement would be a suitable means to
enforce a rule of this type,

Fair and Equitable
The number one rule in any tournament applies to the director.

"All tournament rules will be enforced fairly and equitably with all
contestants," One of the quickest ways to destroy the credibility of a
fishing tournament is to make exceptions to the rules, play favorites.
or make little or no attempt to enforce tournament rules,

Tournament rules and regulations should be in compliance with all
state and federal game laws, At no time should a tournament director
have a fish in his possession that does not meet state or federal length
limits, However, directors should be cautious about placing them-
selves in the role of game wardens. Checking fishing licenses, count-
ing bag limits, and measuring fish lengths is a time-consuming job,
and perhaps is best left up to the authorities.



By most definitions, a
calcutta is a gambling
event. It may also be
the major incentive
for fishermen to partici-
pate in the tournament.

CALCUTTAS, P !TS AND P<!OLS
Soine of the larger and most successful tournaments have an asso-

ciated calcutta, which, by most definitions, is a gambling event. The
amount of the calcutta i» usually much greater than that of prizes and
award» for the various place» in the tournament. It may also be the
major incentive for fi»hermen to participate in the tournament.

The money in the calcutta is accutnulated through a bidding proc-
Ess which i» open to participants and associates. The person that gives
the highest bid on a particular boat will share the calcutta prize with
the captain and crew if hi» boat wins.

The organization and rules of the calcutta will vary with different
tournaments.

Participation in the calcutta may be optional for contestants.
Although the same fish are involved, the winners of the calcutta are
evaluated separately from those of the tournament,

Pots and pools may or may not be sanctioned by the tournament. In
some cases, they are planned by the participants without the direc-
tor's knowledge.

Calcuttas, pots and pools are usually for the benefit of the partici-
pants, with no proceed» going to the tournament. The tournament will
usually benefit f'rom increased participation because of the potential
calcutta winnings.

It is extremely important for tournament directors to understand
that gambling i» illegal in many states, and winnings from gambling
are considered as taxable income by the Internal Revenue Service.

Before organizing a calcutta for your tournament, discuss the de-
tail» with the director of a well-established tournament in your area.
Also, investigate the gambling income reporting laws in your state as
applied to calcuttas.

Be sure to familiarize yourself with the IRS current tax code as
applied to gambling. In general, the IRS requires that 20 percent of
the calcutta winner's prize money» be withheld and that the tourna-
ment fill out the appropriate forms and return them to the IRS each
yeal .

Remember, if you fail to withhold calcutta winnings the IRS will
hold you personnally liable, Also, failure to file the required forms is
punishable by a fine, and in some cases incarceration, The necessary
IRS forins may be obtained from any regional IRS distribution
center.
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MONEY, MONEY

t
EVERYWHERE...

nce the tournament organization process has gotten under-
way, it won't be long before money issues arise. How do
you keep records of expenses" .What is the best record-

keeping system to use'? How do you get extra l'unding for your
tournament'? All these money matters are discussed in this chapter.

ACCOUNTING/'RECORDKEEPING

FOR FISHING TOURNAMENTS
BASICS OF AN A CC ! tjNTlN r S Y STEM

Running a fishing tournament is much like running a small busi-
nes», and since one of the basic objectives of a fishing tournament is
to make money, you need to know something about the cost of doing
business. ln short, tournament managers need to know that profit is a
function of revenues rninu» costs, and that costs need to be ntont'tored
just as much a» revenues to be sure the tournament is making profits
instead of losses. A good recordkeeping system will help you do this,
plus make sound management decisions.

Afaintaining records
must not demand

inordinate amounts

of time. The system
should work for you
rather than make you
work for the system.

Necessary Attributes of an Accounting Systetn
Development of financial records is a necessary part of the tourrra-

ment director's functions and responsibilities. As such, the system
must be geared, within limits, to the desires and needs of the director
and/or tournament management. While there are certain conventions
in record keeping which must be followed, the system itself can be
fairly well-tailored to the individual director and to the tournament
management in general.

A good recordkeeping system should be:
I, Simple to understand,
2. Flexible and adaptable to changing needs.
3. inexpensive to develop.
4. Require little time to maintain.
5. Handy and convenient to use.
For a bookkeeping system to be valuable, it should be as simple as

possible; otherwise, its use will be impaired. Likewise, the system
should be flexible, so that as the tournament grows and the bookkeep-
ing becomes more complex, the system can be adapted to take care of
additional entries. Elaborate computerized systems often require
more time to set up and operate, and therefore are more expensive.

Maintaining records must not demand inordinate amounts of time.
The system should work for you rather than make you work for the
system, A system that requires too much tinte or creates a burden-
some task will eventually become a neglected system or will be
completely abandoned.

Records also should be convenient for use rather than hidden away
where it is more difficult, The types of records to be maintained
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GENERALJOURNAL

Date
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0 E F I N I T I 0 N S

Journal � The book recording
all day- to- day transactions,
Ledger � A book ta which the
record of specific accounts is
transferred as final entry from
the origfnal postings in a
general journal.
Balance Sheet � A

statement of the assets and

liabilities of a business at a

speci fied date,
Income Statement � A

statement listing a business'
profits and lasses over a given
period of time.
Budget � An itemized
summary of probable expenses
and a plan for meeting those
expenses over a given period
of time.

should fit the director's and the tournament's need» and should be

comfortable for the director to use.

Basic Books for Recordkeeping
lt is often erroneously assumed that basic financial record», such as

balance sheets and income statements, can be prepared at will from
even the most rudimentary records � business receipts and cancelled
checks. While this may be possible in some instances, it certainly is
not the easiest or the most accurate method.

Maintaming a rather modest set of books is truly a prerequisite for
the preparation of useful statements for tournament management
purposes. Journals and ledgers are two ways to keep tournament
records.

Journal: The general journal is essentially a book within which
some or all of the tournament activities can be recorded. From this

journal, financial information can be transferred to appropriate
ledgers, which serve as a means of classifying each transaction into
specific group», Other journals such as a cash receipts journal, sales
journal, etc., may he added to help sort each type of entry. An ex-
ample of a typical general journal is shown below.

CASH DATE SUNDRY
Debit Credit Mo, Day Vr. Description Post Debit Credit

Ledgers: Ledgers provide a convenient way to systematize the
financial activities, and prepare them for use in the income statement
and balance sheet. The function ot the general ledger is to provide a
handy mechanism for scrutinizing the financial position of the tour-
nament. Once the journal entries are "posted" to the general ledger
accounts they should roughly correspond to the accounts within the
income statement and balance sheet, An example of a general ledger
sheet is shown below.

GENERAL LEDGER SHEET

ACCOUNT: TOURNAMENT ADVERTISING

Description PR Iteins posted Balance
Debit Credit Debit Credit

Financial Statements

The two most important financialstatements generated from
construction of the journal and ledger entries are the balance sheet
and income statement. These iwo statements, plus the cash flow



statement, can provide an excellent picture of the tournament's
business activities. See Appendix F for sample financial statements.

Balance Sheet: This is a statement of the tournament's financial

condition at a given point in time � a financial photograph. It is
compo»ed of three basic parts � assets, liabilities and capital. It
keeps track of what the tournament owns, what it owes and what is
invested. Entries and evaluations of balance»hect account» are based

on the conventional accounting equation: As»ets = Liabilities+
Capital. Assets are grouped into current asset», which can be con-
verted into cash easily, and fixed asset», which are basically used by
the tournament on a longer-term basis. Liabilities are grouped into
current liabilities or debts, which have to be paid within 12 month»,
and long-term liabilities. which are to be paid back beyond I 2
months.

Income Statemettt: Commonly referred to a» a statement of profit
and loss, this essentially reports on the busine»s transactions in
financial terms over a certain period � monthly, quarterly or annually.
The income statement reports on income generated and expenses
incurred over a specific period of time � a moving financial picture.
The difference between income and expenses is either a resulting
profit, if income exceeds expenses, or a loss, if expenses exceed
income.

MAINTAI'%IN : THE BOOKS

Being able to have good financial data available for decision-
making depend» heavily on how well and how accurately information
i» recorded in your general journal and general ledger. Sloppy and
haphazard entries usually result in inaccurate information.

Records should be entered as soon after receipt a» possible to avoid
losing them, but not necessarily as the transaction occurs. The entries
can be made weekly or biweekly depending on the level of activity,
The job of doing the bookkeeping function should be handled by as
few people as possible to achieve conformity and continuity in
recordkeeping.

Bun<;V.TINt;

From an internal perspective, financial daia can be used as an
historical base for the estimation of what types and amounts of
income and expenses a fishing tournament might generate. These
reports can be used to assess the overall performance of the fishing
tournament director, the success of his tournament and to e»tablish

better control mechanisms. Helping to plan future tournaments is also
a good use of these financial reports.

Nature and Purpose of Budgets
A budget is no more than a qualified business plan. The budgeting

process provides a mechanism through which the tournament director

The job of doing the
bookkeeping function
should be handled by
as few people as
possible to achieve
conformity and contin-
uity in recordkeeping.



can lay out the planned activities of the tournament and attach dollar
costs and revenue» to their implementation and result. This would
highlight trouble spots in the financial plan for the tournament and
also act a» a control mechanism to ensure that funds are not wasted.

A budget, a» a financial plan, is subject to change a» variable» in
the tournament change. It is also an invaluable management tool for
both planning and control. Developed from financial record» on the
tournament and forecasts of future changes to be implemented, the
budget provides the rnechanisrn needed to ensure tournament goal
achievement or at least minimize unprofitable situations,

NOTES

Budget Preparation
The basic methods by which budgets can be prepared involves

either the development of a budget based on past financial record» or
preparation based on major component parts of the overall budget.
One budget based on anticipated sales of novelty gift items, food, and
drinks, and another based on entry fee or registrations might be
combined to give us the total incoine portion of our budget. An
expense budget would include promotion costs, cash awards, travel
expenses, food services and other major expense categories of the
tournament,

The budget can be utilized as an effective control device provided
it meets certain requirements. The budget must represent a realistic
set of tournament goals, be flexible and yet include all major compo-
nents of the tournament operation. The use of budgets as a control
process demands that it also be relatively cheap and easy to use.

SOt.tRCFS nF I>COMF.

The principal source of income to fishing tournaments is almost
always going to be the entry fee or registration fee for fishermen.
Other sources of income might include advertising in tournament
publications, donations of cash awards or merchandise to be used as
prizes, which may or may not be actually counted as part of the
tournament income, and the sale of novelty gifts such as T-shirts,
caps, etc, How well a tournament secures this income generally will
dictate how successful the tournament will be financially.
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Registrations
Registrations or entry fees represent the primary source of income

for most fishing tournaments and is a key ingredient in establishing
income and expense projections for the tournament. Entry fee» will
vary between adult and youth divisions, offshore and inshore divi-
sions, cash prize and trophy winners, and other categories. divisions
or types of tournaments. An entry fee inay be as low as $5/per person
or as high as $ l 00 or more,

To break even a tournament must generate enough registrations to
cover all fixed cost~, such as prizes, food, travel/lodging and other
basic expense~ of the tournament,



As an example, if a new tournament director anticipates total f'ixed
costs of $4,000 and he feels his optimum entry fee should be no
higher than $10 per fisherman, then he would need at least 400
entries to reach his break-even point. Or, to look at it another way, if
he estimates only 200 people will come to the tournament, then the
entry fee must be se  at $20 to break even.

lf some of hi» prizes are donated, they should not figure into the
fixed costs, but those prizes that are paid from registration receipts
should be expensed to the tournament.

Once a tournament has established a track record and a better feel

for how many tournament entries to anticipate, the job of setting
entry fees and calculating tournament expenses is certainly made
easier, but that first-ever tournament requires a "best estimate" by
tournament planners.

Preselling a tournament registration or entry fees is a good idea
and can help tournament planners reach their goal in advance of out-
of-pocket expenses. One tournament utilizes non-profit clubs and
youth organizations to help presell entry fees. A commission of 20
percent is paid to the club for each entry presold, with the balance
going to the tournament. This generates more sales by providing
greater promotion of entry fees.

Novelty Sales
The sale of T-shirts, caps and other novelty items can generate

additional income to the tournament. A markup on cost of these items
would normally be in the 100 percent or more range. T-shirts pur-
chased for $3 would be sold for $6 each, plus any special cornmis-
sions or bonuses to sales personnel,

Some non-profit clubs or youth groups may be willing to handle
novelty sales as a fund raising project and may presell these items. If
this is done as a fund-raising project, the commission would be added
to the final price. lf the commission were $1 then the final price
would be $7 on the example above. Novelty sales can add a large
amount of income to the tournament if promoted properly.

The principal drawback to handling novelty sales is purchasing too
many items that cannot be carried over for the next tournament, thus
forcing a dramatic markdown on price and reduction in profits. To
avoid this problem, tournament officials should purchase novelty
items that do not become dated with the year of the tournament
imprinted on them or with some special one-time promotion.

Donations

There are three basic types of donations related to fishing tourna-
ments � donated gifts or trophies to be given as prizes to winners in
various divisions and categories; cash donations to be used as gifts or
prizes, and cash donations for raffle tickets for drawings on prizes.
Each of these three types of donations warrants a few comments here
even though these donations may or may not be categorized as
income.



The purchase of a
raffle ticket for a prize,
normally merchandise,
is the only donation
that can be shown as

income.

Advertising in Tournament Publications
Since most fishing tournaments will produce a publication an-

nouncing the tournament and the various divisions and prize catego-
ries, this offers another opportunity to raise money or prizes for the
tournament by selling ads. These "sponsors" will take out small ads
for $100 or more. The ads also can be sold by non-profit organiza-
tions or youth groups as a fund-raising project. The ads will appear in
announcement publication» and various signs posted on the tourna-
ment. The ad» also can be used in conjunction with any newspaper
ad. Advertising income can produce revenue to cover printing costs,
prizes and other tournament expenses.

MA,IOR EXPE!VSE CATER'ORIES

Major expenses in sponsoring a fishing tournament will include
prize money or awards, promotional expenses, travel and lodging and
food services if they are provided as part of the tournament. These
four expense catagories probably represent 90 percent of the cost of a
tournament and estimating these expenses as part of a tournament
budget will probably require the greatest planning effort. Other ex-
penses such as insurance and equipment rental  such as tents, chairs
and tables!, although not one of the major expense categories, also
should be considered carefully in the tournament budget, Controlling
these expenses will require the best financial manageinent capabili-
ties possible from the toumarnent director.

Promotion/Advertising/Printing
Promotional expenses are guaranteed to occur; they are

unavoidable, but they can be planned and properly managed. Getting
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Donation» for prizes. whether in cash or merchandise, should not
be listed as income, but can reduce the amount of expenses incurred
by the tournament. Since some prize~ are for catching a certain type
of fish or tagged fish, they do not have a good chance of being col-
lected. A $10,000 cash prize for catching a tagged redfish or shark
may never be collected during a three-, four- or five-day tournament,
so the cash prize is never awarded. A prize for catching the largest
fish in various categories will most likely be awarded and should be
calculated a» tournament expense, unless the cash or merchandise
prize is donated,

The purchase of a raffle ticket for a prize, normally merchandise, is
the third type of donation and the only donation that can be shown as
income. Each of these cash donation» represents the purchase of a
single chance to win the announced prize, The cost of the prize can
be paid for in total or in part by tournament proceeds. lf a boat/motor/
trailer combo is, for exainple, "raffled off" during the tournament,
then the tournament will buy the combo from one or more vendors or
provide "free" advertising to the vendor who donates the prize with-
out cost to the tournament. Generally the cost of'the advertising is
absorbed by the tournament.



the word out about the tournament can he very expensive if you are
not careful. and it definitely can get out of hand quickly. A tourna-
ment sponsor should budget a fixed amount for advertising and
printing expenses before the tournament and set aside a small emer-
gency fund for special promotional effort. In advance, the tournament
director should have an advertising plan with the various media
broken down by budget expenditures. A set amount would be budg-
eted to newspaper, radio and direct mailings to marinas, boat dealers,
tackle shops, bait camps, etc. The same type of allocation should be
set up for printing of flyers, brochures, signs, etc.

Free prontotion through public service radio and gratis circulation
by the print media, sponsoring organizations and business firms also
should be used whenever possible to reduce expenses. Placing signs
in the window of various sponsoring business organizations can be
inexpensive and can reach a very good segment of the target audience
� recreational fishermen.

For recordkeeping purposes, the various types of advertising and
printing expenses should be broken down to help identify where the
money is spent, and, froin a management point of view, to compare
return on investment of funds. The following categories may serve as
a starting point;

Advertising
 a! Newspapers
 b! Radio

 c! Promotional Literature
Printing
 a! Signs
 b! Toumarnent Flyers
 c! Announcement Brochures

 d! Entry Forms
 e! Special Advertiser's Flyers

h V'
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Travel/Lodging Expenses for Tournament Personnel
Tournaments are largely going to be run by volunteers who want

to see the toumarnent succeed. Many of these volunteers both work
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Guaranteed Prize Money or Awards
Large cash prizes and attractive merchandise awards are going to

attract fishermen to your tournament, but the cost can represent a
very large expenditure if these prizes and awards are not donated by
tournament sponsors. A tournament director probably feels the adult
division may be inore attractive to entrants with cash prizes, while the
youth divisions can attract entrants l2 and under with merchandise
prizes such as free mounting of a fish or a rod and reel combination.
Trophies are an important award in both categories.

A tournament can save some money by getting bids on merchan-
dise awards to be purchased or by obtaining wholesale prices or dis-
counts from sponsors, This reduction in costs will generate less ex-
pense and more profits to the tournament,



and fish in these tournaments, so it i» an attraction for them to be

involved with the tournament. But, tournament management is
obligated to some degree to repay these volunteers for some of iheir
out-of-pocket travel, lodging and food expenses.

These expenses should be budgeted and properly controlled during
lhe tournament, What travel, lodging and food expenses are to be
paid should be made clear to tournament personnel prior to the
tournament. Detailed records should be kept on these expenses for
tax purposes to avoid duplication in payment and to ensure accurate
payment. Discounts for food and lodging should be requested when-
ever possible to help keep these costs down. As a public relations
effort, you should make special arrangements with tournament
sponsors or business operations making donations to the tournament
to use their facilities whenever possible.

I;z w=~witg~

GENERATING FUNDS
If your tournament needs more funding than traditional sources

can offer, or if you need start-up money and cannot wait until regis-
tration fees come in, three possible alternatives are corporate sponsor-
ship, grants and loans.

GAINING CORPORATE SUPPORT
One way to secure funding for your tournament is to ask a major

corporation or a local manufacturer to sponsor the event. They can
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Food Services

Putting on a "feed" as part of the social activities associated with a
fishing tournament is basically an added attraction, Some touma-
ments have the barbeque, shritnp boil or fish fry as part of the awards
ceremonies. Tickets to these social gatherings can be part of the entry
fee or assessed as a separate cost, but generally speaking, they are not
set up as a moneymaking function. The objectives of most tourna-
ment managers is to have the feed as an attraction to both those
entered and members of their families at an extra cost to make the

award ceremonies something of a special event, People in attendance
can meet the award winners and generally have a good time visiting
with their fishing buddies.

From an accounting standpoint, food services are another expense
catagory to be charged against tournament income, It there is a
separate charge for tickets to the food function. this becomes income
to the tournament to be offset by the expenses of providing food
services. If the entry fee also covers the food function it must be
calculated into the fee and expensed out as food services. From a
planning standpoint, it would be easier to sell tickets separately to
keep track of the estimated number of attendees and overall cost of
carrying out the food function.

See Appendix C for more information on serving food to crowds.



provide prize», trophies or even some money or services to get your
tournament underway.

Why Do Companies Give?
Corporations give money to build a positive image, influence

opinion makers, develop stockholder goodwill, build coinmunity
business relation», please other special publics. return favors, per-
petuate the past, support employee services, foster employee training,
increase productivity, hedge against future losses, associate with
quality, satisfy executives' personal interests, secure a tax deduction,
or to keep up with the jones' corporation. And, quite often they give
from the heart.

What Do Corporations Generally Give?
They give cash, boats, various fishing equipment, other company

products and materials, advertising and promotion services, and a
variety of other community services such as communications, data
processing, financial planning, legal counsel, mailing, photocopying,
photography, printing, secretarial work and transportation. They give
company personnel, company facilities, matching funds, and a vari-
ety of other forms of corporate aid, including hulk purchasing, loss
insurance, business travel costs, training programs and discounts on
purchases of their products.

What Does a Corporation Consider When an Organization
Requests Donations?

They consider the geographic region and the amount of people the
tournament will attract, They consider the tax status of the tourna-
ment, the purpose, activities, and the organization's basic ability to
accomplish its goals,

What Are the Questions That a Company Usually Asks.
I, Does the tournament meet needs and is the effort important?
2. Is the tournament run in a conservation-minded way?
3. What will be the benefits of a corporate investment?
4, What percentage of the funds will be spent on administrative and/
or fund-raising efforts'?
5, What is the history of the requesting organization?
6. How long has it been in existence?
7. Is the requesting organization a tax-exempt entity?
S, What other companies, foundations and individuals are contribut-
ing to the tournament?
9. What is the nature of the request; is it a cash request or a request
of products?
10. Will a commitment to the tournament improve community rela-
tions and the perception of the company among fishermen?
I I. Has the requesting organization fairly documented its needs,
objectives and and efforts in a concise and well-written proposal?
12. Can our corporation use this as an advertising deduction?



Writing a Proposal
Proposals will vary with the type of tournament and the type and

amount of support being requested. They should, however, follow a
basic outline:

A. Sttrnrnary: Clearly and distinctly provide an overview of the
request.

B. Introdttction: Detail your tournament's purpose and track
record,

C. Needs to be Met: Define what needs you intend to meet.
D. Method: Describe how the tournament will accomplish the

proposed activity.
E. Evaluation: Describe your plan for measuring success,
F. Future Efforts: Describe the need for additional efforts.
G, Budget: Present a detailed budget that accounts for all

potential income and expenses.
This proposalshould be tailored to the specific resources of the

corporation you wish to approach. Once the proposal is prepared,
determine which corporate officer should be contacted and arrange a
personal interview, lf you have had no prior contact with this person,
their allies, friends or associated organizations may provide you with
the needed introduction. Make sure the time and meeting place is
convenient for the target person, and request only the time that you
will actually need.

Do not read your proposal to the person. Develop a brief presenta-
tion that outlines the major points, highlighting specific points and
needs. Indicate the benefits the corporation can hope to derive, such
as tax or other economic benefits, public goodwill, enhanced em-
ployee opportunities, multi-use of marine resources and a healthier
community. Be persistent, but not overbearing. Follow up on your
first contact. Be aware of timing; the tax implications for the private
sector can be extremely iinportant. Publicize corporate support,
provide appropriate recognition, evaluate each effort, and prove to
the corporation that you have accomplished what you set out to do.

SECURING A G RANT

Another source of pre-tournament funding is grants. Most first-
time grant writers are apprehensive about applying for a grant be-
cause they don't know where to start, with whom to talk, what to say
or what to write,

Understanding Your Benefactor
Perhaps some awareness of the viewpoint of the private sector and

corporations regarding philanthropy will ease some of the initial
concern, Corporations and foundations tend to view giving as an
investment in the community, They realize that funding a tournament
will bring outsiders into the coinmunity who will enhance the local
economy.
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Thus, if you can convince your potential benefactors that the
money they put into your tournament will return to them or the
community in the long run, they will be more likely to answer your
funding request. It is safe to say that with the proper planning and
presentation. a tournament director should have no trouble securing a
grant or two.

The first step in the grant application proces» is to research your
potential sources of funding. This is an investment in time rnanage-
ment, as the research will tell you what resources are available and
where your opportunities for success are greatest. Listings of founda-
tions are available in local libraries, community colleges, state agen-
cies concerned with education and public welfare, and foundation
centers,

Proposal Outline
Those who control the resources look for certain characteristics in

grant proposals. The proposal should touch on the following major
points:

l. Executive summary � This summarizes your request in a
pointed, factual, clearly written and concise format  hat makes your
need obvious to the reader.

2. Introduction � A section describing what the requesting
organization is all about should come next, At this point, your goal is
to establish credibility with the funding organization.

3. Problem statement � Here, the needs of the solicitor are

accurately and concisely set forth. This section also describes who
will be served  fishermen, the community, your organization's
beneficiaries, etc.! and what problem will be dealt with  the activities,
programs and issues that will be funded by the tournament!.

4. Objectives � This section lists the results and benefits that
will be achieved if the proposal is funded.

5. Evaluation � Here the grant writer describes the process of
evaluating the event. The measuring process should be outlined, and
the objectives and methods that are to be evaluated should be listed.

6. I.ong-range plan � For some funding requests a Iong-range
plan will be necessary, It should outline the sequential step» that
might need to be followed after the initial tournament. It should
identify the extent of future grant proposals.

7. Budget � Obviously the proposal has to set forth all elements
of the described effort. The funding external to the foundation re-
quests needs to be identified, Most foundations are more inclined to
provide funds to assist in a project than they are to share the entire
load, They also are usually not interested in operational maintenance,
personnel funding, travel, etc. They are more inclined to grant money
for a one-time start up item such as land or buildings.

Selling Your Proposal
Once you have worked through your proposal, it's time to develop

your networking ability to maximize the opportunities for obtaining



The more than 20,000
pri vate foundati ons
in the United States

grant about $3 billion
per year. Corporate
philanthropy now
exceeds pri vate
foundation gifts and
represents the largest
institutional source

of giving.
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funding. Some would call this developing a marketing strategy. It
involves deciding to whom you wiII sell the proposal and the meth-
ods you will use,

Perhaps some knowledge of charitable giving will enhance the
grant writer's ability to be succes»l'ul in obtaining charitable gifts.
Only 10 percent of the more than $60 billion donated to charitable
organizations is given by foundations and corporations; the rest
comes from individual gifts. The inore than 20.000 private founda-
tions in the United States grant about $3 billion per year. Corporate
philanthropy now exceeds private foundation gifts and represents the
largest institutional source of giving.

With the proposal developed and your list of funding opportunities
identified, the next step is to identify those funding sources  accord-
ing to their past giving record! which would most likely give to you.
Perhaps some simple coding or rating system with a scale of one to
five should be used. Mark a five by those with the greatest opportuni-
ties for obtaining funding, three for those with some opportunity and
a one goes beside those with no opportunity. Then invest your time in
contacting those that have a five rating, If those play out, try the ones
with a four rating, and so on.

Let's say you have 10 prime candidates with five ratings. Don' t
make the mistake of inost unsuccessful grant writers who send a
package of information to all 10 without thoroughly analyzing each
one. Make every attempt to learn as much as you can about each
foundation or corporation.

Essentially, you want to know how decisions on what to give are
made and perhaps the best way to communicate that opportunity with
these organizations. Talk to people who have had past successful
dealings with the charitable giver, It may seem like a waste of time to
invest this front-end effort, but a hastily prepared application ap-
proach is virtually a sure failure. The careful planning and research
beforehand improves the odds of funding several fold.

Having accomplished all the research that seems necessary to
evaluate your opportunities, it is time to make the first move to solicit
support for your tournament. When you finally arrange a contact with
the foundation or corporate entity, be sure you are adequatety pre-
pared. As the level of sophistication of the donor increases, thc
amount you request should also increase,

Be prepared to have your requests rejected, and treat the rejections
as part of your long-term planning and marketing effort. You should
gain from each by learning what not to do when asking for the next
request, Likewise, use your successes as stepping stones to your
future grant-writing efforts.

Attempt to develop and maintain good relations with all potential
opportunities for donations, Recognize the administrative, artistic
skills that are vital to developing a marketing package that encom-
passes and sells your proposal to the donor. Last, but not least, be
extremely well-organized in all that you do, and be sure that whatever
you set forth and commit to doing, you in fact follow through.



Some Tips on Securing  ~rants
1. Do not be vague about the amount of funding you want. Be

specific in the dollar amount requested.
2, Be certain to evaluate the opportunity with the donor. Solicit

based on an organization's ability to give. Work constantly to expand
your network, your access to influence the resources and power, A
carefully devised, long-range plan to increasingly access donors wiH
pay long-term benefits.

3, Develop an image of organization and succes», but, more irnpor-
tantly, develop an image of credibility.

4, Be constantly aware of the merit» of your effort and con»tantly
sell thein to your network and potential donors,

S. Realize that donors communicate with one another. You have to

be concerned about the negative impact that may be communicated
froin one donor to another.

6. Be wary of consultants. Ultimately, there are no magical an-
»wer». The strength, capabilities and credibilities of the organization
will ensure success, Success is not something you can buy from a
consul tant.

7. Look at the ability to generate revenues independent of chari-
table sources, A fishing tournament may need start-up money from a
foundation to get the venture rolling, but, hopefully, the tournament
will eventually be successful enough to fund itself each year.

GV.ntN : A LOAN
Securing a loan for your tournament operations is another possi-

bility, but may not be a wise one. Loans for prospective tournament»
may be obtained from many financial institutions, but they are typi-
cally made to an individual rather than the tournament. Loans for
tournaments also are generally heavily secured because of the high
risk involved.

The director of a first-year tournament would have much to lose if
he had to pay off a high interest loan to a tournament that failed to
bring in as many participants as hoped, Although the risk for a direc-
tor of an established tournament would be less, he should have

enough in reserve from previous years to finance an upcoming
tournament and would have no need for a loan.
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HEY, EVERYONE,
WE'RK HAVING A TOURNAMENT

t romoting your tournament involves more than just telling
your buddies that you are about to have a fishing tourna-
ment. But that's a good place to start, Spreading the news

by word ot mouth is as important as any complex marketing strategy
designed by an expensive ad agency,

Promoting your tournament can be paralleled to fighting a battle, It
can be as simple as a last-minute guerrilla assault or as complex as a
computer-generated, strategic air defense plan, And what's true in
battle i» true in the publicity war as well: the simpler the plan of
attack, the cheaper the cost. There are hundreds of thousands of ways
to publicize your tournament. This chapter will cover some of the
major methods of promotion and publicity, how to go about initiating
these methods and what you can expect your costs to be.

To initiate a successful publicity campaign, you must have knowl-
edge and skill in working with media people, ad agencies, printers
and the public in general. Any expertise in how publications are put
together is also helpful. Hopefully, the material we present here will
give you enough information to deal adequately with these areas,

Promoting your
tournament can be

as simple as a last-
minute guerrilla
assault or as complex
as a computer-
ge~erated, strategic
air defense plan.

WHY PUBLICIZE?
The need for publicizing your tournament cannot be emphasized

enough. If you don't publicize your tournament, people won't know,
about it, If people don't know about it, they won't coine. Now that
may sound common-sensical, yet many people skimp on their public-
ity budget in order to save a few dollars.

Publicity can make or break a tournament. Good publicity will
reach all your potential participants, inform them of your tournament,
rouse their curiosity and convince them to enter your tournament. No
publicity, or bad publicity, will leave potential participant» unaware
that your tournament exists or, worse yet, leave them with the im-
pression that it's not worth attending.

What publicity can do for your toumainent:
I. Create an identity and awareness of the tournament among

potential participants and sponsors.
2. Inform the media and the public of the benefits of attending

your tournament,

3. Make people remember your tournament.
4. Convince people that your tournament is worthy of attendance.
S. Increase attendance, possibly increasing profits,

Although publicity can be extremely advantageous, you must be
realistic about what you expect to achieve. Even the best publicity
will not work miracles, Publicity cannot change a poor reputation or a
negative image overnight, nor can it persuade people to come to your
tournament if it is inferior,
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PI.ANNWFN g AHEAD
You should be ready to begin actual publicity of your tournament

about six months ahead of time. If the tournanient is set for August
l0, your first news release and inl'ormation to potential participants
should be sent out by Feb. l0,

lt will take several months to develop a budget, select an ad agency
or recruit professional help, choose people to be in charge of certain
tasks, and, roost importantly, decide what methods of publicity you
will use. Therefore, the promotion committee should begin meeting
and planning nine to l0 month» before the tournament date.

DFVFLOPIN  A COMMITTFE

It is important to appoint a chairman at the earliest possible date.
The chairman must have enough time to select committee members
before it's time to begin meeting and preparing for the publicity.

Special attention should be given to recruiting committee mem-
bers. Try to find volunteers who have had publicity, marketing, jour-
nalism, public relations, art or cominunications experience, especially
those with previous experience in tournainent or other special-event
planning. These types of people will be able to give the most signifi-
cant contributions to the publicity committee.

DFVI.LOPIN ~ A BUOGFT

The first task at hand for the publicity committee is to set a budget.
Unless a certain amount already has been allocated for publicity
based on the previous year's expenditures, the committee must come
up with an estimate of how much money it will need to give the
tournament adequate publicity.

Preparing a budget for the promotion of a fishing tournament is
like preparing a budget for anything else. There are three basic steps:
setting your objectives, deciding what must be done to meet those ob-
jectives and deciding the cost of meeting those objectives.

1. Setting Objectives:
The first step is to decide what you would like your publicity to

accomplish, Your objectives should be tied to the overall objectives
of the tournament  see Chapter 2: Setting Objectives!,

Make your objectives specific. For instance, one of your objectives
could be "to have a lot of people come to our tournament." But a
better objective statement would be "to have at least 300 tournament
participants, 15-20 exhibitors and crafts booths, at least five media
representatives and at least three sponsors attend each day of our
tournamen,"

Make a list of all of your promotion objectives. Some areas for
which you may want to set objectives include attendance goals,
certain audiences to reach, amount of media coverage, etc,
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2. Meeting Objective»:
Now that you have your list of objectivei. the next step is identify-

ing way» to meet them. Have a brainstorming icsiion v ith the public-
ity members to find the best alternatives f' or achieving each objective.

An example: If one of your objectivei ii "to have all local newipa-
pers do both preview and follow-up storie» on the tournament," then
you must decide the best wayi to convince the newspapers to do this.
Should you flood their offices with repeated news releases" .Or would
personal visits provide a more efficient and cheaper method of alert-
ing them to your tournament'? What about developing a niedia packet
to facilitate easier writing of article»" .Do you want to provide an on-
site media area for tournament-day coverage? Free food and drinks".
Transportation to and from the newspaper'?

A» you can see there are many alternatives. How do you know
which are best" .One important step is to identify what you are trying
to accomplish with each objective. Are you trying to promote aware-
nes» of the tournament, tournament credibility, a high attendance, a
preference for your tournament over others'? Pinpoint the promotion
method» that will best bring about the desired result.

Another way to determine the best promotion alternative is to ieek
advice from a professional or others who have had experience in
dealing with meeting your particular objective. If you are making
these decisions on your own without the benefit of assistance, the
"Promotion Alternatives" section of this chapter should provide some
dl feet t on.

NOTES
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3. L'stimating C:ost:
The final step in budget preparation is to put a price tag on all your

objectives. For instance, in the previous example Iet's iay you de-
cided to go with phone calls, news releases and photoi to get the
newspaper coverage you want. The local phone calli will cost noth-
ing. If you type the news releases yourself, your only cost will be
making copies at about 5 cents each. If you have photos from last
year'» tournament, you can get reprints for about ~0 cents each.

Let's say you have three local newspapers and you intend to send
each paper two news releases and four photos, The cost to meet your
local newspaper coverage goal will be les» than $7.

When you have estimated the cost of meeting each objective, total
these costs. 'I'his will give you an idea of' what your budget proposal
should be.

As with budgeting for other events, the people who hold the purse
strings may decide your proposal is more than the organization can
afford. If this is the case, you should go back through the steps again,
re-evaluating your objectives and seeking cheaper v. ays to meet your
goals.

Publicity budgets, once set, should be considered a fixed inveit-
ment. Don't make fast-minute cutbacki in advertising and publicity to
bail out budget problem» elsewhere.



PUBLICITY

TIME LINE

6 Months Before:
Brochures Pamphlet � listing rules
and registration information lor
potential participants
News Release � giving date, place,
sponsors, etc
4 Months Before:
Media Advertising � place ads in
fishing and outdoor magazines
3 Months Before:
Outdoor Ads � posters. flyers.
billboards, etc.

2 Months Before:
News Release -- tor further details,

rules, any changes, etc.
Media Ad vert i s ing � beg in ne wspa-
per ads, radio spots and prornotions
3 Weeks Before:
Media Kits � including press
passes, photos, history, etc.
2 Weeks Betore:
Promotionals � promotional stunts,
give-aways, etc.
News Release � final word to

media including last-minute details
Day of Tournament:
News Release � - release officia!
winners, records, other information
Within One Week:
Follow-up � check with media to
see if they need any further informa-
tion or photos, thank media for
attending, take out ad thanking vol-
unteers. remove flyers and posters.
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DF.VFLOI'IN i A S 'HKDU LE
As mentioned before, your publicity should begin at least six

months before your tournament, An individualized publicity time lme
should be developed for your tournament, And once set, it should be
followed a» closely as possible. The time line should include dates
and specif'ic activities to be accotnplished by each particular date, To
the left is a guideline of standard publicity items along with sug-
gested release times.

PUTTING THE PLAN INTO ACTION
Once the decisions have been made on what to do and when to do

it, the next decision is how, What channels will you use to help you
prepare your various publicity items'! There are three basic ways to
go about promoting your tournament. An advertising agency could be
hired to do most of the work for you. You could hire a consultant to
do a few of the more complex jobs and have the publicity cotnrnittee
do the rest. Your group could attempt to do all the publicity, The last
method is the surest way to insanity, especially if your group has
limited marketing and design experience. But before you decide who
will handle your promotional campaign, you need to learn more
about your audience.

LAYING A STRONG FOUNDATION
The first step in producing a successful promotional campaign is to

do your homework. Before you pay for an ad, before you check. on ad
rates, even before you sit down at the drawing board, you need to
find out what your audience wants, likes and needs. This involves
developing an image, analyzing tournament-goers and researching
advertising trend» in your area.

1. Decide on «n Image.
The "image" is the concept or mental picture of the tournament

that is portrayed in a promotional. For instance, a tournament bro-
chure that includes photos of fathers and sons fishing together will
give off a warm, family-oriented image for your tournament, Publica-
tions and ads that include photos of elated winners and that use
unusual typestyles with splashes of color will likely give your tourna-
ment an image of playfulness and fun. Photos of somber fishermen
and conservative designs are used by a tournament that wants to
portray itself as a serious competition.

The image your tournament needs is based on your objectives and
the concepts that are attractive to your audience  see discussion on
next page!, How do the successful, high-attendance tournaments
portray themselves. What types of advertising do the big tourna-
ments use? What kind of appearance do the unsuccessful tourna-
ments have in the public's eye? What type of image is given off in
the ads by the not-so-successful tournaments? Tate a look at both



successful and unsuccessful saltwater tournament» to help you decide
what image will work best.

Z. Know Your Audience.

Don't gear your advertising to the general public; concentrate on
fishermen who attend tournaments. A survey of a group of fishermen
of the type that you are trying to reach would define your target audi-
ence by telling you the average age of tournament-goers, sex, educa-
tional level, the media they are most likely to watch and read, and the
geographic regions in which they live. All these items would tell you
what type of publications to print and the medium» thai are most like-
ly to reach your target audience.

Although helpful, a survey is not always practical on a limited bud-
get. If you are using an ad agency, see if it ha» similar statistics.

The evaluation from the previous year's tournament also may give
you an idea of what type of people like to attend your type of tourna-
ment. The evaluation can also tell you if your participants thought
your publicity was effective, If you don't have the advantage of data
from an earlier tournament, be sure to include questions on an evalu-
ation form for your present tournament  see Chapter 8!.

Another way to learn your target audience is to look at research
that has been done on why people go fishing and enter tournaments.
These studies will give you a better idea of the attitudes your target
audience has toward fishing tournaments, which will help you design
publicity that appeals to those particular attitudes.

Taking a look at one study done by Texas A&M University re-
veals that people primarily like to enter tournament» for the sport of it
and the challenge of the competition. These fishermen rank relaxa-
tion, coinpanionship and nature as their other top motivation» for
tournament fishing, Prizes come in fifth, tied with escape as a reason
for entering a tournament.

The~e studies indicate that publicity that promotes big winnings
might not be as effective as publicity that talks about the sporting
challenge that your tournament offers. It seems to say that you'd do
better discussing the relaxation and companionship afforded by en-
tering your tournament than you would be discussing the shiny, new
weigh-in station you have or the pretty young judges at your tourney.

Another help in defining your audience is to contact your state
agency that is responsible for registering recreational boats and ask
for a list of all persons owning 18-foot and larger boats that are regis-
tered with the agency. This list can give you an idea ol' where fisher-
men are most likely to live. Identifying particular regions where
fishermen live will help you know where to focus your publicity.

The image your
tournament needs

is based on your
objectives and the
concepts that are
attractive to your
audi ence.

3, Reseach Loca! Advertising Trends.
Ask other groups if local people are more likely to read newspaper

A or newspaper B. Or maybe the fishermen in your area don't read
newspapers at all, but they listen to the radio quite a bit. Find out the
best place to advertise, then plan to do your advertising there.



Try to pick agencies
that are proportionate
to the size of your
budget.

HIRIN m Alsl A sKhI  Y

Some of the advantages of getting the assistance of ad agencies are
  I ! they can analyze the market conditions of your audience and
recommend the best marketing plan to meet your objectives. �! they
have established connections with media representatives that people
new to the tournament business might not have, and �! they have the
experience, talent and resources necessary to develop professional-
looking publications and other promotional pieces,

The most obvious disadvantage of using an ad agency is the ex-
pense involved. Also using a third party often removes you from
making those vital personal contacts with media and printers. An-
other disadvantage is the time involved in selecting an agency, ex-
plaining your needs and waiting for estimates.

Selecting a Company
If you decide to go with an ad agency, compile a list of prospective

agencies to begin the selection process. For major national advertis-
ers, look through advertising publications such a» the Standard Direc-
tory of Advertising Agencies, an ad agency "redbook," or Adweek
for agencies. For localadvertisers, ask groups similar to yours to rec-
ornmend agencies they have used, or find ads you like in local news-
papers and magazines, then call and find out who designed the ads,

Once the list ot prospects is complete, narrow that list down. Try to
pick agencies that are proportionate to the size of your budget. If you
have a large budget, you may want to choose a larger agency, as they
often will offer you greater variety and network of resources. If you
have a small budget, larger agencies will not only most likely be out
of your price range, they will generally give your small account a low
priority and assign the work to less-experienced individuals.

When you' ve condensed your list, call or write each one to get
more information on fee structures, past performances and promotion
alternatives. When meeting with ad representatives and reading their
sales brochures, look for the following characteristics,
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A  'ood Ad Agency Should:
/ have a track record that shows previous publicity has netted

results.

/ provide talented. experienced personnel to work on your ac-
count. preferably with prior experience in tournament or special
event promotions.

/ be creative v ith fresh. new ideas.

l be realistic in its projections of results.
/ meet any specific expectations you have for them.
/ have a fee and billing structure that suit» your need»,
Once you have chosen an ad agency, it is wise to ask for a contract.

The contract will protect you as well as help avoid misunderstandings
in the future. When you begin working with the agency try to develop
a relationship that involves trust, realistic deadlines, constant commu-
nication and a team spirit.



GOING WITHOUT AN AGEN .'Y

If your publicity budget is limited. you may decide not to use an
agency. If this is the case, it's a good idea to hire a consultant to do
your major jobs, especially items such as ads and brochures that
necessitate graphics and artwork,

A brochure that looks

as if an amateur threw

it together can give
the impression that
your tournament is
the same way.Professional Assistance

There is no substitute for the right kind of specialized professional
assistance. If you don't have people in the ranks of your publicity
committee with design experience, it's much better to pay someone
to design a project for you than to go with a sloppy job or trust a
printer to come up with something you like.

A brochure that looks as if an amateur threw it together can give
the impression that your tournament is the same way. lf you have a
basic idea for a brochure, flyer or advertisement, an experienced
designer can make the item look polished and professional.

Freelancers and consultants can be found listed in the phone book
under "graphic designers," "artists" and "public relations counsel-
ors." Designers also can be found by contacting professionalcomrn-
nications organizations or your local college's communications
department.

You also may be able to find an experienced graphic designer to
work for your tournament for free. Your chances of getting someone
to volunteer time are greater when the tournament is non-profit or
when part of the profits go for a good cause.

However, when using volunteers, be sure to specify in advance
exactly what type of service you expect and set deadlines with which
you are both happy.

Remember the volunteer's full-time job and paying customers will
receive first priority. You probably will need to get job» to volunteers
sooner than you would paid professionals in order to give them time
to work your job into their schedule.
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Doing It Yourself
If professional consultants are beyond your budget and volunteers

are nowhere to be found, your publicity cornrnittee can still promote
your tournament. 3ust remember this rule of thumb: keep it simple. A
rough draft of Ayers and brochures can be typed up easily and taken
to a printer for typesetting and printing. Printers can also typeset
simple logos for letterhead stationery.

When planning your own publicity campaign, try to be consistent
with all your publications. Use the name and logo of your tournament
on each publication. Use the same typeface and the same design style
if possible. This will help promote a consistent image.

Another principle to keep in mind concerns quality. Never use
inferior artwork, It's better to do without photos or art than to use
ones that are smeared, ou  of focus or in poor taste.



0 E F I N I T I 0 N S

Camera Reacfy � A stage in
the production of a publication in
which it is ready to be printed.
No further typesetting, pasteup
or alterations are needed

Typeset � A computer gener-
ated process that produces
lettei- perfect type.
Logo � A standard illustration
and'or type design that a busi-
ness or organization uses to
represent itself.
Graphics Designer � A
person trained to design, lay out
and paste up a publication.
Public Relations Coun-

selor � A person trained in the
marketing and promotion of a
business or organization.
Paste up � To put together
the various elements  such as
type, photos and illustrations! of
a publication in such a way as to
make it camera ready.

PROMOTION ALTERNATIVES
As mentioned previously, there are many ways to publicize your

tournament. We' ll cover a few of the standard ones here. However,
with a little creativity and brainstorming you can come up with others
that may better suit your situation.

W ! RD- ! F- M OU1'H

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, one of the most
effective means of promoting your tournament is by discussing it
with your friends. Making a concerted effort to tell several key indi-
viduals about your tournament can ensure that word of your tourna-
rnent date is spread through the recreational fishing community. Iden-
tify these fishing leaders in your community and solicit their help in
promoting your tournament among their fishing friends. Encourage
all people involved with your tournament to tell their family and
friends about the event,

AD VF.RTI SING

In this publication, when we refer to advertising we' re talking
about paid promotionals in a media outlet, These include radio spots,
TV commercial», and newspaper, magazine and other printed adver-
tisements.

To prepare an advertisement or commercial, draw a rough sketch
of a printed ad or write a simple script for a radio spot that will
illustrate the tournament image you'd like to get across, With these
ideas on paper, you have two choices, Either contact a consultant to
help develop the ad or go directly to the media outlet and ask to see
an advertising representative who will help you develop it,

Costs vary according to the media outlet and the length or size of
your ad. Most newspapers and magazines charge per column inch,
with a discount for larger ads. Color in the ad also will add to the
cost. Some print mediums also give a discount if your ad is "camera
ready." This means it is already typeset and pasted up with no altera-
tions needed, Radio and television commercials, as a general rule,
will cost more than newspapers and magazines, but these mediums
reach a much greater audience. Ask the targeted publication or station
to give you a rate card listing its fees and method of charging.

One rule of thumb about newspapers, for an ad to be effective, it
should be run at least three times. You may also want to request that
your ad be run in the sports section of the paper, but some newspa-
pers charge extra for special requests. The most prominent placement
of your ad in a newspaper is in the upper right-hand comer of a page;
that's where a reader's eyes generally go first.

The most effective v, ay to reach your audience through advertising
is by catching them at similar events. One place you may want to try
to advertise is in other tournament's programs, where advertising
space is often sold.
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A news release is the

first, and sometimes
only, contact you will
have with the editor

who decides what

stories will be written

and what won' t. Like

all first impressions it
should be a good one.

th» 1;ist iiliiiute. Y<ru alSO»want tu avuid Vi ' '
press tinle <ir;iir tinle. This is the busiest tinle. 'ind they are likelY tu
COilsjder Y<i<l 'i nujsarll C lf Y<!u COrlle in at this time

 !, Never seild 'i ricws re le'<se t<r nlore thun one person at a puhlica-
tj rn <!r st'it jori with<!ii  jndic itirlg who receive<i the other release.

7. Ilave orle persOn irl V<iur <rrg,<njrati<rrl designated as COntaCt per-
s<!il ~ + lierl tv< <! ill< illber s O'1 the s'line Organi Z<<t iun Cal 1 On the same
edit<rr <ir nev, s direct<ir, it's b<iurld to cause corlfusion. Also. it estab-
lishes a "c<rntact person" whom the editors may call for further infor-
rlliit 1<'irl or C 1;iri fiCat j<irl.

H. Never go in dcm;inding that s<inlething be published on a certain
d,iy or in a certajil way. Nothing riles «n editor more tharl someone
telling hint h<rw t<i do his job. Rcmenlber if someone decides to cover
y»ur tOunlainen , he iS duing YOu a favur.

I'he best approach is lo tell the editor or new» director that you
have a "st<rry idea" or;in event she "may want to cover.' Then, tell
her wh,it it is, ll You must ask that an editor publish something in a
certaiil wily. suggest it by saying, "if you decide to cover our tourna-
ment, we re<luest that y<iu ..."

9. Write everything down that media representatives tell you about
getting things published, [!on't trust your menlory.

l l. Be accurate and fair in your new» releases. Double-check all
f;icts bel'ore you submit the news release. Be impartial, Give credit to
th<rse wh<i deserve it.

I I. Talk to editors arid news directors in a professional manner,
Drop naines if y<>u think it will help, but never try to pressure some-
<ine into covering Your tournament through friendships or business
c 	1 <lee t i < in s.

Afs<r, don't suggest that the media is obliged to cover your event
simply because you' ve placed a couple of ads with them. This may
work in some small-town newspapers that have a small staff that both
sells ads and write» news, Elsewhere this suggestion is likely to
of'fend the professionalism and objectivity of' the journalists.

12. Members of the press should be offered free tickets to all your
tourn;<ment f'unctions. But don't be insulted if they insist on paying
their own way. Many publicati<lns haVe ruleS againSt aCCepting giftS,

13. When a story is written or put on the air, be sure to thank the
journalists for their "th<rrough coverage" or accurate porting, but" ccurate reporting," ut
not for the "fabiilous publicity," Journalists like to thjnk of their
articles as being newsworthy, not free publicjty
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'News Releases
I

Thc news refea" or pre- releas" dn be 0e your roost valuable pub-licity to<!l. lt pnivides jrlf'<!rmalion to the n-red ' l ' '' f
ia in a clear. concise for-

m<it that can garner widespread c<!vr rage of y
your Eo urn amen t,

UnforlunateIY, ah<>ut 7C percent of news re] - .
s r«ases are thrown in the

trash after a <Iujck glance by a news editor. TI flerefOre, it's neCeSSaryto have a news releas<. that not only grabs th, d«eader's attention, but
holds it as well,



Don't's: The news release must not:

I. Run on and on about the wonders of your club or organization,
Save the bragging and gushing for an awards ceremony following the
tournament.

2, Take a stand on a controversial fishing issue. This is not the
place. If you want to complain about something, write a letter to thc
editor,

3. Be messy, Also keep it free from gramrnatica! mistakes and
spelling errors.

4. Exaggerate or be misleading in any way. You' ll regret it in the
long run.

nd

nt

ol'

Format: The way a news release looks is just as important as the
way it reads. A professionally done news release is more likely to get
published than one that appears as if it has been done by an amateur.

The following suggestions on format will assist you in preparing
your news release, IVfost of these rules were taken from a publication
by Yamaha Outboards on promoting a tournament.

ers
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Do' s: The news release must have the following characteristic».
l. It must be informative, but not boring or pompous. Above all the

news release mu»t make the editor think, "This i» an event that my
readers would like to know about." So the new» release n!ust explain
how the tournament will benefit the coi»n>unity <>r fishermen that
enter, rather than dwelling on how "wonderful" your tournament i»
going to be,

2. A good lead i» necessary to pull the reader into the story. Some-
thing that separates your tournainent from all the rest  high atten-
dance, location. type. etc.! might be a good way to lead off the new»
release. Another good way to begin a news release is with a light
human interest story. Whatever you choose, the first couple of para-
graphs must be strong enough to carry the reader through the entire
new» relea»e.

3. Make sure all the essential information is included in the news

release. The old new»man's rule of including the five W's is a good
way to check for missing facts. Do you have the Who, What, When,
Where and Why included' ?

4. The most important facts should be included as cf<ise to the
beginning as possible. If the news release i» cut for space your crucial
facts will be left in.

S, Brevity is one of the most important <Iualitie» in a news release.
Editors and news directors don't have the tin>e or the patience to read
a lengthy news release. The key word in rule ff3 is "essential." Don' t
include every bit of extraneous information about your tournament.
It'» probably best to leave out the the story about the assistant
direct<>r's son catching hi» first fish at last year's tournament. A
release i» best if it is only one page long, but never should it go
longer than two and a half pages.



NOTES

The Media Package
If you think the news release may not be enough to get the cover-

age you want from the media. you may want to develop a packet of
information for media representatives, Various items can be included
in a folder with your tournament logo on the front. Since this is a
more expensive method of soliciting coverage, you may want to be
selective about the recipients.
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I. Vse your club's letterhead stationery for your press release. It
will add credibility to your effort, and looks more professional.

2. Make certain your copies are of good quality. A release that
can't be read won't get any exposure.

3. Date your release. If you plan to send out several releases about
your upcoming event, then a date will help you and the media. The
date also tells them the release is current,

4, Give a "release date," Including a release date such as "For
release April 3 or thereafter" or "For immediate release," will tell
media when you would like to see the news report printed or aired.

5. Type and doublespace the release. There should be no errors or
strike-overs, for these mistakes tend to confuse and could delay your
publicity. Double-check your work, then have someone else check it
before you mail it. Pay particular attention to addresses and telephone
numbers,

6. A headline will help. Type in a short headline at the top of your
release. This helps the editor quickly identify what your release is all
about. Use all capital letters and underline  or put in bold if you have
a word processor.

7, If you use photography with your releases, there are certain re-
quirement», Identify the people in the photograph from left to right.
Don't write on the back of the picture unless you are using a felt-tip
pen, It's best if the captions are attached with rubber cement, adhe-
sive spray or wax to the back of the photo. Don't use glue, paper clips
or staples. Although color photography looks great, some publica-
tions might not be able to use color. Be sure to check with the media
outlets to see if' they can use color photos or send only black and
white photos to all print media and color slides to television stations,

N. Include contact information. Be certain the name, address and
telephone number of the publicity coordinator is included in the re-
lease. Place it either at the top or the bottom of the page  separate
from the text of the news release!. Just be sure it's easy to find,

9, lf the release runs more than one page long, be sure to include
the word "-more-" at the bottom of each page that has a following
page, Place a "-30-" at the end of the text. Try not to break a para-
graph from one page to the next. Important information can be lost if
one page gets separated or lost.

10. Number all pages at the top, repeating a shorter version of the
headline. The traditional numbering style is to put "Add I" at the top
of the second page, "Add 2" at the top of the third and so forth.



The media kit should include the following items:
~ A news release that describei the upcoming tournament and

related event»,

~ Information on the hiitory of your tournament,
~ Background on the purpose of your club or organization.
~ Photos of lait year's tournament,
~ The tournatnent program or brochure that solicits participants.
~ ID passes or tickets to all tournament events or a phone number

or addreis where these can be obtained,

~ If the media kit will be sent out of town, you may want to in-
clude travel and tourist information on the local area.

MEET THE PRENYi
What do you do when you answer the door, and CRS's -60 Min-

utes" crew is waiting to interview you" .Will you be prepared? Here,
we provide a I'ew guidelines to prepare you for interviews with the
media � even if it's only a representative from the local fishing club's
newsletter and not "60 Minutes."

I. Be prepared. Don't play it by ear. Be familiar with tournament
rules, starting times, etc, Look at the story from the reporter's view-
point and prepare answers to the questions you think will be asked.

2, Remember if you don't want a siatement quoted, don't make it.
There's really no such thing as "off the record." It's easy for a re-
porter to later confuse what you iaid off the record with the rest of
your comtnents.

3. Try to highlight the most important facts at the beginning of the
interview. When the reporter goes back to review his notes, these will
be the first things he comes across.

4. Give direct answers. Don't beat around the bush. If you don' t
know the answer, tell the reporter you' ll find out and call him back.

5. Be polite, but firm about not revealing private or confidential
information. If your tournament is involved in a lawsuit, be sure to
check with your lawyer before talking to reporters.

6. Don't argue with the reporter or attempt to answer loaded ques-
tions. Keep your cool and don't get defensive. just tell your side of
the story and no more.

For example, let's say the town mayor was disqualified frotn your
tournament because his fish did not meet the freshness requirement of
your tournament, and you suspected the fish had been on ice for two
months, The mayor raises a stink about it, claiming his reputation has
been ruined. A reporter calls and asks you if your tournament person-
nel make a habit of disqualifying perfectly good fish and of accusing
people of cheating,

Don't attempt to answer his question or defend your actions based
on your suspicions. Simply say, "The fish did not meet the freshnes~
requirement and was disqualified on that basis. No one has accused
the mayor of cheating " If you stay calm and polite and refrain from
attacking the mayor or the reporter, you will sound more credible and
will stay out of trouble.

D E F I N I T I 0 N S
News Release � An artici'e

describi ng a particular acti vity or
issue. prepared according to a
standard format and distributed

to media representatives.
Lead � The begirining para-
graph or two of ar! article.
Photostat � Art that has beer,

repiocluced through a photo-
graphic process that maRes ir
usable in a pasteup.
Typeface � A particular de-
sign of type This is called
Helvetica italic. The text to tlie

left is Times regular and bo!d.
Contact Sheet � A photo of a
set of negatives, usually on 8 x
10 paper. It allows a person to
see all the positive images on a
roil of film without printing each
negati ve separately.
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7. Do not exaggerate the facts, Give accurate t>gure» or e»timatcs
of expected participant», previou» record, etc,

II. Tell the truth, even if it hurt», The truth inevitably surtaces in the
Iong run, and when it doe» you' ll look much worse than you w»uld
have if you'd originally told the truth.

OTHI',R PUBLt :tTY Ital'.AS

There are n>any other way» to publicize your tournament besides
using a media outlet for paid advertising or news coverage, The fol-
lowing is an admittedly incomplete list of promotional ideas.

Printed Promotions

One of the most important facets of promoting your tournament i»
getting across an image. Having a symbol that people associate with
your tournament will help develop your image and reputation. When
people see thi» symbol they are reminded of your tournament and the
image it invokes.

In the publicity world thi» symbol i» usually found in the form of a
logo. Some of the m~>re p<>pular ones tnclude McDonald's goMen
arches, Coke'» red and white emblem, and Nabisco's red triangle on
thc upper left ct>rner of its packages. Like the larger publicity-seek-
ers, you should be consistent and put the same logo or emblem on all
your printed publicity.

Some of the»tandard printed promotion» include tournament pro-
grams or brochures, poster» and flyers, banners and signs, billboards,
T-shirt», hats and stickers.

I. Tournament programs or brochures -Thi» prospectus i»
designed for potential tournament participant». It »hould include the
schedule of events, tournament rule», divi»ion», regi»tration informa-
tion and an entry form that can be mailed back to the tournament.
Typically this publication is 3" by II"  brochure size! or 5" by II"
 program booklet size!.

The larger size allows room for advertisements from busine»ses.
Gathering ads to put in your program can be a way to help pay for
your tournament expenses, Selling advertising for your program is a
separate function from publicity and should not be done by the pro-
rnotions committee. Set up a separate committee to be in charge of
selling ads and soliciting sponsors.

The tournament program or brochure should be distributed to your
Ii»t of last year's participants, tackle and bait shops, fishing clubs,
boat dealers, chambers of commerce, touri»m olfices, marinas. other
fishing tournaments, and coastal motels, hotels and resort condomini-
urn s,

You may want to obtain li»ts ol' names and addresses of boat
owners and fishermen from»tate agencies responsible for recreational
boater registrations, boat dealers or fishing magazines. These names
are likely participants in your toumarnent and your tournament
program or brochure should be sent to these people.
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2. Posters and Ayers � Publications to be posted on bulletin
boards and in store windows are relatively easy to design and print,
and, best of all, they are inexpensive. A simple sketch and handwrit-
ten words can be transformed easily into a polished p<>ster or flyer by
n>ost printers.

The best way to get an idea of outdoor publicity that is designed
well is to take a look at a bulletin board or store window filled with

publicity paper», Which ones grab your attention'> Which ones do you
notice first'? The flyers and posters that really stand out should give
you direction in creating y<>ur own,

Artwork and photos also are attention-getters. Consider including
some. And, don't forget your logo, and the image you want to get
aerOss,

A fancy, well-designed poster can bc an effective promotional tool
if distributed to potential participants, in addition to posting it in pub-
lic places. The posters are often saved as keepsakes and put up at
home, reminding your audience of your tournament year round.

Remember, before you hand out Ayers at a local mall or tape a
poster to a store window, get permission from the owner or manager
of the facility, Many shopping centers won't allow flyer distribution,
especially on car windshields because they are thrown on the ground
or blow off and form an unsightly litter problem, Some ideas for
distributing flyers and posters include  I! placing them in the front
window» of marinas, bait houses and other fishing-related businesses,
�! handing them out at boat shows and other tournaments, �! having
your Ayers inserted in a local newspaper  most newspapers charge f<>r
this!, and �! asking each tournament committee member to distribute
a set of flyers and posters among their friend» and at club meetings.

One of the most comm~>n mistakes people make in designing
publications is that they try to cram too much information into a little
amount of space. Studies on what people will and won't read say that
a person is more likely to read small blocks of text than larger ones.
Therefore, putting the basics of your tournament on a flyer in large
type with a phone number to call for more information will be more
effective than the same size flyer that is filled with every detail of the
tournament.

3. Billboards, banners and signs � These are probably the most
expensive types of publicity relative to the number of toumament-
goers who will see and respond to them. Billboards must be con-
tracted through local leasing and sales companies,

Banners and signs are handy because they can be reused year after
year  if you leave off the date or make it general such as Memorial
Day weekend!, If you have your local government or chamber of
commerce supporting your tournament, you may be able to convince
city officials to allow you to hang a banner over a major city street
and place signs on city property,

Don't forget t~> post signs a few days before the tournament to
point the way to the tournamentsite. These signs will not only direct
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preregistered participants to your the activities, but will remind
would-be participants that the tournament i» about to begin. There-
fore, an "it's not too late to register" or similar statement on your
signs might induce some last-minute deciders to attend.

NOTES

4. T-shirts, hats, stickers and other paraphernalia � items
that people can wear or display can serve a dual purpose for your
tournament. These item» provide publicity for your tournament every
time a person wears or display» them. Also, although some tourna-
ments give away the T-shirt» and hat» to registrants, they can be sold
to bring an additional income to pay for publicity,

Other items you may want to consider include bumper stickers,
small stickers  popular among children!, pens and pencils, buttons
and lapel pins, visors, sweatbands, cups and coasters,

Remember to make your design simple. Keep it consistent among
all your items. Taking bids on these type of items will be worthwhile
as the printing of tournament paraphernalia often can be expensive.
Also, you can sometimes get a better deal if you have all your publi-
cations and paraphernalia produced by the same business.

5. Costs � As with printed advertising, the primary contributors to
cost with other printed publicity are color and size. A flyer copied
with black ink on white paper will cost about 5 cents per copy, while
a full-color billboard will cost hundreds of dollars.

Paper quality is another cost factor. If your brochure is printed on
regular bond paper, it will be cheaper than r'f printed on glossy paper
or paper with a linen-look.

Photos in a publication also add to the cost because of the special
conversion process necessary to make it printable. Artwork and
screens  blocks of shaded ink! also add to the cost.

The less printing personnel have to do on your project, the less
your cost will be. The morc you or a consultant can do in the way of
typesetting � having "photostats" of the artwork and pasteup � the
less the printer will have to do for you.

The choice of printers will determine how much you pay. Shopping
around can be worthwhile. Some larger, more established printers
may charge more because of their reputation for quality. But these
same printers also are more likely to have higher-quality presses,
along with a large selection of typefaces, papers and colors,

Other Promotions

We have covered many of the basic methods of promoting your
tournament. There are many more that could be covered here, but
we' ll review only a few more. However, with a little brainstorming
and creative thinking, you' re sure to come up with many more that
may suit your tournament even better.
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1. Media promotions � If a media outlet can be recruited as a
tournament sponsor, you can get extra publicity by that media. which
could work out to be beneficia! to both you and the station or publica-



Stunts work best when

they have a strong
connection with your
tournament and

promote the image
you desire.

2. Stunts � A promotional stunt is a pre-planned activity or situ-
ation designed to draw attention to your tournament. It can be as
simple as a group of children releasing balloons imprinted with your
tournament logo or as elaborate as a parachutist dropping down at a
major marina to hand out free drink coupons for the tournament
concession stand.

Stunts work best when they have a strong connection with your
tournament and promote the image you desire, For instance if you
call your tournament a rodeo, do something with a western theme, Or
if your tournament is set for Easter weekend, you might have an Eas-
ter egg hunt for children of participants.

Whatever stunt you choose, don't forget to lct the media know
about it. Send all local media a news release about your activity.

3. Celebrity involvement � Getting celebrities involved as
"official host" or "ofhcial spokesperson" will add credibility to your
tournament and generate interest. Have the mayor open your tourna-
ment. Ask a local TV personality to weigh in the first fish. Have the
local college homecoming queen award the prizes, If you know
anyone related to your tournament that knows a movie star, politician
or any other celebrity, ask him to contact that person and request his
presence at your tournament.

4. Sweepstakes arid raNes � Offering a chance at winning a
sweepstakes package of prizes to all who attend your tournament is
one way of drawing people to your activities. Travel agencies are
sometimes willing to sponsor the sweepstakes and offer a trip or two
as the top prize or they might offer you a discounted price on the
trip s!. Raffles are good moneymakers as well. You can often sell
raffle tickets to folks who might not be interested in participating in
your tournament, but are interested in supporting the cause, Be sure
to check your state and local laws on sweepstakes and raffles as they
are prohibited in many areas.
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tion. Typically radio stations are the most likely candidate» for thi»
type of promotion.

One idea for a media promotion is to have a contest. A radio
station could invite listeners to call in and give their best fish imita-
tion on the air, Or a newspaper might ask the readers to send in their
best fish tall-tale. The winners would receive a tournament hat and T-

shirt or fishing equipment donated by one of your sponsors.
Another promotional idea is to use giveaways to attract attention to

your tournament. You could ask a TV station to have its viewers send
in their names for an on-the-air drawing for free entry places in the
tournament. Or a radio station might ask listeners to call in at a
certain signal to win a pass to aH your tournament-related activities.

Newspapers might also be willing to do a special section on fishing
or fishing tournaments prior to your tournament. Teaining up with
other tournament directors to request a special fishing section might
help persuade a newspaper that such a venture is needed.



The promotions
committee members

have done a fine job
of promoting your
tournament. But

they can't rest yet.
Some of the most

important publicity
is done during and
immediately following
the tournament.

5. Packaging � Another way to promote your tournament is to
package it well. If there are other activities that will take place con-
currently with your tournament. people are more likely to attend.
Mom and Pop are more likely to spend the weekend at your tourna-
ment rather than at Astroworld if there are things to keep Mom and
Junior occupied while Pop is offshore catching the big one.

Also, you may want to consider making a tourist package of your
tournament by working with travel agencies to offer a single-price
package deal of hotel. meals, transportation and registration fees for
participants who attend your tournament.

TOURNAMENT DAY

AND FOLLOW-UP
It's the day of the tournament. You' ve organized and managed a

great publicity campaign. Hundreds of fishermen are entered in your
tournament. Hundreds more are expected to attend the tournament-
related activities, You have 10 acres of booths, exhibitors and spon-
sors scheduled to he present. The promotions committee has done a
fine job of promoting your tournament.

But, wait, The promotions cominittee can't rest yet. Some of the
most important publicity is done during and immediately following
the tournament. The proinotions and news coverage received during
these few days can have a great impact on the image the tournament
has the following year.
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TOVRXAMFWT DAY

Rule number one for tournament-day publicity is to be prepared for
the media coverage, To accommodate the reporters that will be at
your tournament, you may want to consider having an adequate press
facility, making sure tournament officials are available to the media,
sending out daily news releases and having a press conference at the
end of the tournament.

Press Facility
Many directors like to set aside a specific area for the media to

work. This is a good idea if you expect to have several reporters cov-
er the tourney, A simple roped-off, covered area with a table near the
weigh-in station may be all that's necessary. Other items you may
want to have in the media facility or within easy access are a tele-
phone, a couple of typewriters, extra media packages, complimentary
food and drinks, extra paper and notepads, and possibly a boat avail-
able for touring the area and f' or pictures.
Daily News Releases

Preparing a news release at the end of each tournament day will
keep the media up on who is in the lead. You vill want to hand-
deliver these to the local media, so that the tournament standings will
be on the evening news and in the next day's paper. In your daily
news releases be sure to mention all tournament-related activities that



will take place the next day. Some out-of-town media may a»k you to
phone in the daily results to them. Be sure to answer their reque»t».

News Conference

A combination press conference and awards ceremony on the final
day is a good way to announce the winners, Photographers then have
a chance to capture the excitement of the winners a» they accept their
prizes. And reporters can meet with the winners and ask questions,

lf there have been any di»qualil'ication» or other controversies dur-
ing the tournament, the news conference i» a way to clear up confu-
sion and get your side of the story to the media. You can avoid re-
porters' questions concerning a controversy early on by saying a
statement will be made at the news conference.

Be sure to prepare a statement ahead of time and read it to the
media, rather than trying to improvise some important comments on
the spot. lf you make your»tatentent exactly as you want it to be, in
the presence of an audience, it is less likely to be mi»con»trued or
taken out of context, because it will be on tape and in  he reporter»'
notebooks.

THE I"OLLOW-UP PUBLICITY

The follow-up publicity is just a» important as the pre-tournament
publicity. Be sure you get an official announcement of winners to the
media immediately following the toumarnent.

Photos are important also, Some media may want to run pictures of
tournament winners. You shouM arrange for a professional photogra-
pher to take picture» during the tournament. The photographer should
provide you with a contact sheet  a page that includes small images
of at! the photos taken! immediately after the tournantent so you can
select the photos you want printed and sent to the media. Also be sure
to have the photographer print photos to keep in the tournament
scrapbook and for next year's pre-tournament promotions.

Another important follow-up activity i» filing away all record» of
tournament publicity. This will be helplul in generating ideas and
keeping track of problems that may crop up the next year. Keeping
good records will make it easier for the person who heads up public-
ity the next year.

Some things you want to be sure to include: a list of names and
addresses of all tournament participants, ad agencies and consultants
used and an evaluation of each one by committee members, names
and phone numbers of media representatives contacted, any other key
media people, receipts and invoices for all materials and ads pro-
duced, and, of course, a copy of all publications, news relea»es, ads
and articles printed, and tapes of any broadcast ads.

Keeping adequate records, along with any ideas and piece» of
advice jotted down, will ensure an even more successful tournament
next year. A handy format for this is a three-ring binder divided into
various sections such as "media," "publications," "news releases,"
"evaluations, etc.
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IT'S TIME

t
TO GO FISHING

nevitably tournament day will be upon you before you
know it. However, after reading the chapters on organiz-
ing. financing and publicizing your tournament you

should be adequately prepared lor tournament day festivities.
Now it's time to concentrate on operating a successful tournament.

What follows are some word» of advice on managing your tourna-
ment. This chapter covers all aspects of judging, the specitics of
putting your tournament on computer and some reminders on creat-
ing good participant and community relations during your tourna-
ment. For further information on avoiding snags in your tournatnent
see Appendix D,

JUDGING
Probably the biggest management concern on tournament day will

be the various activities related to judging. Whether it's weighing in
fish, checking for fish freshness or using a polygraph to qualify the
winners, the judging aspects of the tournament can be a cause for
many headaches. However, if approached in a knowledgeable, confi-
dent manner these headaches are sure to be reduced. If you have
studied the various procedures involved in judging your tournament
and are prepared for all potential problems, things are sure to flow
smoothly.

WF.I 'H-Iisi
Weigh-in is a vital function for any tournament and should be

approached in an accurate, methodical and professionally courteous
manner. To assist tournarncnt officials in understanding the ins and
outs of the weigh-in, it is broken into its component parts with a
description of each provided,

Scales

The style of tournament held, and the degree of accuracy demanded
by both officials and contestants, will dictate the size and type of
scales used. In tournaments where both large and small species of
fish will be weighed, more than one scale may be required,

Size of scale: If more than one scale is needed, it is advised that
the assigning of fish to be weighed on a particular scale be done by
individual species, and not by specified divisions of poundage. This
will prevent disputes caused by contestant perceptions that they may
have fared better if their fish had been measured on the "other" scale,

particularly if the weight of the fish in question is close to a break in
the divisions.

For example, let's say the rules call for all fish less than 25 pounds
to be weighed on "Scale A" and all fish above 25 pounds on "Scale
B." A fisherman arrives with a king mackerel, which, when weighed,
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The economics,
rules, logistics, and
accountability of your
tournament should

be weighed carefully
to determine which

scale s! to use and
how they are to be
procured.

Type of scale: There are numerous styles and brands of scales
available, and the degree of precision and accuracy of each is vari-
able. It would be inappropriate to discuss trade names and manufac-
turers in this publication; however, the kinds of scales commonly
used can be covered generically.

Basically, fishing tournaments rely on two types of scales � hang-
ing or platform scales. The inner workings of each can be either
mechanical or electronic. The one s! you select for use at your event
will again depend on the degree of precision and accuracy demanded.
and undoubtedly the state of your tournament's treasury.

An informal surveying of tournaments reveals a wide range of
equipment drafted for use and a bit of imagination on the part of
tournament planners. These include grocers' produce scales, cotton
scales, livestock scale» and freight scales

Acquiring the scales: The means of obtaining these for tourna-
ment use are evident: �! directly purchasing, �! leasing, and �!
borrowing.

Buying the scales ensures availability but often involves significant
capital expenditures for the purchase, upkeep and possibly storage.

registered 24 pounds, 14 ounces on "Scale A;" to satisfy his curiosity
he then requests it also be weighed on "Scale B" where it is recorded
at 25 pounds, 2 ounces, This I/4 pound disparity causes distrust and
discontent among those who had previously weighed their entries on
"Scale A". If the rules had called for all king mackerel to be weighed
on "Scale B," there would be no grounds for dispute or suspicion, and
subsequently no potential appeals for the reweighing of fish.

To ensure you have accurately matched the fish species with the
appropriate scale, an excellent guide is a fist of state record fish,
which, in Texas, is available from the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department. The 1987 list is found in Appendix H. The chances you
would require a scale that records in excess of these weights is doubt-
ful, Therefore, a scale that can handle the maximum expected weights
can be secured and fish species designated with some confidence.

The weight of the fish and any devices used to hold, contain or
hang the fish while on the scales should be read within the precision
of the scale. For example, if a mechanical scale is used and it is
precise only to the nearest ounce, do not "guesstimate" the weight to
the nearest 0.1 ounce; or if inarked and readable to the nearesi. 0.1

ounce, don't report to the nearest 0.01 ounce.
This concise reading could prove important, especially when deal-

ing with particularly lightweight entries. A contestant may have a
hard time understanding how he lost the croaker division by 0.1
ounce when the scale used offers readings only to the nearest ounce.
He may perceive an unjust bias on the part of the weighmaster.

Electronic scales with liquid quartz or lighted displays remove this
interpretive temptation somewhat by providing a read-out to the
nearest decimal point "precision" of the measuring device.



Leasing is an attractive option in that, if done well in advance,
availability is guaranteed; capital outlays are reduced; and in case of
accidental damage to the scales, friendships are not endangered.

Borrowing is obviously an option with the least direct expense
 short of stealing!. One viable source includes the manufacturers
themselves � often very cooperative if given enough lead time to ac-
commodate the request. Alternatives also include other tournament»,
freight or farming interests. or your long-lost cousin from Dallas. Re-
member though, problems sometitnes arise from poorboying it when
scales are lost, misplaced or damaged  regardless of the who or why!
while in your tournament's possession.

With no pun intended � the economics, rules, logistics, and ac-
countability of your tournament should be weighed carefully to deter-
mine which scales s! to use and how they are to be procured. If pres-
tige and professionalisrn are characteristics high on your tourna-
ment's list of priorities, then all scales should be certified, preferably
at the weigh-in site. This is essential if record fish are involved, For a
nominal fee, the Texas Department of Agriculture's Division of
Weights and Measures will provide this calibration, but adequate ad-
vance scheduling for this service should be made. Other states may
have similar programs, as well,

It's also a good idea to always have access to a backup scale in case
of failure of the primary scale during the tournament. This is particu-
larly true if an electronic scale is being used. lt may be wise to select
a mechanical-type backup scale. Also, be sure the backup scale is
certified and calibrated with the primary scale.
The weighmaster, and any assistant», should be well-acquainted

with the operation of the scales. If necessary, train them before the
contest begins, familiarizing them with peculiarities of the equipment
and any tricks-of-the-weighman's-trade, such as keeping the scales
clean and zeroed properly, compensating for the tare, such as ropes
and chains used to hang fish, or extender boards for platform scales
that may be used in the weigh-in procedure,

The weigh-in station
should be roped or
barricaded off to

control curious

spectators who
might interfere with
the weighmaster and
fish inspectors or
expose themselves
to possible injury.

Site and Setup
Location of the official weigh-in station or stations will vary ac-

cording to the specific needs and sites available to the tournament, lf
it is a contest whereby boats, and not individual contestants, are
registered, it will be critical to have a dockside location so the fish
entries can be validly correlated to the proper vessels and fish easily
transferred to the scales.

Tournaments involving fishermen who pier, bank, wade, or surf
fish may not require a dockside site. These contests might consider
parks, business locations, etc�which are not directly on the water-
front but conveniently located for fishermen and appropriate for the
planned event.

Wherever the weigh-in is situated, it should be roped or barricaded
off to control curious spectators who otherwise will inevitably inter-
fere with the weighmaster and fish inspectors or expose themselves to
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NOTES

Recordkeeping
Properly weighing and recording the weights  and lengths in some

contests! of fish entries is crucial to the operations of a tournament
and contributes significantly to the integrity of the contest, To ensure
that contestants are treated in a fair, consistent and professional
manner, it is essential the weighmaster weigh each fish once and
on!y once,

If a rcweighing is permitted, it creates operational problems for the
tournament staff by breeding distrust and confusion on the part of
contestants. Therefore, it i» recommended that the fisherman  or boat
captain, if a boat tournament! be required to be present at the weigh-
in and that he verify the species, recorded weight, date, time of day
and who caught the fish by initialing the official weight !og,

Considering the relative minimal expense involved for some high-
prize tournaments, a printed form which provides a carbon of the
original record for the contestant may be warranted. It also may be
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possible injury, A person caught up in the excitement of a big fish
about to be weighed in could unconscious!y step in front of one of the
cranes or fork lifts being used to bring another fish in. lt's very
important to keep the crowds away from the boat-to-weigh-in station
traffic area.

Any tournament that may require the use of more than one weigh-in
station should be carefully analyzed. Such an operation has inherent
!ogistical and participant-relations problems. A multistation enter-
prise demand» more tournament staff with associated training and
scheduling requireinents; more equipment  i.e. scales, inspection
equipment! is needed; precision communications and coordination
are essential; and multiple, suitable weigh-in sites must be found,

Besides these operational difficulties, it can and usually does create
anxiety and doubt in the contestants' mind  especially those who may
lose by a small margin! regarding the fairness and consistency in-
volved with the built-in biases of differing pieces of equipment,
differing weight recorders and geographically separated stations.

The tally or status board is a must since it allows contestants, their
families and friends, and other sightseers to keep abreast of what has
been caught without pestering tournament officials. The tally board
does not necessarily need to be directly adjacent to the weigh station,
but it should be close,

The !ocation of the tally board could, with proper forethought,
serve purposes other than informing interested parties and alleviating
crowd control problems, The board could be used to draw a crowd or
direct traffic flows, which may then become targets for sales or
events related to the tournament such as raffles, T-shirts, marina and
resort promotions, food and drink concessions, and associated func-
tions  non-fishing contests, dances, cook-offs, etc,!.

Also, if fish are to be inspected and fishermen are to be interviewed
to verify the validity of their entries, such procedures should be done
at a location that is nearby but doesn't interfere with the weighmaster.
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necessary to einploy a dual recordkeeping system such as a 3- x 5-
inch card file in addition to the tournament log.

All contestant questions involving the method, equipment or
weighmaster's reading of the scales should be satisfactorily addressed
while the fish is being weighed � not at some period thereafter.
Stating such in the rules is advisable.

Timekeeping
Tiinekceping is a function of some importance in tournaments.

Tiine restrictions such as the earliest fish may be v eighed or when
the weigh station closes must be established, The weighmaster should
be the official timekeeper and officially open and close the station
each day ol the contest according to his time deterininations.

Ties

Ties among contenders for tournament prizes and awards are rare
occurrences. However, this does not mean the event sponsors should
not prepare for such an eventuality. Procedures for breaking ties
should be decided well in advance of the contest and so stated in the

printed rules,
Although there inay be many, two main methods for settling ties

appear predominantly on the tournament scene.
One is simply to rank contending entries by the time they are

weighed. If two fish of identical weights shouid tie I'or an award, the
one recorded earliest at the weigh station wins. A less frequently used
 and less attractive! variation of this is to go by which boat or con-
testant entering the fish registered themselves first in the contest.

The second method is to rank "twin" fish according to lengths. The
longest one wins. However, measuring lengths can be a burdensome
and time-consuming task. But, if length measurements are to be
taken, carefully consider and spell out in detail how each fish is to be
measured.

Operations
The last, but not least, considerations in the complete weigh-in are

the operational details. Common sense dictates most of these tasks.
Therefore, they will require little more than a brief review in this
section. They include:

1. Keep the scales free of blood, mucus and dirt, Failure to do so
could affect the reading as well as the life and workability of the
scales.

2, Zero the scale between each fish weighed to ensure a fair and
accurate reading.

3. Remove attachments to the fish such as leaders, stringers. lures
and hooks  only large hooks will make any measurable weight
difference!,

4. Look for irregularities in each fish weighed. This could include
mutilations, excessive weight for the fish size, excessive gut size or

All contestants'

questions should
be satisfactorily ad-
dressed while the

fish is being weighed-
not at some period
thereafter. Stating
such in the rules

is advisable.



Freshness standards

shou/d be equal
to those possessed
by fish given
reasonable care

over the tournament

time period.

lack of freshness. Such findings should be brought to the attention ol
those validating the quality or legitimacy of the fish entries.

5, Mark each tournament fish entry to guarantee it is not entered
more than once in the tournament. Such identifying markings could
include clipping a pectoral fin, cutting a wedge from the operculum
 gill plate!. removing an eye  preferred if specimen is to be mounted!,
or gutting,

6. Make posittve identification of the species entered. Having
soineone trained in fish identification and the use of fish keys could
prove beneficial particularly in dealing with mackerels, jacks, and
groupers. Old salts have been known to improperly name a fish due
to such facts as:

A! juveniles of differing species can often look very much alike;
B! the names of some fish often give rnisleacling descriptions such
as black grouper, which can be red or brown; and
C! some fish are so anatomically similar that they can be properly

identified only by close examinations involving counting the rays in
the fins, counting gill arches, etc.

7. Maintain order and accuracy at the weigh station. This includes
keeping spectators out of the weighmaster's way; methodically re-
cording weights, contestant's names, times, dates, and other pertinent
information; assisting with the hanging or placement of fish on the
scales; etc. With most of the tasks covered above, an assistant to the
weighmaster would be of great service.

8. Make reasonably certain the scales are situated in a manner that
will accommodate the length and weight of anticipated entries. This
includes obtaining sufficient ground clearance on hanging scales or
sufficient platform area for platform scales,
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JUDGING FISH FRESHNESS
The evaluation of fish freshness can be a valuable tool in enforcing

the rules of your tournament as well as enhancing credibility. In
fairness to all contestants, fish should be caught within the time
period between the opening and closing date of the tournament. The
enforcement of such a rule by direct observation would be impracti-
cal, if not impossible.

The rule can be enforced indirectly by requiring fish entered to
meet certain standards of freshness. Freshness standards required
should be equal to those possessed by fish given reasonable care over
the tournament titne period.

The fish-freshness rule can be used effectively to eliminate ques-
tionable entries, but not necessarily to prove willful cheating or fraud.
Loss of freshness in fish can occur from neglect or abuse over a few
hours time as well as during prolonged storage under ideal condi-
tions. In either case, the entry should not qualify if it does not pass
the freshness test,

Besides meeting a freshness requirement, there are several other
reasons why a fisherman will want to keep his fish fresh. First, if he



plans to eat his catch he should be aware that the products of'decoin-
position in the fish flesh produce an objectionable odor and taste.
This can turn an otherwise pleasant meal into a regretful experience.

In addition, there exists a possible danger to one's health from in-
gesting bacteria and their toxins produced in stale or in inadequately
preserved fish. Also, hy keeping fish fresh on board the boat, it's pos-
sible to extend its storage life in the fisherman's home refrigerator or
freezer.

Finally, many states have a fishery conservation law requiring that
all sport tish taken into one's possession be kept in a fresh edible
condition.
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How Freshness Can be Maintained: The Fisherman' s

Responsibility
Ideally, fish should be bled, gutted and gilled aboard the boat

before being iced. Fisherinen must be careful not to cut into the gall
bladder, stomach or intestine. Gutting and gilling not only removes
most of the bacterial laden organs that contain powerful enzymes, but
it conserves ice as well. More ice can be conserved if the heads and

tails also were removed. However, Texas law requires that all fish,
with the exception of broadbill swordfish, shark and king mackerel,
have heads and tails attached until delivered to their final destination.

Naturally, any fish being entered in a fishing toumarnent should
remain whole. If whole fish are iced sufficiently, there will be little
loss in quality within a day or so. If properly cared for, any tourna-
ment fish should be good to eat.
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What Determines Freshness of I'ish

The two factors most potentially damaging to fish freshness are
temperature and time. Fish have powerful enzyme systems in many
organs that function naturally at relatively low temperatures. After
the fish dies, these same enzymes help speed the chemical breakdown
and decomposition of tissues associated with spoilage. By lowering
the temperature of a fish sufficiently through proper icing, the reac-
tion rate is slowed, thus extending freshness.

Bacteria that normally live in, on and around the gut, gills and
body surfaces of the fish grow rapidly at moderate teinperatures,
spreading through all the tissues and adding to the spoilage. If fish
are exposed to sunlight for even a few minutes, the resultant increase
in temperature not only speeds bacterial growth, but causes dehydra-
tion as well. Fish weight loss from dehydration is preventable and
certainly should be a concern of any fishing tournament contestant.

Another concern for fishermen is the possibility of a loss of fresh-
ness that, because of careless handling on deck, brings the fish into
contact with gasoline, diesel fuel, lube oil or other contarninants.

Perhaps the ideal fresh fish could be described as one that has
spent the least amount of tiine going from the water to the ice box,
was cooled the quickest, was not contaminated, and was prepared for
consumption within a relatively short period.



DEflNlT ONS
Torrymeter � A hand-he d
electronic device that senses

the dielectric properties of fish
flesh ano ratesitin on a

numerical scale.

Organoleptic eva!Uation
Using appearance, texture.
color and smell to determine

the freshness of a fish.
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In an attempt to determine the most efficient procedure for on-
board handling of fish, four commonly used storage methods were
tested;  I ! t'ish on crushed ice in a cooler, �! fish on block ice in a
cooler. �! fish on crushed ice in an insulated fish bag, and �! fish in
a wet burlap bag with no ice, The test wa» designed to hold at least
two fish per storage method for a period of three days. The species
tested was king mackerel. Test fish ranged from eight pounds to 44
pounds and were caught within a five-hour period.

In general, all three methods of icing were effective in preserving
fish freshness over the three-day test period. However, test fish left
on deck in the shade and covered with burlap proved to be a marginal
storage method. By occasionally splashing them down with water,
the temperature of the fish i» lowered. In any respect, the burlap
method should not be relied upon for more than four or five hours in
warm weather.

Probably the worst thing a fisherman could do would be to cover a
fish with a plastic tarp and leave it on deck in the hot sun for several
hours, The pla»tic prevents ventilation and heat i» allowed to build up
much like that of an incubator.

In summary, the test indicated that the following suggestions
should be followed to ensure fish freshness aboard fishing vessels:

1. Fish should be stored, belly-down if dressed, in an insulated
fish cooler or bag. The liner of thc box or bag should be impervious
to water to ensure that the insulation remains dry. If a built-in boat
fishwell is used, check with the manufacturer to be sure it is insulated
on all six side», Rapid melting of ice in a fishwell indicates inade-
quate insulation. Thc cooler size or bag»ize should, within rea»on,
match the size of the fish. This help» conserve ice needed to cool the
fish adequately.

2. The fish should be placed on ice as soon as possible after being
caught. Even a 18-minute delay in hot weather could be detrimental
to fish freshness,

3. Either crushed or block ice should be applied to fish at a weight
ratio of no less than one-to-one. As ice melts. more should be added.
Fish should remain in contact with ice on all surface» of their bodies.

In other words, don't layer fish upon fish. Do not allow fish to remain
1 il water.

4. Don't delay in getting fish to their final destination. If a fish has
a chance to win a tournainent, it should be brought to the weigh-in
station as soon a» practical. Delaying causes weight loss due to dehy-
dration. If a fish is adequately iced, its freshness is ensured. If not, it
runs a chance of being disqualified.
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How Freshness is Evaluated; The Judge's Responsibility
The seafood industry has traditionally relied upon organoleptic

methods, those involving the senses, to evaluate freshne»» of the
products they buy and sell. Appearance, texture, color and smell can
reveal much about how long a fish has been dead and how well it' s
been iced,



Freshness evaluation tools: ln addition to organolcptic evalu-
ation, fishing tournament judges can use other means to ascertain lish
freshness, the most practical being the Torryrneter and the light
microscope.

The Torrymeter i» a hand-held electronic device that sense» the di-
electric properties of fish flesh, converts them to a whole number on
a scale between zero and l6, and display» it on a lighted panel. As the
dielectric prtiperties o! the tissues change during spoilage, the subse-
quent '1'orrymeter readings decrease in value.

Thc microscope is usefu! in examining stained blood smears taken
from the hearts of the fish being evaluated. This technique is ein-
ployed to identify fish that have been previously frozen.

One should keep in mind the Torrymeter and microscope tests are
best used to reinforce or verify organoleptic evaluations rather than
being an cnd in themselves,

One way to have a standard by which to evaluate the freshness of
fish being entered in the toumarnent is to have a "reference fish" on
hand near where the freshness evaluations are taking place, A fish
that i» representative of the target species of the tourney should be
caught and placed on ice during the first hour of the tournament. It
should be kept well-iced during the entire tournament, and used for
comparing the torrymeter readings and organoleptic features of fish
entered in the tournament. If a complaint arises from a contestant
whose fish was disqualified based on the freshness standard, the
reference fish can be shown as an example of what a properly iced
fish should look like,

The Torryrneter is sturdy and dependable but, like most electronic
instruments, needs to be ca!ibrated or checked for accuracy from time
to time. Before weigh-in begins each day, readings should be taken
from a fish known to be fresh and another of the same species that
has been previously frozen or is of obvious poor quality. This gives
the observer confidence in readings obtained from tournament fish
and the range of values to expect,

As pointed out in the Torrymeter operations handbook, different
species of fish with the same degree of freshness may produce slight-
ly different readings  see Appendix J!. Thick skin or large scales on
some species appear to have a buffering effect, which reduces the
range of va!ues between very fresh and spoiled specimens. Torryme-
ter readings of large black drum, for example, may range from 10 for
a very fresh specimen to a six for one that's spoiled. In cases where
scales are thick or large, scales shou!d be removed before taking a
reading, The Torrymeter test may not be applicable on large, thick-
skinned fish such as billfish, sharks and rays.

Also, a log of readings from all qualifying species should be
maintained by t.he tournament to help judges determine what vari-
ations are considered normal.

Another important consideration is the location on the fish's body
where the reading is taken. The area on king mackerel that gives the
most consistent high readings is a little more than ha!f way up the

The Torrymeter and
microscope tests are
best used to reinforce

or verify organoleptic
evaluations rather

than being an end
in themselves.
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side of the body, over the origin of the anal fin. This is where the test
fish reading» were taken,

Areas to avoid are abdomen or gut cavity, around the head or gills,
and the tail area, Also stay away from gaff injuries. Readings should
be taken from both sides of the fish to reduce the chance of an artifi-

cally low value due to an invisible bruise or trauma,

Observations: During a three-day experiment mentioned earlier,
several observations were made which may be of assistance to those
in charge of evaluating freshness. These are as follows:

~ Torrymeter readings of iced king mackerel remained fairly stable
over a 68-hour period. Readings for fish that were not iced dropped
significantly after only eight hours of storage. Torrymeter readings
tended to be closely correlated with the organoleptic evaluations and
provided a good indication of freshness.

~ Gills of fish that are well-iced remained red to pink throughout
the 68-hour experiment, with the lightest shades on the outer margins
of the gill membranes. The gills of fish standing in water with block
ice looked a bit washed out and more pink than red. The three-day
old fish did not, however, look white, gray or brown, which is charac-
teristic of fish subjected to prolonged storage.

~ At least some heavy slime appeared on tish gills within the first
day of storage, with the greatest amount on fish on block ice.

~ Cloudiness of the eyes began to appear the first day in practically
all fish tested. After three days, an inspection showed the cloudiness
of the eyes was confined to the cornea and the vitrous humor while
the hard crystalline lens remained clear, However, after being frozen
for two weeks, the hard crystalline lens of a test fish was cloudy.
Since there are possibly other factors that can cloud crystalline lens,
this test will not prove conclusively that a tournament fish has been
frozen, lt may suggest, however, that further testing is needed.

~ Microscopic examination of blood smears taken from fish on ice
for three days showed the red blood cell membranes intact. Blood
taken from a two-week frozen fish, however, did not have the charac-

teristic cell membranes around the red blood cell nuclei,

~ Some degree of rigor and firmness of flesh remained with prop-
erly iced fish over the three day tes  period.

~ Well-iced fish generally maintained a shiny, moist skin, with a
thin layer of mucous on the skin,

~ Probably the most dramatic freshness evaluation using the senses
is that of smew. The smell test involved raising the gill cover or
operculum and sniffing the gill chamber area. A fresh fish smell is
described as one being identifiably fish but having no objectionable
characteristics. Properly iced fish should continue to have a fresh
smell even after three days, Upon termination of the study, fish in the
insulated fish bag were observed to have a sour smell. Even if fish do
have a slight sour odor after three days, they will normally pass the
overall freshness test.
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It is necessary for tournament judges to maintain good records of
freshness tests. This is especially true for fish that inake the board or
are "in the money." In order to do a thorough job of testing freshness,
judges should not be rushed. It may be necessary to stagger weigh-in
deadlines to accomplish this.

If a fish is a potential winner but is disqualified for failure to pass
the freshness test, list the reasons why and explain them to the con-
testant. Take color photos of the disqualified fish next to a fresh
specimen of the same species for coinparison, They may be needed
later.

A discovery of cloudy
eyes on a tournament
entry dOeS nOt prOve
conclusively that the
fish has been frozen.

lt may suggest,
however, that further
testing is needed.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR BAY TOURNAMFNTS

While most offshore fishing tournaments typically require fisher-
men to be away from the weigh-in station for several days at a time,
some allowance for reduced quality may have lo be made with
extremely large fish such as blue marlin, stingrays and sharks, par-
ticularly if the fish was caught early on the trip.

Bay and inshore fishing tournaments, on the other hand, should
maintain much higher freshness requirements for tournament entries.
Boats fishing at bay and inshore tournaments generally are located
much closer to the weigh-in than offshore tournament boats.

Freshness Criteria: Tournament directors may want to give each
participant a copy of tips on keeping their fish fresh  see Appendix I!.
It also may be a good idea to list the freshness criteria for qualifica-
tion of tournament fish in the tournament brochure. An example
would be:

l. Fish should have gills that are red or pink. They should not be
white, gray, brown or any color other than red or pink.

2, Fish should not have a sour, ammonia, spoiled, rotten or any
other objectionable odor.

3. Fish should have a clear crystalline lens of the eye and/or blood
that contains red cells with cell membranes intact.

The following characteristics are not critical for qualification, but if
missing should alert the judges to the need for close examination of
the entry:

I. A thin layer of mucus on skin.
2. Some rigor or stiffness in the body.
3. Skin that does not wrinkle excessively when body is bent.
4. Flesh that is springy, not soft or mushy.
5. Eyes that are clear, not cloudy or wrinkled,
6. Gills free of heavy slime,
7. Skin that appears shiny rather than dull.
It may be necessary to alter freshness standards and procedures or

make special allowances for large fish that create special handling
problems for contestants. These may include large sharks, rays, and
bill fish. If allowances are made, they should be listed in the tourna-
ment rules and regulations.



Generally, all fish
caught by contestants
in bay and inshore
tournaments should

be submitted to the

tournament weighmas-
ter within 24 hours.

Higher Freshness Standard
The proximity to the weigh-in station offers little excuse to a tour-

nament contestant who has entered a fish that exhibits a lack of fresh-

ness based on an overall inspection, low Torrymeter readings and of-
fensive odor. Generally, all fish caught by contestants in bay and
inshore tournaments should be submitted to the tournament weigh-
master within 24 hours. This i» a reasonable amount of time to allow

for most unforeseen problem» that a contestant might encounter pre-
venting him from reaching the weigh-in station,

Given reasonable care and adequate icing, fish freshness and qual-
ity can be maintained over that period of time. without exhibiting pre-
viously mentioned characteristics of advanced decomposition. As is
the case in offshore tournaments, the contestant should weigh hi» fish
in at the earliest possible time, particularly if the fish has a chance to
win the tournament, to reduce weight loss due to dehydration and to
reduce the risk of being disqualified.

Measuring Slot Limit Species
Another special consideration bay and inshore tournament officials

may want to give serious thought to is the selection of species,
Weighmasters and officials should consider the extra effort required
to measure fish which 1'all under a "slot limit," A slot limit is a fisher-

ies management technique imposed by the state regulatory agency to
promote a "catch and release" fishery and reduce the harvest of larger
broodfish.

ln Texas, an example of a slot limit f'ishery is the red druin or
redfish. The 18-30 inch slot limit imposed by the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department means that a licensed Texas fisherman may
legally keep and posse~s only those redfish between l 8 and 30
inches.

Often the added task of measuring slot limit fish requires the assis-
tance of additional tournament officials, which can create unneces-
sary confusion at the weigh-in station, particularly as the weigh-in
deadline approaches and more fish appear needing to be processed.

ln addition to the increased processing effort required, slot limit
species may present other problems at bay tournaments. Since a con-
testant may legaHy possess and submit a redfish no longer than 30
inches, first prize in the redfish category would be the heaviest red-
fish less than or equal to 30 inches, A contestant catching a heavy
redfish slightly over 30 inches may be tempted to cheat by trimming
the caudal fin  tail fin! to keep it within the slot limit, thus eligible for
first place. Quite frankly, contestants who commit such an act stand a
pretty good chance of winning, unless the weighmaster and touma-
ment officials have been advised of this possibility. Weigh-in offi-
cials should carefully check the tail fins of all fish close to their upper
slot limit.

Another problem slot limit species pose for tournament officials is
the increased tendency for contestants to load fish with lead weights,
ice, or other f'oreign materials. Contestants are more likely to attempt



to gain an advantage over each other when length limits are imposed.
This is especially true when prize money and fame are at stake.
Tournament official» should alway» remain on the lookout for such
acts,

The use of polygraph
exams can add much

to the credibility of a
fishing tournament
and help provide equal
opportunity of winning
for all participants.

U!ital s P !I.Y rRAPK KXAMINAl't !NN

The use of polygraph examinations are becoming quite common-
place in today s society, Some companies with employee» that handle
large sum» of money or perhaps have access to classified or privi-
leged information require pre-employment and periodic polygraph
examination».

They are used hy the military, power companies, financial institu-
tion», criminal and civil courts, law enforcement, and, most recently,
the U.S. Congress,

As the value of' cash prizes offered by fishing tournaments in-
creases, so does the incentive to violate tournament rules and regula-
tions in order to win. Although there is no such thing as a foolproof
system to prevent cheating, the use of polygraph exams can add much
to the credibility of a fishing tournament and help provide equal
opportunity of winning for all participants.

Who Gives Polygraph Exams and What do They Cost' ?
Polygraph examiners are trained, tested, and licensed by the states.

Their equipment and records are checked on a regular basis by state
inspectors and must be passed for the examiner to remain certified.
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What is a Polygraph Examination".
A polygraph examination requires about an hour to adrnini»ter and

basically consists of two parts. The examiner conduct» a private inter-
view with the subject to acquaint. him with the examining procedure,
brief him on the examination questions, and gather baseline data
about his physical and emotional state,

The»econd part i» the actual exam which consists of nine to eleven
questions with yes or no answers. About half of the questions are cru-
cial to the exam and the others are irrelevant. After all the questions
are answered, they are repeated in a different order.

The subject must answer the questions while several re note sen-
sors of the polygraph machine are attached to his body. The poly-
graph detects pulse rate and pressure, breathing rate, and galvanic
skin response and records them on a paper roll called a polygram,
The examiner then evaluate» the polygrams and the subject's re-
sponse to the questions asked.

The results are reported according to the number of is»ue/relevant
questions that were "cleared." The subject may clear all of the ques-
tions, clear some of the questions, or possibly the exam could be
found inconclusive, An inconclusive exam may result when the sub-
ject has recently taken alcohol or drug» or perhaps i» in an unsuitable
emotional state.



Rate structures and fees vary with different examiners and with
situations. A single exam may cost anywhere from $50 to $100.
Some examiners charge a daily rate of $500 p us expenses, and will
administer as many exams as time allows,

In some situations the use of two polygraph examiners may be ad-
visable, such as when many exam» must be administered in a short
period of time. If the prize money is extremely high, it may be advis-
able to examine the subject twice by two different examiners.

When Should Vou Use a Polygraph and Who Pays for It?
The decision whether or not to use the polygraph exam in a fishing

tournament should be based at least in part on economics. It wouldn' t
make much sense to administer an exam that costs $100 to protect a
prize or award of $200, However, if a person stands to win several
thousand dollars in a contest, then the expense of a polygraph exam
represents only a small percentage of the prize value and becomes
more practical.

Fees for administering polygraph exams will be paid out of tourna-
ment profits. Although their use adds to the credibility of the tourna-
ment and its directors, the contestants themselves are obviously the
real benefactors from such a service. For this reason, a tournament
director may want to set the registration fee high enough to compen-
sate the tournament for the additonal expense.

How Should the Polygraph Exam be Administered?
The polygraph exams should be administered immediately after the

close of the weigh-in station and prior to announcing the winners and
awarding prizes. A private office or motel room in the vicinity of the
tournament headquarters would be a suitable location for examining
winners.

In respect to which contestants should be examined there are per-
haps several options. If contestants register by boat, a tournament
director inay choose to examine only the captain of the boat. This is
with the assumption that the captain knows all the details and circurn-
stances under which each fish was landed on his boat,

A second option would be to examine both the captain of the boat
and the crew member that caught the winning fish. This would enable
the examiner to corroborate exam results and help rule out possible
errors. Examining the captain and each crew member of the winning
boat would be even better, but could become economically prohibi-
tive. Although some boat tournaments restrict the number of crew
meinbers per trip, they inay allow any number of crew members to
participate over the duration of the tournament. Examining all of
them could add up to a sizable and unnecessary expense.

If registration is by individual contestant, the person who caught
the winning fish should be examined along with at least one witness,
If the contestant claims there were no witnesses then perhaps one of
the exam questions could be used to verify this fact.
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Administering polygraph exams to only one or two winners who
were singled out on suspicion of cheating could create difficulties for
the tournament directors. For this reason "across-the-board" exams

are recommended for all winners of the top prize money places.
Again, whatever procedure is followed in regards to the polygraph

exam requirements should be clearly stated in the rules and regula-
tions and come as no surprise to contestants.

NOTES

How Reliable are Polygraph Exams?
An experienced polygraph examiner operates within a 90+ percent

confidence level on test results. The chance of error can be reduced

further by corroborative answers from two or more individuals being
tested on a cominonly shared experience. In other words, the confi-
dence level increases with the number of witnesses to the event

taking the exain.
If physiological responses to test questions are masked by drugs or

alcohol in the system or if the subject is in an excited or depressed
emotional state, the examiner may rule the test inconclusive, In such
cases, the exain would need to be readministered when the subject is
fit.

What About the Legality of Polygraph Kxams?
Because of the variety of circumstances that exist in individual

cases and the complexity of our legal system, only a few generaliza-
tions will be made concerning the legality of polygraph exams. The
polygraph exam is completely voluntary and cannot be forced upon
anyone. In fact, before the exam is given, the subject must sign a
waiver stating he is taking the exam voluntarily and will "hold
blameless" the examiner and all associated with the polygraph exam
concerning the outcome and any or all legal action that may occur.

This is one of the reasons why each contestant must agree to vol-
untarily submit to and clear a polygraph exam in order to qualify for
any prize offered by the tournament. This should be written in the
rules and the agreement signed by each contestant.

Under these circumstances, if a contestant refuses to take a poly-
graph exam or fails to clear one satisfactorily, he automatically dis-
qualifies hiinself from receiving prize money, The tournament direc-
tor may then award the prize to the next "runner up" provided he
satisfactorily clears the polygraph exam.

If some form of litigation ensues as a result of the disqualification
of a contestant, the polygraph examiner may be called as a witness in
court. The opinion of judges concerning the validity of a polygraph
exam inay vary, If the judge and plantiff's attorney will allow it, the
results of the polygraph exam would be admissible as evidence.

Should You Use an Exam?

In summary, most fishermen are true sportsmen and competitors,
They want to coinpete in a fishing tournament that offers everyone an
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equal chance to win. The polygraph exam can be a valuable tool in
enforcing fishing tournament rules and regulations.

Also, it can add credibility to the tournament and its directors, and
if administered equitably and fairly to all winners, it should not create
any dissatisfaction or hard feelings. The mere fact that polygraph ex-
ams are required will discourage cheating among the "honest" con-
testants and usually prevent the "dishonest" fishermen from entering
the tournament,

DISQUALIFI 'A'I'I !N  !F EIVTRIFS  !R COhlTF!iTANTS
Sooner or later there will come a time in every fishing tournament

when an entry must be disqualified. lt is most important at this time
that tournament official» exhibit the highest degree of preparedness,
courtesy and professionalism.

There must be absolutely no misunderstanding between judges,
tournament officials and workers as to who has the authority to dis-
qualify an entry, the basis for disqualification and the standard opera-
tional procedure for the disqualification. The disqualification proce-
dure should be thoroughly reviewed by the tournament director and
hi» staff in the pre-tournament planning sessions.

R esp on si b il it y
ln most cases the ultimate decision on whether or not an entry

should be disqualified lies with the tournament director. During the
weighing and judging of toumarnent fish, the director should remain
at arm's length from the judging, but should be available to make
final decisions based on the available information and after his
personal investigation. The director in turn may seek the advice of a
judges' panel before the decision is made. The judges' panel should
be made up of several individuals, which may include the weighrnas-
ter, quality control adviser, recorder and perhaps a trustworthy,
knowledgeable individual outside the tournament organization,

Procedure

Basically, any violation of Tournament Rules and Regulations
should result in the contestant's disqualification from the tournament,
The only other option is for the director to prioritize loui narnent rules
and assign degrees of severity to the violations, This could lead to a
management nightmare and is not recommended.

Disqualification may come as a result of violating rules dealing
with gear restrictions, size and/or composition of crew or fishing
team, fishing outside designated range or area, improper registration,
technical procedures and others,

Upon disqualification of an entry f' or any of these reasons, a direc-
tor and his staff should document as many of the facts as possible.
These could include photographs, written statements from witnesses
and other physical evidence. Disqualified fish should be retained by
the tournament io verify the judges' decision or for future reference.
This provision should be so stated in the rules and regulations.



In the course of handling, weighing, examining and recording in-
formation about an entry, the tournament staff should be alert to any
irregularities or abnormalities about the fish. These may mclude gill
net marks. excessive weight for body size, lack of freshiiess, mutila-
tions, or ice stuffed into the mouth and gut. Il' such is the case. noth-
ing should he said to the contestant. but it should be pointed out con-
fidentially to the director.

Likewise, if the fish fails the freshness test, the quality-control ad-
viser report» it to the director, If the director determines that tourna-
ment rule» have been violated, the director may disqualify the fish
immediately or ask that it be gutted and examined or subjected to
further testing.

lf a disqualified fish is not heavy enough to place in the contest or
would not be credited with points or become part of an accumulative
score, it is ol no consequence to the tournament or the contestant.
However, if a disqualitied fish is a potential winner, adequate docu-
mentation is necessary. If the fish is mutilated or fails the freshness
test, color photographs of the head, gills, net marks and/or mutila-
tions should be taken and filed.

In addition to the standard information, list other pertinent facts
such as body temperature, length and Torrymeter readings. The fish
should be marked by the weighmaster in the usual manner, The judge
may wish to determine, for the record, what conditions the fish werc
subjected to that resulted in its disqualification. In Appendix K you
will find a list of questions that should be asked of contestants with
disqualified fish, Keep in mind, however, that because there is no
way to verify the truthfulness or accuracy of the answers, they should
not affect the decision to disqualify the fish due to failure of the
freshness test.

Tournament judges may also wish to document the comparison of
the questionable entry to a "control" fish that has been kept on ice
since the beginning of the tournament  see discussion in the Judging
Fish Freshness section!. When documentation is complete, the dis-
qualified fish should be well-iced and retained for future reference,
The contestant should be given a fulyl detailed explanation of why
his fish was disqualified. In most cases, violations of rules occur
through neglect or carelessness; therefore, the contestant should not
be subjected to any unnecessary embarrassinent or ridicule.

If freshness tests indicate the fish had been previously frozen or if
there is substantial evidence that attempted felony fraud has been
committed, the tournament director may wish to contact the authori-
ties. If a contestant's fish is disqualified for any reason, he is not con-
sidered a winner and should not be given a polygraph exam.

lf a contestant's fish

is disqualified for
any reason, he is not
considered a winner

and should not be

given a polygraph
exam.

necessary.
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Contestants' Recourse

Listed in every tournament's rules and regulations. there should be
a provision stating that in any and all matters the tournament judges'
decisions are final. Assuming the recommended disqualification
procedure was followed, there is no basis to appeal or protest the



final decisions concerning the qualification or weight of the tourna-
ment fish,

In fairness to the contestant, however, there should be an appeal or
protest procedure to discover irregularities or di»putes unknown to
the judging staff. Thi» protects the contestant's rights and assures him
that all tournament guidelines were followed by all contestants and
all had a fair opportunity to win.

If a contestant suspects foul play by another contestant, he should
be allowed to file a protest and appear before the judges panel and
state his case. The tournament director may wish to call in the local
County Extension Marine Agent or perhaps other resource personnel
to assist with the protest hearing, Since there is a substantial amount
of time and expense  travel and consultant fee! associated with hear-
ing a grievance, there should be a protest filing fee of $50 or more
paid by the contestant. lf the protest was justified and the decision
made in favor of the contestant, the filing fee should be returned to
the contestant and the cost absorbed by the tournament.

Any grievance or protest should be settled prior to announcing
winners and awarding prizes. Details of the protest procedure should
be listed in the tournament rules and regulations,

The FT/RS program is
not appropriate for
some tournaments.

These tournaments

are advised to develop
an efficient soft~are

program expressly for
their use.

COMPUTERIZING YOUR TOURNAMENT

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF PUTTING A T ! URN AMENT

ON COMPUTER?

Currently, there are two types of fishing tournaments on the Texas
coast. Some are like "Mom and Pop" operations and an increasing
number are being run by businessmen using good business principles
and practice. The FTIRS software program can be useful to both of
these toumarnent types; it will likely be more ea»ily accepted by the
latter group of tournament operators.

The FTIRS can be used to kelp tournaments run smoothly. Infor-
mation can be processed more accurately and efficiently during the
event than if handled manually; this will enhance credibility.

Many well-run tournaments turn into disaster when the time comes
to determine who the winners are. The FHRS provides an immediate

Utilizing computers and computer software to organize your
tournament can be an effective management technique. However,
because computers are relatively new to the tournament scene, some
directors are skeptical about their benefits and question how they
work.

Texas A&M University researchers have developed a software
program made specifically for use in fishing tournaments, It is known
as the Fishing Tournament Information and Retrieval System or
FTIRS. What follows are some typical questions directors might have
about putting their tournaments on computer and an explanation as to
how this particular software works,



calculation of a leader's board  standings!. This can help to keep pub-
lic and participants' interest high.

Another advantage is that the program produces labels that can fa-
cilitate mailings to previous participants,

The FTIRS can be of assistance for future events as well, Listings
of participants and their addresses can also be used for marketing fu-
ture tournament events.

There are conservation benefits also. At a time when many fish
stocks are in trouble and when data are in short supply, there is a
need for information on catch during tournaments, FTIRS provides a
means of keeping catch records from each year's event to assess
change over time.

ARE THERE DISAI!VANTA 'ES TO USIN  A COMPUTER

OR THIS SOFTWARE PA :KA rF. IN PARTI :ULAR?
"Mom and Pop" operations will have to become much more so-

phisticated before they are likely to become computerized. They are
simply not oriented to computers; they are "pui. off" hy them, Tti
them any cost for a computer will be too high. Although the cost of
hardware needed to use FTIRS was taken into consideration, some

tournaments might feel that the advantages are not sufficient to war-
rant the expenditure for hardware.

The FTIRS program will not fit every tournament situation. Since it
was developed as a generic progratn, it might not be useful to those
tournaments with a large number of sub-categories or with numerous
place standings, These tournaments are advised to develop an effi-
cient software program expressly for their use.

The FTIRS will not overcome weigh-in problems or fraudulent
entries, lt simply provides an efficient means for recording and
displaying standings.

WHAT CAN TOUR NAMF.NT SOFTWARE DO?
The Fl'IRS records participant names and addresses and various

information on each boat entered. Printouts can be produced using
the above information. This information can be used during and after
the event.

The program is flexible to the extent that it can be tailored to fit
most tournaments. Particular divisions and categories of entries are
established and data recorded in each.

The computer program allows you to enter information for each
catch and then it tells you whether or not the person placed.

The program provides various printouts of standing» includin theg
entire leader's board,

WHAT OTHFR SOFTWARE 'SYSTEMS EXIST FOR PUTTIN '

YOUR TOURNAMENT ON COMPUTFR?
Several tournaments throughout the United States have designed

software to handle the peculiarities of their events, These are run on
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both mainframe and micro units. We know of no other generic soft-
ware besides FAIRS that can be custom tailored by the user.

H ow ARF. To v RN A MENTS REs PoN DIN ' T ! THE FTIRiS?
Tournaments have responded well to the availability of the soft-

ware. The software is currently being used in eight states. Orders for
the software documentation from the Texas A&M Sea Grant Program
remain strong.

ON WHIcH C !MPvTKR SYsTEMs WILL THF. FTIRS
PRO xRAM OPI',RATF~

FTIRS was developed to operate on IBM microcomputers as well
as those which are IBM-compatible. In addition, versions of FTIRS
are available that will operate on the following microcomputers; IBM
CP/M, KAYPRO4 and Apple II  CP/M 80!.

WHAT Is THE CosT oF CoMPvTKRIzING A TovRNFY.
Documentation  TAMU-SG-86-603! for the software is available

from the Texas A&M University Sea Grant College Program for $5,
Once this has been reviewed carefully to ensure that the progratn can
meet the user's needs, the software program can be purchased for
$225, The program i» available from the Department of Recreation
and Parks at Texas A&M University. A demonstration version of the
software is available at no charge from the department.

Hardware requirements call for a microcomputer system that sup-
ports DBASF II with two douhle-sided density disk drives  or one
drive and a hard disk drive!, 128 K internal memory, 24 x 80 address-
able console screen and an 80-column printer. The cost of a basic
computer system with this capability ranges from $800 to $1,000,

If a computer can be rented or "borrowed" from a business or
another organization, this may be an attractive alternative to purchas-
ing a computer.

WHAT RESTRICTIONS EXIST CONCERNING COPYING
THE PROGRAM~

There are copyrights to FTIRS, They are held by Texas A&M
University. The software purchasers may make up to three copies of
the software for personal use. However, they may not give or sell
these to any other party or person.

GOOD TOURNAMENT RF LATIOIVS
Good tournament relations are another aspect of good tournament

management, Tournament relations deal with the way your staff
handles people, the ethics you use in running your tournament and
the treatment of our natural resources. Making the extra effort to
create a good rapport with the participants and the community will
reap many benefits in the long run.
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Parlieipanti will be inore likely lo return t<i your tOurnarneill if they
leave your tournament feeling they have been treated fairly and cour-
teously, Local merc han s will he m<irc williltg to iupport future lour-
nallten't» if they see all inCreaie in huiitie»s du<.' l<! ynur effort t<> direct
partiCipanti tO their plaCe» Of huiineis,  'ity, C<iunly;lnd p<lrki Ofli-
Ctals Will he fOOfe C<K>peralive at ill'ture 't<iuntaltteit s if flic tOUI1Ea<nent
iite wai left clean. the local rcioliicei were 11<it ahuicd;ind diitur-

haneei a<Ed;leeldellti w<'.re kept l<i a niittiilluiil.

H ! N t'1TA I. ITY

MO»t iinplei»IOns ol yOur Iourilaitteiil 'u'i<i COfnll!linlty 'ire fofnted
hy participanti froin the conlacti they n!akc while al your tourn;i-
ment. ll ii nol formed baicd oii advertiiilig or promotion, You have
lo reri>ember that the out-of'-town part ici pant ii generally un fan>i liar
wilh your t<iwn. and may he iii need <if' inf'orntatioit and direction.
E:.ach perion wh<i touche» thc  <iuriil ii developing an image in that
perion's niind concerning y<iur conti»unity and your tournan>ent.

E~~h person who
t~UCheS the touriSt

developing an
I.~~ge in that person' s
~lrtd concerning

yoUr community and
yaUr tOurnament.

He tt  iood Host

Some tipi in general on h<>iting tourists: Be well-inf'ormed about
your community. Be av are of attr;iction» and quality place» to cat and
lodge, Put yourself in the position of the traveler. Think: If l were
visiting our town on a vacalion, what would l need t<i know" .Have
literature and hrochurei availahlc to help coiiimunicate opporlunities
lo the louriiti,

Note preciicly how to direct travelers to point» of interest. Be clear
in giving direclioni, pcrhap» even draw a i>lap to aiiiit thein in
f>nding the point «f intcreit. Be h<ineit with pe<iple. ll' you don'l
know where i<iinething ii, don't try t<i direct thcrn. Refer them t<i
ionic<inc who >s knowledgeable, False inforntation w ill certainly lead
to an un fa v<>ra hi e first imp reiii on,

Provide the information with a imile. Provide information will-

ingly an<f accurately to your viiitor. Aik yourself: What d<i they
want, what are they like" ,How can you do a g<xxf joh of serving the
visitor'i interest. Be aware that it ii important to the viiitor lo receive
immediate recognition.

The tournament participant hai certain ilandard» based on experi-
ence» in other communitie». He ii looking lor competent, capable and
responsible reaction», There arc four baiic rulei in being a good host:

l. Stnife when you are dealing with your visitor. Learn to serve and
sell with a smile,

2. Listen, How can you know what the visitor needi and wanti if
you are not an eff'ective listener".

3. Be understanding. Simply be ieniilive to the viiitor'i needi, Try
lo service him; place yourielf in hii ihoei and your mind on accom-
modating the customer, What are hii wanti and needi".

4, Last but not least, be sincere. Thank the participanti and invite
them to come back again.



Dealing With the Tourist
The following is a series of hints and guidelines for handling some

situations that tournament workers will encounter when dealing with
the tourist.

Do' s:

~ Do be positive, polite and calm.
~ Give precise and accurate information as quickly as you can.
~ Attempt to acknowledge the fact that you are aware that other

customers are there and waiting for service when a line forms.
~ Deal with each customer in a courteous manner and finish with

the customer who was first in line before moving on to the next one.
Don't's:

~ Don't be discourteous,

~ Don't appear overwhelmed, frustrated or put-upon.
~ Don't fail to pay attention to those who are waiting.
~ Don't withhold inforination simply to get rid of the customer,

Dealing With a Mishap
A child at your post-tournament fish fry accidentally spills a plate

of food on a wealthy senior citizen from Dallas. Immediately take
action to clean up the mess. Attempt to draw attention away from the
accident. Be calm and sympathetic. Don't leave the impression that
you are unconcerned, embarrassed or put out by the problem.

Don't attempt to establish blame or condemn anyone for any prob-
lern that may arise. Do not be discourteous. If a participant has a
problem such as losing his keys, having his car overheat or having a
flat tire, do not hesitate to provide him with assistance.

Diffusing a Dispute
Consider a situation where a loud local resident is near the weigh-

in station using abusive language and smoking a salty old cigar. His
words would offend the standard American family with 2.2 children,
A couple is concerned about the language that they and their children
are hearing, and the smoke from the cigar smells like it's been soaked
in turpentine and is absolutely destroying their experience at your
tournament.

Be polite; operate with a smile; make every attempt to be under-
standing about the feelings of all the people involved. Search for a
solution that is suitable to all. Be patient and calm, do not lose your
cool. Make sure that you are trying to solve the participant's problem,
not yours. lf necessary, bring in another tournament official. Don' t
take sides and don't be demanding. Don't become a part of the
problem. Don't have a bad attitude about the particular person or
situation,

Enforcing Rules and Regulations
I, Be friendly and polite, but stem
2. Explain clearly the rule» or regulations that may have been vio-
lated,



3, Keep the entire discussion positive and respond to all questions
that are asked of you,
4. Don't be self-righteous, hurried or abrupt. The participant may not
be aware he has broken a rule.

C. Make sure that you are operating with reason.
6. If the participant i» reacting tii a rule or regulation with which he
disagree». do carefully listen t» his concerns and n«cds, Keep your
smile in place, Attempt to give a clear, definitive «n»wer ba»ed on
good reason.
7. Don't become negative about management or others.
8, Don't forget that you are there to serve the public.

Why is It Important to be Hospitable to Participants?
A participant is not dependent on the tournament, the tournament

i» dependent on him. A participant i» not an interruption of your
work, he is the purpose of your doing it, You «re not doing hini a fa-
vor by serving birn, hc is doing you a favor by giving you an opportu-
nity to rnakc money from him, He i» not an outsider to the tourna-
rnent. he is part of it, the main part. The participant i» not a cold »ta-
ti»tic, a name on an entry form or computer, he is a flesh-and-blood
human being with biases, prejudices, feelings and emotions like you,

CODE Ol' CONDUCT

Fishing tournaments are competitive sporting events which pit the
skill, knowledge, and, to some degree, the luck of one per»on against
that of another individual and against Nature herself. Becau»e of the
social and environmentally unique interdependencie» of these con-
 est», a ba»ic code of conduct ha», through evolutionary proces»es.
attached itself to these events.

There are five basic elements to which a well-run tournament

should adhere, As a guide for the tournainent sponsor, the following
set of questions should be satisfactorily addressed concerning all
aspects of the planning and implementation of your tournament.

Will It Promote Honesty and Integrity?
The architecture of your conte»t should be»uch that it is above

moral and legal reproach. It should create and maintain an atmos-
phere that encourages and rewards these sporting virtue».

Will All Contestants be Treated Fairly and Equally?
All participants should be provided an equal opportunity to com-

pete. incorporate rules and procedures that strive to eliminate misun-
derstandings and inconsistent dealings between contestants and tour-
nament manager». Handle all phases of tournament operation in a
professional and objective manner,

Will It Enhance Community Good Will.
Even if coinrnuni y enhancement is not among the primary goal{»!

of your contest, it is definitely an advantage to include it within the

The archi tecture of

your contest should be
avch that it is above
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and integri ty.
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The officia rules of

the tournament

should serve to

guide contestants in
their angling practices
to ensure that they
abide by state and
federal fishery
conservation practices.

secondary objectives. Your event will in some manner affect the
community in which it is held,

Make every reasonable effort to ensure that positive vibes accrue
to the host community and its citizens. Such efforts may include
joining the local chamber of commerce; donating fish catches to local
charitable, church or civic organizations; permitting such groups to
handle various concession» or ancillary functions  i.e, meals, dances,
etc.!; involving local leaders in the planning and/or contest fishing;
assisting the news media in its coverage of the tournament. In a
nutshell, follow a good neighbor policy.

Will It Reflect Responsible Planning and Management?
Display friendliness, professionalism, and courtesy in dealing with

participants and their families, The personal satisfaction derived by
the tournainent's contestants from their participation in your event
should be one of the foremost considerations in the development and
operation of this angling event. The overall success of the tournament
in many ways depends on the perceived enjoyment of the individuals
entered.

Wtll It Responsibly Support Resource Conservation?
ln the long run, disregard or disrespect tor the fish and marine en-

vironment, which are essential to a competitive angling event, may
cripple or lethally affect such activities, Tournament sponsors can
easily set the tone for good resource stewardship through their rules,
procedures. attitudes and examples, Failure to do so is like killing the
goose that laid the golden egg; develop your tournament around
sound resource-management doctrines.

  05SERVAT1 !N OF RESOUR 'ES

As previously stated, fishing tournaments and those who enter
them have an obligation to protect the fish they seek to harvest and
the environment the fish inhabit. Not only because they have a vested
self-interest in doing so. but primarily because it is a publicly owned
resource they are utilizing, they must be willing to assume this
responsibility.

Without the targeted resource there would be no fishermen and
subsequently no tournaments. For this reason, a more detailed em-
phasis on resource conservation than was provided in the section on
the code of conduct is necessary.

The tournament has the opportunity, as well as the civic duty, to
create an atmosphere of resource conscientiousness that will surround
the actions and reactions of its sporting gentry. An enlightened mood
of respect for the fishery resources can bc fostered when directed
efforts are made by the engineers of the tournament.

Discourage Overexploitation
Fishermen who are so se/f-indulgent or irresponsible as to reck-

lessly overharvest fish do little to promote the sterling image your
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tournament should be diligently striving to build or maintain. Good
sportsmen are those who show respect for the resource and other
anglers � greedily snatching fish from public waters does neither,
Unavoidably, however, your tournament's reputation i» painted by
the behavior of its participants. so make a conscious effort to guide
their actions.

Discourage illegal or Questionable l'ishing Practices
Whether the tournament or its fishermen agree or not with manage-

ment regulations as set forth by state or federal governments is of
little consequence. However, failure to recognize and fastidiously
follow these legal limitations can have serious repercussions for the
contestants and the tournament, These may surface as litigation,
fines, had press, community disenchantment, participant dissatisfac-
tion, etc.

The official rules of the tournament should serve to guide contest-
ants in their angling practices to ensure that they abide by state and
federal fishery conservation practices. However, tournament person-
nel should not feel compelled to assume the cumbersome and poten-
tially hazardous role of game wardens in terms of checking fishing
licenses, saltwater stamps, bag limits, etc.

Discourage Waste of the Resource
Almost all fish are edible if properly handled and prepared. There-

fore, reasonable effort should be made to see that tournament-caught
fish meet their destiny as table fare. Encourage the contestants to care
for, clean and take home fish for their consumption or perhaps use
them in a tournament fish fry.

If event logistics hinder these activities, consider donating them to
a worthy group  charity, church, civic group, etc.!. Make pre-arrange-
ments with potential recipients to pick up any fish unwanted or un-
claimed by the contestants.

Whatever you decide to do with the fish, do not stockpile tourna-
ment catches at the weigh station until they rot. This stinks in more
than just the literal reference! In addition to being bad public rela-
tions, it i» illegal in some states. For instance, in Texas, Parks and
Wildlife regulations state, "A person commits an offense if the
person leaves edible fish or bait fish taken from the public waters of
this state to die without the intent to retain the fish for consumption
or bait."

Discourage Environmental Degradation
Pollution can take many forms, Some that may involve fishermen

include discharging human waste, oil and chemicals, fishing line,
etc. into our marine waters. All of these are potentially harmful to our
valuable marine life.

Untreated sewage can hasten the spread of disease to humans, fish
and wildlife, Petroleum and certain chemical substances in the marine

environment can produce drastic ill effects or even death in fish and

"A person commits an
offense if the person
leaves edible fish or

bait fish taken from the

public waters of this
state to die without the

intent to retain the fish

for consumption or
bait."



wildlife; in fish alone it can be directly lethal, affect growth and
reproduction, or hamper the survival of eggs and larvae,

Garbage ha» been shown to create unwelcomed problems for
inarine life. Such common trash iteins as plastic six-pack binders
have produced tragic results when unsuspecting fish have swum
through the rings only to find themselves permanently girdled by
these careless discards. Whales in the Gulf, who are believed to have

mistaken plastic trash bags for schools of squid, ingested them and
later died of gastric distres», Sea and shore birds have fatally en-
tangled or snared themselves in monofilament fishing line needle»sly
cast aside by uninformed anglers.

The flow of negative impacts tends to spread even farther when tar,
trash, and dead animals  fish, birds, marine mammals, etc.! find their

way to our once clean shores.

Encourage Non-Traditional Fishing Experiences
There are numerous species of fish that are traditionally over-

looked by the saltwater sportsman. To relieve pressure on already-
stressed species, tournaments may wish to hasten the recognition of
fish that are publicly underrated or unrecognized a» garnefish and/or
potential table fare. Such fish may include, but are not limited to,
skates and rays, croaker, spadefi»h, bonito and sheepshead.

Most tournaments are kill events requiring the carca»s to be pre-
sented for certification as an award-winning catch, However, many
tournament sponsors are beginning to recognize the potential for
irreversible decimation of certain species, and/or the unnecessary
waste of our natural resources. and are using catch-and-release as
either special divisions within the tourney or as the whole scope of
their fishing event. See the "Types of Tournaments" chapter for more
details on this type of conservation option.

Eagerly Function as a Fisheries Management Tool
Opportunities for your tournament to serve a vital role in fisheries

management studies may present themselves, or they could be ag-
gressively sought out by the sponsor». Actively participating in such
investigations will advance the researcher's and the fisherman's un-
derstanding of the resource and may lead to improved management of
these public goods. The value of pursuing this involvement also can
be counted in the public relations benefits it will provide by enhanc-
ing both the image of the tournament and the personal satisfaction
derived by its participants.

In suinmary, your fishing tournament should envelop competitive
strategies and educational campaign» that complement resource
conservation, preservation and enhancement, The health of such
sporting events and that of the fish stock» themselve» depend on the
care and maintenance provided by those using the resources. To
ignore these essential fisheries issues shows little regard or respect
for the future and those who will inhabit it.
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The tournament

evaluation process
is a time-consuming
task that needs to

be planned out long
before your tournament
takes place.

EVALUATION

OF YOUR FISHING TOURNAMENT
Most fishing tournament managers want information that will en-

hance their abilities to make good rnanagernent and marketing deci-
sions. Both registrant and volunteer/staff surveys are frequently em-
ployed for this purpose. Participant information can help define target
markets, indicate satisfaction and dissatisfactions, improve tourna-
ment facilities management and visitor traffic flows, and answer
other management questions, Volunteer/staff survey» help identify
complications or breakdowns in planning, operation or marketing
efforts,

Before undertaking a survey, managers should be aware of how
the survey will fit within the framework of an overall program evalu-
ation, The evaluation process involves a systematic analysis of a pro-
grarn's goals, resources, management and effect». Evaluation can
document program inputs and effects, but it requires careful and de-
liberate planning and implementation, information gained through
program evaluations is commonly used to identify and justify
changes needed in marketing or managing programs, Evaluation can
also determine a program's progress in fulfilling goals and can doc-
urnent a tournament's effect. Questionnaire surveys are one way to
collect the information needed for program evaluation,

The benetits of program evaluation will differ for each tournament.
Improved participant satisfaction, greater community cooperation and
greater accomplishment of tournament objectives are common out-
comes when surveys are employed,

IS EVAI.I. ATION RIGHT FOR YOI lR TOURNAMENT?

Evaluation can be thought of as a tool. something like a filing
cabinet or a computer data base. It consists of collecting information
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t
WELL, HOW DID IT GO'?

hen the tournament has come and gone, you will want to
evaluate the success of your tournament. However, the
evaluation process involves more than just sitting back and

reflecting on how many people attended and how big the fish were.
The tournament evaluation process is a time-consuming task that
needs to be planned out long before your tournament takes place,

For our purposes here, two evaluation topics will be covered. The
evaluation section should answer your questions about conducting a
full-blown evaluation of your  ournarnent. This type of evaluation
will give you a great deal of information that you can put to use in
planning future tournaments. The section on exi  poll» will give
information on conducting a simpler evaluation that provide» less
information but will indicate participants' like» and dislikes regarding
your tournament,



that is stored and used for inanagement and marketing decisions, The
quality of that information is only as good as the evaluation proce-
dures. Ciood use of evaluation procedure» will provide information in
which a manager may have confidence, as well as limit the amount
and improve the quality of information collected.

Your purpose for conducting an evaluation will determine the type
and quantity of information collected. You may want  o focus on one
or two of these area» more than other». For example, you may want to
know how el'1'ective different promotional strategies were in attract-
ing fishermen 1'rom a specific geographic area. In this case, your
questions and data collection might focus on the costs of advertising
method» used and how many more fishermen registered from that
area. You might focus on the effects of your tournament when you
are trying to justil'y additional support from sponsors, local civic
organizations, chambers of commerce, etc. In this case you need
information on expenditures, length of stay, party size, age, income,
job type, residence, transportation and lodging to provide insights
into economic and social effects of your event,

There are four basic categories for evaluations �   I ! program
refinement or improvement, �! internal and external program ac-
countability, �! program legitimacy, and �! program elimination,
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PLANN1NG FOR PROGRAM EVAl L! ATION

Tournament objectives should be clearly written and sufficiently
detailed to identify who or what is to be affected and how they are to
be affected. Prograin goals such as "improve the community spirit"
or "improve the community's economy" are, by themselves, too
general for evaluation purposes and should be supplemented with
more specific objectives, Properly written objectives should specify
target audiences and identify specific benefits that may be derived
from the program, The importance of stating both broad tournainent
goals and specific objectives is covered in Chapter Two. Specific
objectives should include:

l. who is responsible
2. for whar action

3, and by whee.
These specific objectives becoine your "action plan" and should be
linked back to your general goals.

For example, your registration information indicates your tourna-
ment is attracting very few participants from a particular market area.
Your general goal statement is to increase participation from this
particular inarket area. A series of specific objectives might include:

1. Chairman of the promotion committee will identify the mailing
addresses of all organized fishing and hunting clubs, sporting goods
stores and bait shops in the area, no later than six months prior to the
tournainent.

2, The promotion committee wiII develop a flyer and mail it to
the identified list no later than four months prior to the tournament,

3, Etc.



NOTES

CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION
Many organizations tend to be information-rich and knowledge-

poor. Often an evaluation may involve only the reorganization of ex-
isting information into a form that is useful for administrative deci-
sion-making, This type of evaluation effort may be relatively easy
with today's low-cost and powerful microcomputers. These informa-
tion management efforts may be conducted by staff or local volun-
teers but require a careful study of the organization's information
needs before the system is set up.

Existing participant data collected during the tournament registra-
tion process can be supplemented with onsite observations or by the
use of a participant survey, Visitor surveys require careful attention
to proper methods of survey development, sampling and implementa-
tion. When properly conducted, a large amount of quality information
can be collected from visitors on their personal characteristic», travel
and spending habits, and personal reactions to tournament operations.
The value of a carefully designed fishing tournament survey/evalu-
ation was demonstrated during the 1983 Texas International Fishing
Tournament  South Padre Island! and the 19g4 Deep Sea Roundup
 Port Aransas!. These surveys, conducted by the Marine Recreation
Research Lab at Texas A%M University, closely followed scientific
procedures to ensure collection of quality information.

STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING VISITOR SURVEYS
There are a few general steps that should be followed in any

survey/eva]uation, and knowledge of these will help you plan and
budget for this process.
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You can get specific on a number of promotional strategies here.
The point is to have an action plan that maps the course of actions,
identifies who is responsible and establishes a time line for accom-
plishments.

Program inputs include the organizational t'ramework. personnel,
environmental conditions, existing public and political sentiment»,
and dedicated resources. All inputs should be clearly identified. A» an
example, many tournarnen » are often organized and run by several
committees responsible for tournament programming and logistics,

This structure and division of responsibilitie~ allows your evalu-
ation to attribute specific actions to respective committees. It is.
therefore, possible to identify the strengths and weaknesses of your
organizational structure, as well as the quality of the actions of
specific committees.

There must be a linkage of program objectives and the personnel,
activities and resources dedicated to the program. Clearly stated
objectives can provide evaluation "yardsticks," the expectations by
which to measure program progress and success. If a tournament
objective exists that is not addressed by a program activity or compo-
nent, then this type of evaluation is inappropriate,
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Proper attention to
questi onnaire design
and imp/ementation Mrfll
provide maiI response
rates ranging from 70
percent to 90 percent.

Identifying Information IVeeds � Writing Questions
First, identify all key people who have a decision-making interest

in the information to be generated by the evaluation, This group be-
comes an ad hoc committee for the duration of the evaluation. Man-

agement information needs and questions for the survey can be solic-
ited from this group and may be matched with program objectives
that are often identified in this stage of the evaluation.

A questionnaire or interview form must be developed from the
information and questions obtained from the ad hoc committee. The
questionnaire will commonly require multiple revisions before final
printing and use. Attention to proper wording and sequence of que»-
tions is critical to obtain sufficient quality information, Questions
must be scrutinized to be sure each question will make a significant
contribution toward a management or marketing decision for the
tournament.

Sampling
Next, develop a sampling strategy, In a small, structured setting,

this may simply require interviewing or distributing the questionnaire
to all registrants, either when they register or at weigh-in. This be-
comes more difficult with larger groups, however, so it is best to
draw a sample of a small, representative number of fishermen. Ran-
dom sampling procedures should be used to draw the sample and to
ensure a high level of confidence in the representativeness of the
sample and information obtained,

Visitor surveys require dedication of sufficient manpower and
resources to ensure consistent sampling and treatment of results. The
staff requirements will vary greatly with the size of the tournament,
size of the sample, and the method chosen to collect visitor re-
sponses. A sample size of 350 to 400 returned and completed ques-
tionnaires is often adequate for larger tournaments. There are various
ways to conduct surveys, such as personal interviews, phone inter-
views and self-administered questionnaire»,

 ~aining Visitor Input
Experience gained from tournament surveys conducted by Texas

AkM suggests that a mail survey of registered fishermen sent the
same week as the tournament provides the best survey response rate.
Generally, you want a response rate greater than 50 percent. Proper
attention to questionnaire design and implementation will provide
mail response rates ranging from 70 percent to 90 percent.

A combination of onsite survey administration and mail survey
follow-up may reduce some mailing costs and help boost response
rates. The staffing, facilities, and time table for your event will help
determine if an onsite survey is feasible. Generally speaking, just
providing a questionnaire to participants as they register or weigh-in
will provide poor response rates.  For a complete explanation of the
proper procedure for implementing a mail survey, refer to Mai I atid
Telephone.Sarieo: The Total Design Method by Don A. Dilman.



Data Analysis
The next step is to analyze your survey data, For small samples

and limited numbers of questions, a calculator and hand tabulation of
results may be aH that is needed.

With more complex questionnaires and larger samples, a computer
is often used to tabulate and print out the results, Analysis can be
time-consuming, and ample time should be allotted. Smaller cornmu-
nities can look to banks, local high schools or community colleges,
local industry, etc., to find the computer hardware and skilled person-
nel who can help with design and tabulations of larger data sets.

The Marine Recreation Research Lab at Texas A&.M University
also provides complete survey work on a contract basis. Graduate
students do much of the work at reduced costs  compared to consult-
ing fees! as part of their educational training.

When tabulations are completed, the information must be organ-
ized into a report that is useful for administrators. Optimal use and
understanding of the report requires consultation among those re-
sponsible for preparing the report and the original ad hoc survey
committee.

Too often valuable information collected from visitor or staff sur-

veys is filed away and not used because those trying to interpret the
results cannot understand them, A responsible tournament adminis-
trator will develop a plan for group interpretation and discussion of
the report's meaning. Group study of the information and its applica-
tion to tournament objectives will result in optimal use of the results
for management and marketing decisions.

Rr.sotiRct: CosTs

An organization considering a tournainent evaluation should con-
sider both what it involves and its intended purpose. Also consider
the size of the survey group and how individuals might best be con-
tacted. Be sure to consider the staff and resources needed for differ-

ing contact methods. U.S. government prograins use a range of .5
percent to 2 percent of the total program budget to estimate evalu-
ation costs.

Average costs cited by one author for professional market research
firms in 1983 were $9 per mail questionnaire, $18,33 per telephone
interview, and $73.33 per face-to-face personal interview. These rep-
resent survey contact costs and differ froin response costs. For ex-
ample, a 50-percent response to a mail survey would require contact-
ing twice as many clients to attain the desired number of completed
questionnaires. This would result in $18 per response cost for mail
questionnaires rather than $9.

The two tournament surveys mentioned previously, conducted by
the Texas AkM Marine Recreation Research Lab, cost approxi-
mately $4,000 to $6,000 with sample sizes of 350 completed surveys.

As for any portion of your tournament planning, a detailed budget
should be estimated and careful decisions made on the most cost
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Although not as
accurate as a formal

evaluation, an exit poll
INil/ give an indicatiOn
of the likes and

dislikes of tournament

participants and
spectators.

effective means io collect needed information. Remember that infor-

nration is temporal. The types, likes and expenses of people fishing in
your tournament today may be very different than it was two, three or
five years ago. For this reason, it may be less expensive in the long
run to contract expert help for your first evaluation attempt and
design your study so that tournament management can implement it
again periodically to meet future information needs.

HOW TO CONDUCT AN EXIT POLL
A sophisticated, scientifically accurate evaluation may be beyond

the budget of many tournaments. A less expensive � but less reliable
� alternative evaluation does exist: a simple exit poll. Although not as
accurate as the method outlined above, an exit poll will give an indi-
cation of the likes and dislikes of tournament participants and specta-
tors, What follows are the steps in conducting a survey of attendees
as they exit the tournament site,

1. DEFINE THE EXIT POINTS
Where do the people exit the tournament site! Are these points

obvious or are they undefined? If they are undefined, can you control
the exi  flow? In any case, the exit point must be defined to some
degree to have a successful exit poll,

2. SET-UP EXIT POLL EVALUATION AREA

Once the exit points are defined you should plan exactly where the
exit poll tables should be placed. These tables should have enough
space to allow participants to fill out the questionnaires. The table
surface should also have room for a "ballot box." The filled-out

questionnaires should be placed in a decorated ballot box. This adds a
certain "drama" to the individual's participation in the exit poll, It
helps the exit poll supervisor to explain about the questionnaire. The
supervisor can state, "When you fill this out, it is like voting, It helps
us to know what you think about the fishing tournament," Make it
fun to fill out the questionnaire.

3. SELECTION OF VOLUNTEERS TO DO INTERVIEWS

The exit poll table must be manned at all times, preferably by a
people-person. Participants must be coaxed to the table to fill out the
questionnaire. They don't know who you are or what you are doing,
Volunteers who assist the participants in filling out the questionnaire
should be pleasant enough to attract the participants to the table and
at the same time intelligent enough not to influence the answers.

4. CREATION OF THE QIiFSTIONNAIRK
Make the questionnaire as attractive as possible, but make certain

no hidden "messages" appear that could affect the way people answer
the questions, The questionnaire should be short and very easy to
understand. It should use only one question technique. In other



words, if you have a check-the-box question. they should all be
check-the-box questions. If you have circle-the-best, then all ques-
tions should be circle-the-best, Ask about five questions that directly
relate to the fishing tournament and about three demographic ques-
tions.

5. PUBLIC RELATLONS BONUS
This is the opportunity to have contact with those individuals that

are the mainstay of your tournament. Pleasant contact should have a
positive effect on your future festivals or fishing tournaments,

6. THE COUNT SYSTEM
Have an organized system set up to tabulate the results of the exit

poll. At least one person should be assigned to account for each of the
possible answers for the demographic question with the most possible
answers. The reason for this is to simplify the process of separating
the answers into demographic variables. To state another way, if we
have at most four possible answers to a deinographic question, then
we need to have four volunteers to count the answers. This structures

the count process.

7. GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION
Often a picture is worth a thousand words, and graphs can be a

quick and efficient way to communicate the results of your exit poll.
A pie chart is a good way to represent the percentage of each answer
for every question and demographic separation. See Appendix L for a
sample exit poll and pie chart.
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS FOUNDATION OF TEXAS, INC

We, the undersigned natural persons of the age of twenty-one years or more, a

majonty of whom are citizens of the State of Texas, acting as incorporators of a

corporation under the Texas Nonprofit Corporation Act, do hereby adopt the

following Articles of Incorporation for such corporation:

FIRST: The name of the corporation is Tournament Directors Foundation of

Texas, Inc.

SECOND: The period of its duration is perpetual.

THIRD: The corporation is a non-profit corporation.

FOURTH: The corporation is organized exclusively for and will be operated

exclusively for charitable purposes to solicit, receive and administer contributions of

funds, gifts and bequests from public and private sources for the sole purpose of

conducting research and the conserving of marine resources through educational

programs for both recreational and tournament fishermen.

FIFTH: The street address of the initial registered office is 10734 Sagewillow,

Houston, Harris County, Texas, 77089, and the name of its initial registered agent is

Richard S. Hensley.

SlXTH: The number of directors of the corporation is nine  9! and the names

and addresses of the persons who are to serve as initial directors are:

NAMES: ADDRESSES:

SEVENTH: The names and street addresses of the incorporators are:

NAMES: ADDRESSES:



El !HTH: The corporation is forined exclusively for charitab!e purposes within

the meaning of Section 501   'I �! ot the Internal Revenue   ode of 1954 as now in

force or hereby amended. Accordingly, no money or property received or he!d by the

corporation shall inure to the private benefit of any member, Director or officer of the

corporation or of any other individual.

No substantial part of the activities of the corporation shat! be devoted to carrying

on propaganda, or otherwise at tempting to influence legis!at~on, or for the purpose of

participating in, or intervening in, any political campaign  including publication or

distribution of statement! on beha! f of any candidate for public oflice.

Upon dissolution of the corporation the Directors shaH, after paying or making

provisions for the payment of all ! iabilities of the corporation, dispose of aH of its assets

exclusively for the purposes of the corporation in such a manner, or to such organization

or organizations organized and operated exclusively for charitab!e, educational or rehgious

purposes as shall at the time qualify as an exempt organization or organizations under

Section 501  C! �! of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as now in force or thereafter

amended, as the Directors shall determine

It is intended by provisions of these Articles of Incorporation that the corporation

sha!l possess the status of an organization exempt from federal income taxation under

provisions of Section 501  C! �1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as now in force

or hereafter ainended, accordingly, no part of the affairs of the corporation shall be

administered, directly or indirect!y, in any manner whatsoever which might jeopardize

the tax exempt status of the corporation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF wc have hereunto set our hands, on this day of

19e5.

E. W. KuetemanRichard S. Hensley

Ron Whit fie!d Craig Chafin

Don Brown R. H. Spinn
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CONTRACTING FOR SERVICES

The postive side to contracting out certain tournament related activities: Contracting provides budget
control, Capital outlay investinents can be keptat a minirnuin as the private contractor invests his own
funds for equipment, tools and supplies. Profit motivates the contractor to keep costs down. Liability may
be reduced. Contractor equipment is more likely to be up to date and current.

Contracting frees the management of the tournament to deal with broader issues and longer range
goals. Quality control can be achieved easier through contracting. Lower costs to the attendees at events
may result froin contracting. Liability, worker's coinpensation and other benefits can be deferred or
passed on to the contractor. Credibility with the coinmunity and attendees has enhanced the professionally
managed contracts.

Some of the negative aspects of contracting: The contractor may be less responsive to dealing with
hour-to-hour and day-to-day changing condtions. The contractor may not be flexible to respond to unique
circumstances as that is not a part of his contract.

DEVELOPING THE CONTRACT

Experience with contracting shows that contract agreements stand to fall under specifications, Key
points to consider: Write specifications that are clear, complete and enforcible. Write specifications
indicating type of service and level of service that you desire. Base specifications on factual information
of needs to be met. Make sure specifications deal with essential items such as who, what, when, where.

Define critical words in the contract so there i» no question later about a particular key term. Continu-
ally refine contracts and specifications based on past experiences and problems, but they also must pro-
mote efficiency and economy and encourage competition. Results desired must be measurable,

Quality control specifications need to be developed to avoid incompetence. Directions must be explicit
as to how and with what frequency a task or service is to be accomplished. The manager of the tourna-
ment should attempt to specify the following items: the quality of the materials, workmanship, special
skills or expertise needed, potential damage or risk to time limits and any cleanup expected of the contrac-
tor, The specifications should be written to cover routine and predictable work and not variables and
unknowns such as acts of vandalism.

1 ast but not least, specifications should not preclude ingenuity. Results should be explicitly expressed,
but the contractor should be allowed the leeway and the incentive to seek out efficiency and economy.
Contractors' hands should not be tied as to how the task should be accomplished.

SELECTING A CONTRACTOR

Concession inanagers should look at the following basic items: past performance, credibility in the
community, level of expertise, suitability of equipment, facilities, onsite public appearance and business
integrity. To obtain the selection of a successful contractor, the manager should require the following:
documentation of skills and experience, proof of solvency, documentation of current capabilities, track
record of the bidders and proof of insurability.

Carefully develop the contract and detail specifications, Evaluation and enforcement of the contract
results. Overtime contractors will lower their bids, being aware that they are not required in fact to carry
out what the contract requires.
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MEAI. SERVICE AT TOURNAMENTS

If the meal activities at your tournament are not catered, this chapter may a»sist you in quantity
food preparation. Some small tournaments will be hosting their own food preparation activities. You
may use settings not originally designed for meal service. There may be no hot water, for example, no
dishwashing equipment and inadequate refrigeration facilities, Temporary serving stands will be
invol ved.

Under such makeshift conditions, normal problems of food-service hygiene and sanitation will be
intensified. Inexperienced food service workers employed on such occasions may be a common
occurrence.

The potential for human illnesses caused by food contamination is likely to increase unless extra
precautions are taken to offset special sanitation problems,

A temporary preparation and serving situation need not be unsafe or chaotic. just follow a few
common sense precautions and planning ideas.

HEALTH AND SAFFTY

Personal hygiene of workers i» of extreme irnportance-
not only for the safety of the cooked product but also for the
visual image of the serving area. The rules for food preparatio
personal hygiene apply to all food service worker», whether t
professionals or volunteers.

Keep these tips in mind as you handle food for the tournam
panLs and supporters.
1. Wear aprons or some type of clothing cover-up. Di»po»abl

aprons are available.
2. Tie hair back securely or wear hats identifying the group,
3. Wash hands frequently with warm water and soap and

after aH restroom breaks,

4. Keep knives, cutting boards and al] preparation and serving utensils clean.
5. Avoid letting raw products come into contact with cooked products. Do not u»e the same

utensils on raw and cooked fish unless they have been washed first.
6. Keep hot foods at 140' F or more and cold foods below 40' F,
7, Avoid smoking in the food-handling area.
8. Do not touch floor, hair, face or any unclean surface while working with food.
9. Do not handle food or utensils if you have a sore throat, cold, skin infection, open sores or cuts

on hands.

10. Do not handle food if you are handling money, tickets or garbage. Keep these functions sepa-
rate.

Be sure to get a copy of your city and county health ordinances for serving food» before you
begin planning your meals. You' ll want to be sure to abide by these local health and safety regula-
tions when serving any tournament meals,
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To give you a "feel" for working with
food on a quantity basis. let's consider
seafood as an example.

Keep the menu selection simple, espe-
cially for the first attempt at feeding a
crowd, and find out what types of seafood
will be available in quantities at the time
of your tournament. Contact wholesalers
or fishermen  someone in your group may
have a contact! to get some items donated,
Estimate how much food to buy and add
10 percent to 15 percent. It's better to have
too much food than not enough,

All food items purchased must be
quality products, Cooking with high-
quality items helps ensure a cooked prod-
uct that will "keep'em corning back for
more." If your tournament becomes a
regular event, a reputation for quality is
essential to guarantee continued success.
For example, if frying foods, use a high-
quality liquid oil, available in at least 5-
gallon containers, to avoid giving an off-
odor to the food. Frying potatoes between
batches of seafood will help keep the oil
fresh. Foods should be fried at 365' F and

the oil should be strained as needed to

prolong its use.

EQUIPMENT
If this is to be a regular event, it may be

wise to invest in equipment. However, if
possible, you may prefer to borrow from
someone who has commercial food-

preparation equipment that can be trans-
ported to your site. Quantity preparation is
much more efficient when cornrnercial

size equipment is used. For instance, if
seafood is featured, preparation is more
efficient with gumbo kettles, refrigeration
and freezing facilities, trays and warming
lights, and deep fat fryers with wire bas-
kets, Make sure the equipment is in good
working order. Check the equipment so
you' ll know what kind of gas or electrical
hookups you' ll need,
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To cut fish into portions suitable for frying, you' ll need sharp, flexible blade knives and non-
wooden cutting surfaces that can be disinfected. Keep equipment and utensils to prepare raw food
separate from cooked products to avoid bacterial contamination. Use another cutting surface for
lemons and onions.

You' ll need paper goods. Local fast food restaurants or grocery stores may be willing to donate
some of these item». If not, check the yellow pages for a wholesale paper di»tributor or grocers'
supply warehouse. Listed are disposable goods you may need;

Paper baskets  for serving fish and shrimp dinners!
Napkin» Paper towels
Bowls for gumbo Forks and spoons
Sandwich bags Plastic gloves
Tissue pull-ups Aprons
Portion cups for sauces Trash bags

QUALITY CONTROL
Mishandling perishable seafood can result in an unacceptable product, bacterial contamination, loss

of money and a negative image for your activity. Food must be effectively handled to prevent waste
and deterioration, Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold. Warming lamps keep cooked foods at
desirable serving temperatures �40' F!. Try to anticipate attendance so you will not prepare too
much food ahead of time.

Food-borne illness is one of the most important health problems in the United Stated today. Fish
and fish products have been associated with several human illnesses, so extreme caution is necessary
in all stages of handling. To prevent bacterial fish-home illness in man:  a! use fish from approved
water sources and/or from a reputable seafood dealer,  b! use proper refrigeration facilities,  c! prac-
tice strict sanitation in processing plants and storage facilities,  d! guarantee foodhandlers to be
disease-free,  e! always cook fish well and never consuine raw fish, and  f! do not allow persons with
wounds, abrasions or respiratory infections to handle fish.

A primary example of how easily contamination can occur took place in Louisiana in 1972, when
600 people attending a shrimp boil became ill with acute gastroenteritis, an inflammation of the
stomach intestines. The menu included shrimp, crackers, catsup, hot sauce, beer and soft drinks,

The shrimp was boiled 5 to 6 hours before it was served and was stored in boxes kept at room tem-
perature. This allowed the growth of Vibrio parahaemolyticus, a bacterium causing gastroenteritis,
The shrimp had been contaminated before it was delivered and some bacteria survived thc cooking
process at the shrimp boil site. Some of the cooked shrimp was recontaininated in the processing plant
where it was packed preceding delivery,

The several hours the cooked shrimp spent at room temperature before it was eaten gave the bacte-
ria ample time to increase in numbers sufficient to cause illness,

Source for Baying Guide and Sauce Recipes; Cooking SeafoodIor a Crowd, Texas ASM Sea Grunt
Program. Author, Atinette Reddell Hegen.
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3. Qualifying R«sponsibilities. Tf! 
tt!o>'»din 'n't r»f<'s  'c!n>li!itt 'c sht!i!lcl
f>as I t! i«s<>1«prit ilcg«aiitl r< st>c»is>l>ili-
tX ft>r Cl«tc r»iini»g th  t Jli<l stat<i«>f'all
fish < ntrl<'~. Th ' w 'lghlii'>st 'I shni>ltl
,>tsist it> this  lc < isi »! pri>c'I'~~ c»>11/
th ' 'xlc'»t of i!i»»t»lg t»lt cfil<'rc'pane'lt'4
wt>icf! h  i»at  >C>  iii tliC t!  rfi>r»ia»C<
of'his d<itl s. Th< «< igh»i,>st< r gt ilcral-
lt  lc!< "i »<!t hi<« ' tl»!C tc! I»dk<' »It '»sit  '
 « Ii»1>t»itious of 'th ' fish t!r tt! <'c!il l»  t
i»cf»iri 't c>f th  I <>»t< sta»ts k finrmi	
»I 'Chal»s»I ft» fisli c'%all»l!at  »l 'ii>l<f
« 'I ill cdtlt»I sht!»f f 1>t   st,ihlislit' l. Is<�'<
ftc»i 4'.

Yt'll 'tl!<'I' y »i lt' I»  'h;»'gt' t!f' tht
c liih s,ii»>ital flsli»ig t >iiri»li»c»t. <>r t>r-
gi»'»'/»Ig »Il ' ll'I>»! S 'I" I't<'h. pl'ot! 'I' 1! liul-
»»lg,'I» l t!I  't!ill'Jt»»1 w!ll nl,lk ' fc»','l
w ll-riili tv<!ii tliat t!n»i<its 1><»i>s i>f
«XCit«t»< rit,iii<1 t »ji>i «li rit f1<» stn>ris<irs

wt'll;ls parti«if!ii»ts ~ TO»l »dnl '»'is
fiat <' h«''i> i!.>rt <>F th  r«crc atic>iliil Fish-
>1'Ig .'ic.' ' ll '  ll Tt'cats ft»' »1'l»l l "»'S, S >
tli< ri 'i;i wi altl! <>1 < «t>c Ii< ii« i<>ii  ,>ii
cff'<w on u>»!i L<' « »ll' t< I»1»i»» 'Itt o» '
i!f' tli< it>it  's 1!«st. This «lit  f,! ist will
al 'I t vt!II tt!  'I'Itic."Il ilrC'>s of t	'g'i»1/..!-
tint>, i»i<i help t I><! .>«c>id pri>hl<»is
whi 'll c.'t>»l I  fii> 'felt >"I<l» got»' tt»ltl>J-
t» '»t !i r<'t!t!t'itic»i.
t. Registration Re<tuirc»>c»ts and
Inur»dnle»t Rules. A r»lcs  'c!t»»litt ' '
Sl'»»tl l ln';Ipf! >itl  ' l ti> cf<'~c'fc>p cl -
t,lil <l,  c t   iisif »i><i< rsttn><l riil< s. I'c>l-
1»w tlirt»igh Si'it! I,l tht» t!»gli brit fliig  ! 
 ill tc>iir»i»n '!It fit'I'!iun» 'l I<i<«>ni> >»lt'
'I»vole 'ln '»t wilt> s ><'% t'r wltli th ' .id-
!I!It>lsti"ilt iotl c!I tht's ' I'I'<f1!II'I'll!t'nts,
W<'tgh-III f»» 't lt»!s,  l<> '»»I '>it <tie»1 pn!-
Cc' f»r«S, cf!s}I»t ' al l»tlatlo», ct .'. 5 'v-
<'I 'IISS	» I<' 't h '  'ol >t 'sta» t s, Ol Cc '»
'tllu'iC W<» ki»g ft!!' tht' tt>»r»itin<'nt. hdcc'
f»11 k»t>wlccfg ' of thc cc»!t 'st Iul 's an l
r«gist rat it»! proc  clur< s, o!- tl! Jt the<'
cot»pl< t< 1   c»»f>r 'h 'n<l th  r»fc's' Ii>-
tC>it. AIS<!, Sch« liil<;I fi>ri»al r»l< s
<>c, 'rci tw sc'ssio» ful' tourt!,'lit!c'»'t pal'tl<.'-
ipants prior to tli  start <>f tli« «ci>t.
Tf>is c'>  ha»g ' prc>ci fc s all parties th<
Oppor tun>ty 'ti> Clari y any <i»CStlo»S Of!
thc n>lt s a>itl ac< rt m<>st potential n>is-
»>t l<'t stan<lings.
2, Public!ttotffication, Cl< art  a>1<f pre'-
cis  ly convey th< r»l 's iu><l prc-
clcsig»at< d co»s 'cl»  t!c.< s c>f willf»1 xi<>-
Iatlon  !f th 'sc r»fc's at <'c<'ry il«iulilhl<
opportunit<. 'I'h< s  it< n>s c<>ul<l l!««f-
Fcctisc ly c<>mir»I»lcdtcd tt> y<>»r pc!t 'n-
tial c~»! tc'sta»ts in l>roch»res. ffyc'ri,
p<!sn rs, rd<lio and t< h t isio» Il»»o»»ce-
<ne»tS, oc Icttt'I s <>F i»citatto», Ct '., to
th : t s c»t.

4. Ph's slcal Fx>!mfnations. Tll 'Ifo»ghfy
I»spCCt it><f. If n 'C 's<dtrc, cc»> h!Ct ai!a-
ft tical ti sts <>n tell fish»> th< ru»»>ng for
prie< s cir i<W  rife fif tll S ar< >»>t n»!-
t ii� rs, it is»t!t rc cfiiirc <li '1'h« l!sh
sl»>I!hi h<' I"Xal»i» ' f to � 'tt'I O'Ii»t':
t.ll tht'   Iir!'<' "t Sp 'Cic''c,

if tli< fis}> was  diight  liiring th .
tiiii< tn rit>cf si>«.ifi«<l iri tli  riilcs.

t ! it it is a!«giti»lat« fish tchich nl<   ts
t »»»J»1<'»t, sl " J»cl f«clc'I dl r<'
 t»in'»lt'»ts ft!r lt'ngth, t'on liti<m,
i»'Icl I'»I'i»ls <" »lgh't: al'I l

  fi if tlic fisli i!as l>«cn alt< r«<l in dny
»1»IJ'tilrill  >r' tff<'gitllt!dt ' 1»ant!c'r
fi. < . tcc ight a l lf'<l. »E»tllate l,   t<. I.

f I  hiii ;11 trdi>iiiig;ciicl;tssist;t>i < on
j» fging ti>iirila »<  it hsli is rt a fill asail-
al>1  f<>r sitlttt,itt'r t »>rlldt» '»t Oui«ials
tlirt>iigh th< T  >»its .' turin< A<feist>r!
4 'I'  lc.'I' I Ii tilt' ic'l>   ~ I'J>lt Vn>gl'ii'Ir> In
y »lr stat '. Tc»lr»i»!t '»t  f»'  actors
shc>ill f ct»!tact tli ' r it'sp '«tie<' cc»>nt 
riiar»>< ag nt fi!r asSistdncc.

5. Condition of thc Fish, Tlic siinpl«st
a»<I n!OS't !ll lispiltilhl ' wJl of  fl!i tudl-
ifii!ig a fish whl 'hdn»>S«!i th«S»Spl
<. ioiis Of' thc rut< S  <»»i»it t< c . fich in-
sp 'c'tc!rs. Iitltl w 'ighmdstt r i«>n th 
g! o!i»cfs it w;>s fi!i!>i l tt! 1!c i»t clif>fc f»
n»!sit «JScs, this r '1»i!% cs thc l!i<I l 'n 0 
f3rc!of fl'I»» tht' tou!'nattl 't! t clfficiitls that
d fish Is an ill 'gill I» ill 'g>t»»J't '  'ntrt
if'r<!z .n, pre-<aught. nc ttecf < tc.'I. A r»lt
c'ft'arf  stating a Fish mi>st hc' in an
ccl!hl ' d»cl »»I»ut>tat« f stat ' I<'»»ives
»«.irh all gr<»i>i ls Fi>r pn!t< st froni a
I.<»it«staiit wh<> is Car<'I 'si i» thi Car '
aiid l>a» llilig Of his f>sh, t>r «h<> is at-
t< >»ptiilg t<!  h< at. f',>  c ptio»s, S»C h .«
gJAi>>g ldrgi fisli t!r il>t>i>ti»g sharks.
gill i, 11»tl rays. >»at l>  nlach >f tli  riil  s
cc»»»1>tt«C sn  f«Sires.

6. YL'eigh-in and %tens»rement. 4'eigh
c ac h fish t>nct an<i t»>ly uric« Xtak  n >
c'>cc '1'!tlt	>s. Rc'Rt 'lgh»II,' lS dn ul»>C<'cs
s,irt I xcr< isc i»t ] c<>»i<I creat< a >nt ria<f
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c!f I!I'»l!l '»ii, thi,'I'<'h»'I,'..1 l lr iii i»l'i
li'C'lg! I I I tl >Ci t i[» li fl «»I t tl<'  'C»lt 'it,'»! t
it tiilc. hli/h«r  iSti I'i c>ii th  i<lilt. Att«r
r< c«rdilig th< uc ig!it, hat  thc c<»it< i-
't'lilt »'[it>ill t!it' t'»t<'1' «» t1E<' ofE'ic i;ll
!ti ig!it 1 ig
7. Disputes and Proteits. l »<« }>i c
f[ li I >h»is <.'«1»ph»lit i. I  ' I»nt' th'lt ill
1>r<>t 'sts lit lit«<i i>i icriti>ig. }t <4 iiri <1,
thli  'c»»I	 ll»t <hX'»»1 '»t  '«»l l h< a -
 '«»lp»»«'1 t>t i» i<I!pl'«I!!'I <'tt' cilitl ltl'-
pi!sit v hi ti ii r<l'iiii lat	  «lily if tti 
 «»>p}1[ii>t ii f »in l ti! t>«c,>}i }.
8, 'Puurna[nent Relations. lil tt><' I' t '»t
�'I.'ip<lt 'i I» pl'c!tt'iti 'll'li ', llal'l<}l ' thc»l
as diic. r< t t}E ai p»iii1>1«, « it  >I ci«w «f'
t tl ' p»t!lit'  '3 <'. 1>irc>}v ' »»ly thC Cc!nt '8-
tantfs!, I>iel'»E>«rs c>f thc rl>1< cor»»litt<  
a» l pa>"t les pt'I't»'I 'n't 't« t tie  f»t".itic»I at
hii» } In t tl ' ic't tlt'nlc'n't Iif th ' dflai>i

11 ii c»»t 'S'tiult Ii dis I<[all}lcc} tuieil»sc
c>t' s»Sp «t  } fraii<Eiih lit iiianipii!ati<>lis,
l}»»»t »lilk  }!<il!lic»<>tict <>t this a< ti<»i.
 !»tWardly !i»«h c!p '»ly Col'[1»l»»i ."I' t 'll
Bc!'t if!Cat»!n ilppt"ll'i t«pr�111»t .' the.'
t»urnil»lc»t 'li il» t'l«»«st ll» t w .'lip-
»!icedd   v«»t. }}»v «vcr, i[i this  }aE  if
litigati<>i> f«ucr, tt>  t«<>man!c nt  olitd
p<!isihly t!c fact'd with a» u»w<'}c' »!!<'
d!i t pc!t >itililly c»itly 1 gal  ~»if'rcu>ta-
ti»li witt! ttlc «i>st< d pd>'ty if h '/Sh 
}!c}icv«S th«y w«rc purt!oicly, piil!!i .ty
ridicut«i.l  ir ila» t«r«d t>y th  t<»irna-
»I 'I'It. 13  sl }l'i, r»oit t«»l'»a»'»'»t pill-
'tlelpa»'tS BC' '»1 tc! .'it'»'i ' 'th« Il» f!rop-
ri 'tic'i «1' t<11 >w iuigl< ri an<1 will draw
th 'lr c>iw»  '«I! 't»s>c»'IS aS tc! wtll a c.'ol'I-
t<'slant i flih w,'[s ! lc!t I>1.1«C� t»l, Or wi't tl-
d>'lwli fi'c!»1,  lit; t'I!}  lx»<r l.
9. ReSOurCe It,'Se anrl C:Ontervatinn.
DO» t Sf!«».'i >r ll »IU }<'rn-daV t!»ffd}O
h» I'It w}>cr« t h  ' a» 1 >»dl!i are alai» fOr
'.ip»rt a»cl t tie,'  'dn"ass<'i  'dit aside. Per-
i»itting h< a»tif>il fish t«r<!t at the weigh
station is ric!t u»ly a sham«fill waite «f'a
sa}»a}>tt r«s<>»n < . it ii 1!itif'lilly p<!nr
put>lic r  tati«[ii ili this < ra <if lesource
c<>nservati<>n. Stake d cc>nsciiius eHort
tc> iise thc f['ih. Knha» <' the goodwi!l
a'ip 'cti uf l'i»lr <»r '»t t!y <1<!Bating thc
fish t«c.harity «r holding a toiirnament
f'ish fry. A catch-a»d-rc l aic tour[>a-
Incnt I>1 lgh't l!e dn issue yoUr toUt na-
nicnt <nay wiil< t» consider, <.ither as a
spt.'cidl il»gling CategOry Or aS the full
 '> tent of thc contest.
10. Treatment of Wit}fu} Vio}ators. Any
p 'I"Son nr [!<'Ii«ns fnu»d tu }lace pill'-
pciiely cin. »Inc  ilt«d th< rules and their
i»t[»t, lt thc discrt tion Uf the rules
CO»>mitt«e, i!i<!lite}:
V be t>arr<'c} fr<im fiirthcr participa-

ti<»1 in thiS and aiiy future tuurna-
»Ic.'Bti 3 c!u n>aE Sp«BSOr,
f !rfcit aiiy ciltry fees paid t i the
toUrnaiil '[it:

fi>cc the pc!iiil!itity «f hat ing a «it il
Si!it aii<1/<>r cri»ii»al  hdrg 'i fill t
ag'<i[>i  th< ill  the' In 'r<' }»lhlic.
notl ,'c of i»c}1 l p«ii[t!lllty»[ill
s<'A c aS a pntc 'rlul d«t ."I'I' .'»t
dgalnitt«u! ni>»!c'»t f1 aint!

Lie Oetectors. Thi»igh i»>t u i<lc-
!ipl C ld, ic!»lt' tc>IIr[ia[II '<It i rc'I! c!il
pc!ll gl"lp!i tcsti tc> ii'I.'i»rc t}i ' t>c»>c'bt1 »I'
t}1 '» CC»it<'ital iti. It!»idt'I t«cllll»l
their priz< i, cont«it,ii>ts >>iuit «'ilting}E
!i»1»» lt t<! a» � pa'iS thl i I'saI»»lat i  »I .
Such a lnt'thtxl I» li bc'  hiirabl  fi»
C'Ontt'iti «f}cri[lg }arg« c' ii	 !ttaI  li »r
 'xp['I'I.sill <' pl'I Z  i.

11, l!ispusiti<»l Of PriZeS. Hi t.ii» tlit
light fc!r tt'It' t«»1»»»i'»t 'I» it ittlh«l l
tt><  liiliilrii ii»»t cif',ill trc>I!}II  i. 1>riz  i.
I»  'h '  ki »»tit .Ill <}lit'»Itt'i ol'  I» 'itic»!i
!>ill c.' 1'>c'I'» i it[i'Ill<.'tc'» lly i<'tt} '� t>l tl'll'
!»ll'i  '»»!ll'litt< i, >i[i '  iii< li ctc t,>X i
I <'»<t t  'I I I' ill i 'c' t ht' ic«c x llvll t iul<l p  r-
e<'It<'�  '»Ic!'I'»ll'n  I!l 'tt!«' 't '»t. thc'l
illiiiil<l hc,ic<iitl   I c>r 1>ll»>lllizc � if IX!i-
iibt  . 1}<!xv 'v 'r. it slit!ill t t!   .1  arts
n t«g>iiZ< � tliat I> clc }lit ii far I< ii c»>< r-
«ili i»l l t'»ll!,'» 1ilii>ng th;»1,'l'tti'»lp'ting
tc!  '«l l c' 't ll »!<id!it' 'tt'd [w.[l ti»g.
12. Kva}uation. !it><>r }3 aft< r th  t<>ur-
»i»lit'» t. h,let' Cue}'I ipo»iur»I}»1<'»'Ilu'I
I!i»'t lt'IPiltt' »I '»I  'ca}udtlo» c'c»'I .'IS<'.
r}>is c«lilt} t!t'  }U» ' }c>r»![<It . 'ilu'h,is,i
ifx c.idlly 1» hl inc' 'ti»g, «r»lfori»at}y.
p«!'tlllpS tt>I'c>l[g}I <;ii»ial  t»[facts a»<}
p}u!»  calls

R 'gar }!<'ss c!i 'ttl .' nl«tho�, thc»!t 'I'It
s}ioiild hc ti! i tc»tify.
I} } I!rc!lil »ls whi h v c I< c»<~>i»>t< r«t,

«I tld t thc' p«tt'>>tlat 't« oc'c»r,  }»I-
l»g the 'to»[»d»<c'»t i»l }»1«a»!i  >f
dec» }>l!g tlic»i i>! th  tut<irc .

I Was's «I »»I!n!l ln}' tli« lt!gl!i'tl<'dt c!p-
 'I",ltlon!i Of tli '  'U»test,' i»d

f3!»!cthe> }s f«r»!a} i»!izi»g thc pri-
»lllry c!}!J<'<'tie ' «1 th  h»l«t»»1 ti.c.
pi'<>»>oti»» «f llr  ll t<»iris»1. busi» 'ss
 »hli»  «»l«»t.  !rganizat>c»>at f»nd-
rluilBg, gn»lp i«C> il  'c<'»t, C't«. I.

lt li lik<'lv ali < tat»at»>li siiri «v Iif tlic
p,irti  it>anti WC»i!d prot c. C> tr  iil  h   i!-
liglitc Iiii>g. t.'«[isi }I r pc>lli»g ttl<>i<' icho
< ilt  rc c} til clii »vcr tt>cir lik< s dlilikc i
dl ld [ 'cc»l»II '» tat[ >BS,

PROTECTING
YOUR TOURNAMENT

14'ni< inh< r. it c.<!u}d take h»t a si>ig!<
prem«tlitatcd a t c>f <}< c< pti<!n t<> pc r-
»ial» lith � an<t p< rh.lpi t< rmiiially
tailit th< r< p»tati in  >fy iur fiShii>g tc!Br-
»an!crit. I.ik  iiiost suc!i da»>aging prt-
juc}ic c i, it ii oftc»  'ail«[' d»cl tc'si c.'ost'll
tcl au«id tha» t« r  n!C<tl . Pl'O't<' "t y<illf
dilgling colin it t}Irc»[gt> idc'cl» ltt p! U1-
»iiig;md preparati<>il. I» th< i<>phii-
ti«atc d w<lr}<t «f'fithiiig tOurriamclitS, ari
<»>Bee c!f pr<  c>itic>n ii tr»}< worth
ptiund of cu>' '.

I/IC Te>uc 'Lti[r>»r 'l[/< ic»[ [I Srr[ «  Ic Jrrr»[li/
>I!ri>>u»s d />[I I}>c' Tc»[c .C[ �.M t »r  < r»I[! Sc a
   <Ct» [»II»IS' Pr Par >[I> t»>C/ Ill» lr92c[b:1!'[i«!C/I'I>!-
C[l /'.>I<a>i[ !» Srr   «4</> <»>r[I » r[r < xx[cc/>< ri
II »r/ I» CCI[ii}[1 I/i< C c/>Ct c>[c»»C } a[Id n» dc  }[ c u}i<i-
/>[It[i['S»/1}rv I rr» c > <i[ I I» [/>C I!c!i}[ls rut r / rc XCI
c>l r err»[>i»»<I <C c rtr C/ >r>C[r»> '- n'/ [IC if [ ></»<[rr 'i

4>»  lt' C»pi< i >le< tt»l»1>lc <tii»c i I»x c»»
rc CI! [«if

 !»Ic < I»i»[ f I[< Star»i«1»!»rmd[>»» 4< riX .
!uc»  ir»II �>lli <a I »ii»d»» I< i.ii AS  t I »»t <
iilr  .1>II< vc !>[» i»» I  u>i,, 'tg.'}-I l I 3
I ti'll -i .-i[~.1 ia ili>tl-I! ii
S i I Iii i,iles < I'Is! tl I



EXAMPLES OF TOURNAMENT RULES

19874-H TACKLE TlME RULES

1 All contestants must have paid their entry fee and be registered prior to catching any fish entered in the tour-
nament. Tournament licket sales will end at 12 Noon on July 5. Drawing tickets are available up until the time of the
drawing.

, hc i iffshorc 3ii ision entry ,''eeof $25 will qualify contestants  or both the offshore and inshore divisions.
Tlie ins!aire dirt.- sin cn:rv .Iee is $5. Participants qualified for the Inshore division who are 15 years or younger

also ilualify for the youth Jivtsion
4 in orijer '.or,i tish io qualify, it must be caught after 12:Gl a m. June 27 and be weighed at the official head-

quarters as soon as possible but no later than 4 p,m, Ju!y 5,
Contestants must verify each entry by signing the register, therefore the contestant must appsar m person at the

: ime their fish is weighed in order for it to qua!i fy.
6. Only the authorized weigh-in station can accept and record entries. The weigh-in station is located at tourna-

mert headquarters on the Texas City Dike. It wil! be open from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. each day from June 27 through
July 4 On July 5 it will be open from 8 a.m. unti� p.m at which time the tournament ends. The only exceptions are
sharks and rays that are potential winners which may be weighed after hours during the tournament time period.

7. The inshore division fishing area is limited to within a 50-mile radius of the Texas City Dike. The offshore fish-
erman must leave through the Galveston Jeltiesor San Luis Pass, but have unlimitedrange.

9 Ail fish entered must be in a fresh, edible condition Frozen or thawed fish will be disqualified. Freshness
standards required are !isted in the Marine Advisory Publication, Keeping Fish Tournamet Fresh, TAMU SG-86
504,A FA. This publication was issued with each fishing ticket purchased. Fxtra copies are available at the
Galveston County Extension Office,5	5Highway 3, Dickinson, Texas 77539.

9. Open Category: Saltwater fish eligible for the open categortes are listed in the tournament brochure. Winners of
the open categories will be delerinined by coinparing the weight of the fish entered on a percent basis to the weight
of that species listed in the most recent published Texas State Fish Records.

18. For conservation reasons, redfish  Scianopsoceifatus! are not eligible for the open or any other category.
11. When a tie exists between qualified potential winners, the fish weighed first will be given priority status and

wil! be the winner.
12 All fish must be caught with rod and reel or pole only, with no heavier than130 lb. test!me,
13. Any fish which is gutted, mutilated or a!tered from its natural state is automaticat!y disqualified from the

tournament.
14. Anyone taking the! aws, teeth or otherwise mutilating any shark must also dispose of the entire carcass.
15. A!! fish ! eft at the weigh-in station wiil become the property of the 4-H Clubs,
16. If any question arises as to the qua! ifications of a fish, officials have the option of gut ting and/or retaining the

fish for Judges' inspection and future reference.
17 A fish inay be entered in one category only. For example, a sand trout, croaker or hardhead caught by a youth

may be entered in either the youth category for that species, or in the inshore open, but not both Once a fish has been
entered into a specified category, it cannot be moved into another division.

18. Alt appeals must be accompanied by a $25 fee and be made to the Judging Committee within 24 hours from the
time the entry was posted but no later than 4 p.m. July 5. On a!! mat ters, decisions of the Judges sha! I be final.

19. Official records at the weigh-in station and not. the status board, wil! determine the winners.
20. Any person found to be intentionally altering any fish or violattng contest rules wili be disqualified from any

and all compet;lion for the entire 4-H Tackle Time contest.
21. Contestants are advised to observe and follow weather bulletins and advisories issued by the weather service.

In the event of a storm or small craft advisory during each day of the tournament, the tournament will be
rescheduied the fol!owing week. Otherwise, as little as one day of acceptable fishing weather wi!l constitute the
tmirna ment.

22. In the interest of safety, sharks, rays and gars may be shot !mmed!ate!y prior to landing. i Sharks that are shot
do not qualify for IGFA records if so intended,! There is a 100 pound minimum acceptable weight for tiger shark,
bull shark and hammerhead shark.

23. The registration cards of all contestants will be placed in a drawing for a special Fisherman's Prize. The con-
testant must be present at the awards ceremony on July 5 to win the Fisherman's Prize.



>~<~~I~'l~l~I~T~T~I~<
GALVESTON GALS

Tnurnoment Rules

l. I.ady a»gfcnonly  max 4 pcr team!
Wfen i»av ihipp<r hoat and <feei<ha»d but <><it toucl> a rod w!th a bait in the watei

,it an> ti«ic d<inng tftc tournament.

It i I A I <!or»all lerlt Rules apply.
4. In c,isc «t t>c, earliest entrv wins.

'I'<~orna<»cnt «i<k.ers i»ust he prom!ne»tlv displavcd at all t»»es on boats fishing
'tout »an<crit.

Any hoat f»uiid i» hrcacli ot I<iurnamcnt Ri<fes will hc dts<lualificd and forfeit all
winnings, I »try I ees and  'al< iit ta b}ds.

7. I!ec>sior>s of' the Tour»an>cnt I%rector are final an<f are not siibJcct to appeah
H. protests»rust hc ftfe<f in wn !ng prior to 'final wejgf1-in t<n!c. $50 1»itst acconlpany

protest, to hc rct<!rned if protest is dcctned justified by 1'our»ament Director.
 !nc day of flshiilg constitl<tes a tournament. Weather day will bc J«ni. 20, 1987.

10 8<! boats i»,iy leave thc  iafvc~ton Jetties prior to 5 A.M. on Ji<ne I.~, f987.
11 All hoa s rtn<s  'begin tournament by leaving thru tlie  galveston Jetties and weigh

tn f<<ih fr<»» tf>cir hoat in tlic water at <!ffic<af weigli station.
1'. 4<! poolir>g or trar»f< r <>f  isli allov;cd

I:r<>rc». mi>tilated or iitcdibl< tislt will not b» accepted for wctgf>-in. Fi~h must be
ir> a fr<'~h .in<i «dihl» c<!»<fit<on,<nd ><i accord v;ith tournarncnt stan<fat<Is.

! -t 4<> ~»hat lt utc h<!a tv Jf ter   a feil t la begins.
15 '<nx winner i»«st agree to tai » .i p<>tygniph test if re<fucstcd by the 'lour»ament

I! <rect <ir or he <I! s<lu at it icd. I:ail iire ot p»f! graph <. warn ma<, rcsiilt in

i I is I<i a I I I I c a   I of»

In..vo <fivt<ig e<I»ili<ncnt v,ill be all<>v;cd at~oar<I anv boat enter<d in tottrnamcnt. No
<living v'Ill f<e allowed.

17 To know»>gf> fish over a prc-ha>tcd spot ts not allowed   humming is allov,cd

IK. I:ntrarits and crew noway not transfer to another boat except in case of cm<rgency.
I'>, Aiigfer or crew changes ntay h» made <»tlat v ith prior approval of thc

'I our»a»rent l!<rector,

0.   ial vest on  iafs res< rve» thc right to rc tuse to<<ma<»ent appl>cation or cn tr I rom
any prospecttve entrant with or without cai>se. Anv applicant rct'i>«d entrv will
hc entitled to;i tull ref'und of' I ntrv Fcc.i

j~~j~j~kQ 'QLQQig+j~j~~h~kM
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TOURNAMENT OF KINGS

TOURNAMENT RULES

All lish mi<st be caught by rod and reel,
Fixit must bc weighed in ut 'I'ournament Ifeadquartcrs fn>ni boats in the water.
A winiiing fish v,ill win by total weiglit. Iii case of tie, thc earliest entry will win.
All decisions of To«rnarnent f«dgcs are final.
1.  >.I .A. TL>»r»@Bien  Rules will bc I'ollowed.

1ournament stickers must bc proiniilently displayed at all times on any boat

fish»ig the to«rnament.
No boat may fish  nore than f<>ur �! persons or have more tlian six tf>! persons
aboard c<>iinting thc   apt ain un<I l!cck hand.
Any boa  1'i>iin<f in breach of;iny  ournarncnt rule. will be disqualif'ied froiii both
the toiir»i»iicnt and thc   alcutta an<t t'ort'cit all winiiiiigs,   ale« ta Bids and Fiitry

Fees.
Pro <sts In;iy be filed with Tournament officials aiiytirnc prior to closing of
W<.'Igll-Ill. 5 I 00.00 Ill<>St;ICCOII>pally JIly pr<> L S  tO be returned if prntCSt IS
dccinc<1 !Listifie<l by To<IT»u ncn  f!irector.

I.

3.

4.

6,

insid< li.'irhor area and rCCognized by 'lO<irni»nC»t Director.
11. All boats riiiist leave thru tlic  ialve!ton Jetties.

I . No bout v:ill leave the jetties befot'e 4.00 A.M., Ailgils  7, 1 >f37.
13. Only <>nc winning pl'ice pcr boat w<11 be allowed I or Tour>>a neo  prizes,

fl:x 'I P'I I !N. Daily 13ig Kirig Piizc.!

14,  !iic day <il tisliing C<institi!tc>i 'I t<>un>a»lent.

! 5. In Ca!L Ol' ti><i i>util<'11  i 'II>CCllatl<»i beCil<ISi' Of Wcattlcr, ALlg<ISt I S, lq87 will be

sL'lied< I le<3.
If>. AnV willi><'I I»»st take ii pnlygT.ipli tes  il' req«CS ed bV IOIIFT'>alii<'.Bt D<TCL' OI', OF

t>c di!qii.ilil'icd. I'ail<irc <>f poly grapli evuin i>>ay re!Lilt Iii disqualification.
17, I'oiiling or  r in!I<r <>1 ti!Ii v,ill iiot hc allov;cd.
1>f. I r<>ZL ii, I»iit>lated <>r iii<diblL t'i!Ii will ii«t be aCCCP ed 1'Or v eigli-in. All fi!h muxt

l>c in .i trcsli 'ind cdilile ci>iiditiiin and in ace<>rd with to«niainent standards.

I q No siibstit Lite b<>ats altL'r  'alcii ia hiddiiig begins.

'0. All lisl> weiglicd in bee«itic tll<' pi«pc< ty ol TBIITiialiicllt of Kings, to hc d<>nated
to a <liaritublc org.»>is;i i<>n.

' I, f<>LIF»u»ent list»ng Iinii ted tO BS ii>ile railiii! Ol tlie  ial>e!tOii Sea Bi>ny
NO d!viiig CqL<iplil<'Iit v'ill hc allowed oli JiiV holi  <.'liter<.d in tO<il IlaiTICB . N<> dlvii'Ig
will b» alto<<cd,

23. 'I'O knOV ingly tish <>Ver a prC-buiteil Spot iS nnt <illOv,ed.   I>L>rnniing iS allOWL d
'4. Angler or crew cliunges m;iy bc iiiiiilc only v'ith prior approval of  lie Tournameilt

Director.
5. I-:ntrants and crcv may not transfer to anotlicr bout except in cascot eniergencv.
*. Tli<'. T«urnunli:Bt Ic!CTVCS tile rlglit tn FcfLiSe T<!<lrTlaFI>ciil APPlicatiOn <ir entry

f'ron> tiny pnispectivc entrant with or v:itho<it cause in its sole discrctioii. Any
applicant re used entry shall bc eiiti led to a rcfiino of I-ntry l=ee.

10. No fi!h will bc allowed for en ry at' L r 4:00 P.M.. A<i List 9, Iqt37, except by boats



IGFA ANGLING RULES
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The International Garne Fish Association has

developed the following rules to promote ethical
and sporting angling practices, to establish
uniform regulations for the compilation of world
game fish records, and to provide basic angling
guidelines for use in fishing tournaments and
any other group angling activities.

Only fish caught in accordance with and
within the intent of these rules, will be consid-

ered for world records.

RULES FOR FISHINCr IN FRESH
AND SALT WATER

Equipment Regulations
A, LINE

1. Monofilament, multifilament, and lead core
multifilament lines may be used,
2. Wire lines are prohibited.
B, LINE BACKING

1. Backing not attached to the fishing line is
permissible with no restrictions as to size or
material.

2. If the fishing line is attached to the back-
ing, the catch shaH be classified under the
heavier of the two lines. The backing may not
exceed the 60 kg �301b! line class and must be
of a type of line approved for use in these
angling rules.
C. DOUBLE LINE

The use of a double line is not required. If
one is used, it must meet the following specifi-
cations:

l. A double line must consist of the actual line

used to catch the fish.

2. Double lines are measured from the start of

the knot, braid, roll or splice making the double
to the farthermost end of the knot, splice, snap,
swivel or other device used for securing the
trace, leader, lure or hook to the double line.

Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and
including 20 lb �0 kg!, the double line shall be
limited to 15 feet �.57 meters!. The combined
length of the double line and leader shall not
exceed 20 feet �.1 meters!.

The double line on aH classes of tackle over

201b �0 kg! shall be limited to 30 feet  9.14
meters!. The combined length of the double line
and leader shaH not exceed 40 feet �2,19
meters!.

Fres/i~ ater species: The double line on all
classes of tackle shall not exceed 6 feet �.82
meters!. The combined length of the double line
and the leader shaH not exceed 10 feet �,04
meters!.

D. LEADER

The use of a leader is not required. If one is
used, it must meet the following specifications:

1. The length of the leader is the overall
length including any lure, hook arrangement or
other device. The leader must be connected to

the line with a snap, knot, splice, swivel or other
device. There are not regulations regarding the
material or strength of the leader.

Saltwater speci es: In all line classes up to and
including 20 lb �0 kg!, the leader shall be
limited to 15 feet �.57 meters!, The combined
length of the double line and leader shall not
exceed 20 feet �.1 meters!,

The leader on all classes of tackle over 20 lb

�0 kg! shall be limited to 30 feet  9,14 meters!.
The combined length of the double line and
leader shaH be limited to 40 feet �2.19 meters!.

Ft eshwater species; The leader on all classes
of tackle shaH be limited to 6 feet �.82 meters!.
The combined length of the double line and
leader shaH not exceed 10 feet �.04 meters!.
E. ROD

1, Rods must comply with sporting ethics and
customs. Considerable latitude is allowed in the

choice of a rod, but rods giving the angler an
unfair advantage will be disqualified. This rule
is intended to eliminate the use of unconven-
tional rods.

2. The rod tip must be a minimum of 40
inches �01.6 cm! in length. The rod butt cannot
exceed 27 inches �8,58 crn! in length. These
measurements must be made from a point
directly beneath the center of the reel. A curved
butt is measured in a straight line.  The above



measurements do not apply to surf casting rods.!
F. REEL

1. Reels inu»t comply with sporting ethics and
customs.

2. Power driven reels of any kind are prohib-
ited, Thi» includes motor, hydraulic, or electri-
cally driven reels, and any device that gives the
angler an unfair advantage,
3. Ratchet handle reels are prohibited.
4. Reels designed to be cranked with both hands
at the same time are prohibited.
G, HOOKS FOR BAIT FISHING

1. For live or dead bait fishing no more than
two single hooks may be used. Both must be
firmly imbedded in or securely attached to the
bait. The eyes of the hooks must be no less than
a hook's length  the length of the largest hook
used! apart and no more than 18 inches �5,72
cm! apart. The only exception is that the point
of one hook may be passed through the eye of
the other hook.

2. The u»e of a dangling or swinging hook is
prohibited,

3, A two-hook rig for bottom fishing is
acceptable if it consists of two single hooks on
separate leaders or drops, Both hooks must be
imbedded in the respective baits and separate
sufficiently so that a fish caught on one hook
cannot be foul-hooked by the other.

4. All record applications made for fish
caught on two-hook tackle inust be accompa-
nied by a photograph or sketch of the hook
arrangement.
H. HOOKS AND LURES

1. When using an artificial lure with a skirt or
trailing material, no more than two single hooks
may be attached to the line, leader, or trace. The
hooks need not be attached separately. The eyes
of the hooks must be no less than an overall

hook's length  the overall length of the largest
hook used! apart and no more than 12 inches
�0.48 cm! apart, The only exception i» that the
point of one hook may be passed through the
eye of the other hook. The trailing book may not
extend more than a hook's length beyond the
skirt of the lure. A photograph or sketch show-
ing the hook arrangement must accompany a
record application,

2, Gang hook» are permitted when attached to
plug» and other artificial lures that are»pecifi-
cally designed for this use. Gang hook.» niust be
free-swinging and shall be limited to a rnaxi-
mum of three hook»  either single, double, or
treble, or a combination of any three!. A photo-
graph or sketch of the plug or lure must be
subinitted with record applications. If not
satisfactory, the plug or lure itself may be
requested.
I. OTHER EQUIPMENT

1. Fightingt hairs may not have any mechani-
cally propelled device» which aid the angler in
fighting a fish.

2. Gimbals must be free-swinging, which
includes gimbals that swing in a vertical plane
only. Any gimbal that allows the angler to
reduce»train or to rest while fighting the fish i»
prohibited.

3. Gag< and nets used to boat or land a fish
must not exceed 8 feet �.43 meters! in overall

length.  When fishing from a bridge, pier, or
other high platform or structure, this length
limitation does not apply.! In using a flying or
detachable gaff, the rope may not exceed 30 feet
 9.14 meters!. The gaff rope must be measured
from the point where it is secured to the detach-
able head to the other end. Only the effective
length will be considered. If a fixed head gaff i»
used. the same limitations shall apply and the
gaff rope»hall be measured from the same
location on the gaff hook. Only a single hook is
permitted on any gaff, Harpoon or lance attach-
ments are prohibited.

4, Floats are prohibited with the exception of
any small flotation device attached to the line or
leader for the sole purpose of regulating the
depth of the bait. The flotation device must not
in any way hamper the fighting ability of the
fish,

5. Entatrgling deiiees, either with or without
a hook, are prohibited and may not be used for
any purpo»e including baiting, hooking, fight-
ing, or landing the fish.

6. Outriggers, tjtin niggers, and kites are
permitted to be used provided that the actual
fishing line is attached to the snap or other
release device, either directly or with some
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material. The leader or double line may not be
connected to the release inechanism either

directly or with the use of a connecting device.
7. A .safety line may be attached to the rod

provided that it does not in any way assist the
angler in fighting the fish.

Angling Regulations
l. From the time that a fish strikes or takes a

bait or lure, the angler mu»t hook, fight, and
land or boat the tish without the aid of any other
person, except as provided in these regulations,

2. If a rod holder is used and a fish strikes or

takes the bait or lure, the angler must remove
the rod 1'rom the holder as quickly as pos»ible.
The intent of this rule is that the angler shall
strike and hook the fish with the rod in hand.

3. In the event of a multiple strike on separate
lines being fished by a single angler, only the
first fish fought by the angler will be considered
for a world record.

4. If a double line is used, the intent of the
regulations is that the fish will be fought on the
single line most of the time that it takes to land
the fish.

5. A harnes» may be attached to the reel or
rod, but not to the fighting chair, The harness
may be replaced or adjusted by a person other
than the angler,
6. Use of a rod belt or waist gimbal is permitted,

7. When angling from a boat, once the leader
i» brought within the grasp of the mate, or the
end of the leader i» wound to the rod tip, more
than one person is permitted to hold the leader.

8. One or more gaffers may be used in addi-
tion to persons holding the leader, The gaff
handle must be in hand when the fish is gaffed.
9. The angling and equipment regulations shall
apply until the fish is weighed.
The following acts will disqualify a catch:
I. Failure to comply with equipment or angling
regulations,

2. The act of persons other than the angler in
touching any part of the rod, reel, or line  in-
cluding the double line! either bodily or with
any device during the playing of the fish, or in
giving any aid other than that allowed in the
rules and regulations. If an obstacle to the

passage of the line through the rod guides has to
be removed from the line, then the obstacle,
 whether chum, floatline, rubber band, or other
ma eriat! shall be held and cut free. Under no

circumstances should the line be held or

touched by anyone other than the angler during
thi» process.

3. Resting the rod in a rod holder, on the
gunwale of the boat, or any other object while
playing the fish.

4. Handlining or using a handline or rope
attached in any manner to the angler's line or
leader for the purpose of holding or lifting the
fish.

S. Shooting, harpooning, or lancing the fish
being played  including sharks! prior to landing
or boating the catch.

6. Chumming with or using as bait the flesh,
blood, skin, or any part of mammals other than
hair or pork rind used in lures designed for
trolling or casting,

7. Using a boat or device to beach or drive a
fish into shallow water in order to deprive the
fish of it» normal ability to swim.
N. Changing the rod or reel while the fish is
being played.
9. Splicing, removing, or adding io the line
while the fish is being played.
10, intentionally foul-hooking a fish.
I t, Catching a fish in a manner that the double
line never leaves the rod tip.
12. Using a size or kind of bait that is illegal to
possess.

13. Attaching the angler's line or leader to
part of a boat or other object for the purpose of
hoMing or lifting the fish.

14. If a fish escapes before gaffing or netting
and is recaptured by any method other than as
outlined in the angling rules.
The following situations will disqualify a catch:

l. When a rod breaks  while the fish is being
played! in a manner that reduces the length of
the tip below minimum dimensions or severely
impairs its angling characteristics.

2. Mutilation to the fish, prior to landing or
boating the catch, caused by sharks, other fish,
mammals, or propellers that remove or pene-
trate the flesh,  Injuries caused by leader or line,
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scratches. old healed scars or regeneration
deformities are not considered to be disqualify-
ing injuries.! Any mutilation on the fish must be
shown in a photograph and fully explained in a
separate report accompanying the record appli-
cation.

3. When a fish is hooked on more than one line.

RULES FOR FLY FISHING

Equipment Regulations
A. LINE

1. Any type of fly line and backing may be
used. The breaking strength of the fly line and
backing are not restricted,
B, LEADER

Leaders must conform to generally accepted fly
fishing customs.

A leader includes a class tippet and, option-
ally, a shock tippet. A butt or taper section
between the fly line and the class tippetshall
also be considered part of the leader, and there
are not limits on its length, material, or strength.

A class tippet must be made of nonmetallic
materials and either attached directly to the fly
or to the shock tippet if one is used. The class
tippet must be at least 15 inches �8.10 cm! long
 measured inside connecting knots!. With
respect to knotless, tapered leaders, the terminal
15 inches �8.10 crn! will also determine tippet
class. There is no maximum length limitation.
The breaking strength determines the class of
the tippet.

A shock tippet, not to exceed l2 inches
�0.48 cm! in length, may be added to the class
tippet and tied to the lure. It can be made of any
type of material, and there is no limit on its
breaking strength. The shock tippet is measured
from the eye of the hook to the single strand of
class tippet and includes any knots used to
connect the shock tippet to the class tippet.

In the case of a tandem hook fly, the shock
tippet shaH be measured from the eye of the
leading hook.
C. ROD

Regardless of material used or number of
sections, rods must conform to generally ac-

cepted fly fishing customs and practices, A rod
shall not measure less than 6 feet �.82 meters!
in overall length. Any rod that gives the angler
an unsporting advantage will be disqualified.
D. REFL

The reel rrtust be designed expressly for fly
fishing and cannot be used in casting the fly
other than as a storage spool for the line. There
are no restrictions on gear ratio or type of drag
employed except where the angler would gain
an unfair advantage, Electric or electronically
operated reels are prohibited.
E. HOOKS

A conventional fly may be dressed on a
single or double hook or two single hooks in
tandem. The second hook in any tandem fly
must not extend beyond the wing material, The
eyes of the hooks shall be no farther than 6
inches �5.24 cm! apart, Treble hooks are
prohibited.
F. LURES

The lure must be a recognized type of artifi-
cial fly, which includes streamer, bucktail, tube
fly, wet fly, dry fly, nymph, popper and bug.
The use of any other type of lure or natural or
preserved bait, either singularly or attached to
the fly, is expressly prohibited. The fact that a
lure can be cast with a fly rod is not evidence in
itself that it fits the definition of a fly. The use
of any lure designed to entangle or foul-hook a
fish is prohibited.
G, GAFFS AND NETS

Gaffs and nets used to boat or land a fish

must not exceed 8 feet �,48 meters! in overall
length,  When fishing from a bridge, pier, or
other high stationary structure, this length
limitation does not apply.! The use of a flying
gaff is not permitted, Only a single hook is
permitted on any gaff. Harpoon or lance attach-
ments are prohibited.
Angling Regulations

l. The ang1er must cast, hook, fight, and
bring the fish to gaff or net unaided by any other
person, No other person may touch any part of
the tackle during the playing of the fish or give
aid other than taking the leader for gaffing or
netting purposes.

2. Casting and retrieving must be carried out



in accordance with normal customs and gener-
ally accepted practices, The major criterion in
casting is that weight of the line must carry the
lure rather than the weight of the lure carrying
the line. Trolling a lure behind a moving water
craft is not permitted, The craft must be com-
pletely out of gear both at the time the fly is
presented to the fish and during the retrieve.

3, Once a fish is hooked, the tackle may not
altered in any way, with the exception of adding
an extension butt.

4. Fish must be hooked on the lure. If a small

fish takes the lure and a larger fish swallows the
smaller fish, the catch will be disa!!owed.

S. One or more people may assist in gaffing
or netting the tish.

6. The angling and equipment regulations
shall apply until the fish is weighed.

leader for the purpose of holding or lifting the
fish,

5. Intentionally foul-hooking or snagging a
fish.

6, Shooting, harpooning, or lancing the fish
being played  including sharks! prior to landing
or boating the catch,

7. Chumming with the flesh, blood, skin, or
any part of niammals,

N. Using a boat or device to beach or drive a
fish into shallow water in order to deprive the
fish of its normal ability to swim.

9, Attaching the angler's line or leader to part
of a boat or other object for the purpose of
ho!ding or lifting the fish.

10, If a fish escapes before gaffing or netting
and is recaptured by any method other than as
outlined in the angling rules,

The following acts will disqua!ify a catch:
1. Failure to comp!y with equipment or

angling regu! ation s.
2. The act of persons other than the angler in

touching any part of the rod, reel, or line either
bodily or with any device during the playing of
the fish, or in giving any aid other than that
a!!owed in the rules and regulations, If an
obstacle to the passage of the line through the
rod guides has to be removed from the !ine, then
the obstacle shall be held and cut free. Under no

circumstances should the line be held or

touched by anyone other than the angler during
this process.

3. Resting the rod on any part of the boat, or
on any other object while playing the fish.

4. Handlining or using a hand!inc or rope
attached in any manner to the angler's line or

The following situations will disqualify a catch:
I. When a rod breaks  while the fish is being

played! in a manner that reduces its length
below minimum dimensions or severely impairs
its angling characteristics,

2. When a fish is hooked on more than one

line.

3. Mutilation to he fish, prior to landing or
boating the catch, caused by sharks, other fish,
marnrnals, or propellers that remove or pene-
trate the flesh.  Injuries caused by the leader or
line, scratches, old healed scars or regeneration
deformities are not considered to be disqualify-
ing injuries,! Any mutilation on the fish must be
shown in a photograph and fully explained in a
separate report accompanying the record appli-
cation,



SAMPLF.'
PROJECTED BAI.ANCE SHEET  AS OF JUNE 39, 1986!

FI,OUNDER FOLL I ES FISHING TOURNAMENT, IN  .
PORT O'CONNER, TEXAS

SEPTEMBFR 6-7, l986

ASSETS

$ 758
289

5,899

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $ 5,959

$898
6,989

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 11,289

TOTAL ASSETS $17,159

$588
388

$ 899

1, 298
4,899

5,298

6,HHH

1,880
18,158

TOTAL OWNER'S EQU ITY 11, 159

517 1511

14!

CURRENT ASSETS
CASH
NOVELTY MERCHANDISE INVENTORY
CF.'RTIF'ICATE OF DEPOSIT

FIXED ASSETS
PORTABLE BU I LD ING
I BM COMPUTER/SOFTWARE
FISH TESTING EQUIPMENT
F I SH WF. IGHTI NG EQUIPMENT

LESS DEPRECIATION
WATERFRONT 1/2 ACRE LOT

L!AB!LITIES/OWNER'S EQUITY

CURRENT LIABILITIES
INSURANCE PAYABLE
NOTF;S PAYABLE ON EQUIPMENT

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
NOTE ON PORTABI E BUILDING
MORTGAGE ON 1/2 ACRE LOT

TOTAL I.ONG-TERM I IABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

OWNFR'S EQUITY
CAP I TAI, STOCK  $1. 98 PAR VALUE!
RF.'TAI NED EARNINGS

TOTAL LI AB I LIT I ES 6 OWNF'R ' S EQU I TY

2,899
2,889
1,988

299



SANPLK
PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT

FLOUNDER FOLLIES FISHING TOURNAMENT, INC.
PORT O'CONNER, TEXAS

SEPTEMBER 6-7, 1986

$ 5,999
2,998
5,998

598

5,898
2,988

$19,599TOTAL INCOME

$7,598
3,999

$16,758TOTAL EXPKHSES

r 2 758NET INCOME

146

INCOME
EHTRY FEES �88 ADULT � $25!
ENTRY FEES �89 YOUTH � $19!
ADVERTISING SALES �9 AT $198!
HOVELTY SALES

�9 SHIRTS AT $5; 59 CAPS AT $5!
RAFFLE TICKET DONATIONS �r899 AT $1.89!
FISH FRY TICKET/SALES �99 AT $4.99!

EXPEHSES
CASH PRIZES  TOTAL ALLOCATED!
HKRCHANDISK AWARDS 5 TROPHIES  AT COST!

PRINTING
 SIGNSr FLYERSr REGISTRATION BROCHURE!

ADVERT I S I HG
FISH FRY �99 DINNERS!
TRAVEL
LODGIHG/FOOD FOR TOURNAMENT PERSONNEL
COHHISSIONS ON ADVERTISING SALES
COST OF NOVELTY MERCHANDISE

1,289
1,988
1, 598

599
888

1,888
258



NEWS RELEASE LIST
What follow» i» a list of publication» to which tournament directors may want to send news releases.

tournament entry fornis and other tournament-related literature. These are primarily sport fishing and
outdoor magazines, Consider this only a start.

Each tournament should develop its own list of publications including all local media, the head offices
or publications of any special interest group related to or sponsoring the tournament, and other puhlica-
tions that might provide publicity for the tournament. In addition, state tourist bureaus, coastal chambers
of commerce, and regional and state magazines should be on the mailing list.

Southern Outdoors

P,O. Box 17915

Montgomery, AL 36141

Fisheries

5410 Grosvenor Lane ¹110

Bethesda, MD 20814

Fishing Facts
P.O. Box 609

Menomonee Falls WI 53051

Fishing World
51 Atlantic Avenue

Floral Park, NY 11001

National Fisherman

21 Elm Street

Camdem, ME 04843

Angler's News
12 W, Front Street

Keyport, NJ 07735
Fly Tyer
1231 Route 16

North Conway, NH 03860

Fur-Fish-Game

2878 E. Main Street

Columbus, OH 43209

The In-Fisherman

P.O, Box 999

Brainerd, MN 56401

Field & Stream

1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

Tom Mann Outdoors

Route 2 Box 84c,

Eufaula, AL 36027

Fins and Feathers

318 W. Franklin

Minneapolis, MN 55404

14

Fisherman's News

Bldg C-3 Room 110
Fishermen's Terminal

Seattle, WA 98119

Bassmaster Magazine
One Bell Road

P.O. Box 17900

Montgomery, AL 36141

Fishing & Hunting News
511 Eastlake Avenue,E.

P.O. Box C 19000

Seattle, WA 98109

Fly Fisherman Magazine
2245 kohn Road

P.O.Box 8200

Harrisburg, PA 17105



Outdoor Life

380 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10017

Outdoor Press

N. 2012 Ruby Street
Spokane, WA 99207

Rod & Reel: The Journal of American Fly Fishing
P.O. Box 370

Camden, ME 04843

Saltwater Sportsrnan
186 Lincoln Street

Boston, MA 02111

Sports & Recreation
9100 Cottonwood Ln.

Maple Grove, MN 55369

Texas Fisherman

5314 Bingle Road
P,O, Box 10973

Houston, TX 77092

Texas Sportsman
2121 Newmarket Parkway ¹136
P.O. Box 741

Marietta, GA 30061

Trout

97 N.W. Jefferson Place ¹3

P.O. Box 6225

Bend, OR 97708

U.S. Bass Magazine
435 E. Main Street

P.O. Box 15370

Mesa, AZ 85203

Striper Magazine
2700 Murfressboro Road ¹104

Antioch, TN 37013

Texas Fish & Garne

P.O. Drawer 1000

Marble Falls, TX 78654

Angler & Hunter
169 Charlotte Street ¹1

P.O. Box 154

Peterborough, Ont K9J7H7, Canada
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Fish Caught in Freshwater
Baaa. Gualtalupe. 31bS I I OZ length IB qirlh 13 Anrn M CI idlenaan Ji Auat i' Ln

Trav s 9 25 83
Bms.hybrid-while ~ IrlPed 19lbs i056oz iengin 3516 girln?263 John Hanar Dalias Lk

A ay Hub ha r rJ 6 ?0 84
'Bass, largemouth Ii lba '0 12OZ length 77 g rtn 24 . Mark StevenSOr PlanO Lk rark

il 26 86
Baal,amagmaulh;6lbS 36Oz iengtr 22.,ginr i7 DOnald. Edgar Marbiel.aila Lv ', 8 J

3 2'85
Bae ~, sPolted 5 ibs 9uz lenglli 21 girth 11 lurner Keith Austin Lr. 0 lhe Pines 3.13 66

'Bass striped 43 ILis 8 BOoz length 43 g rth 2' 1 Wayne V Savoie Round Rack Lk Aust n
4»16. 86

»BSaa, while: 5 lhs 9 aZ tengln 20' girth ' 7 Dav d S Cord n SPiaewOOd below Langharn
Darn 3 31 77

Bowlin, 1?ms 'Tat length 32 girln 2ih A M Suer Fl Wor!h Toledo liana 8 15 7?
Buttatottsh, largemauth. 58 rba length 41 qirlr 32 . Bobby Thorrpsari ArlinglOn S'ock tarn

rear W Ikerson 4 6 69
'Bull ~ lohah, smahmoulh: 331bs 12 oz lengtr 33 ginn 37 Ronald V Princr San Anlur ii L

Conroe I I 3r83
CarP: 41lbs, engrn 37 girth 32 Septi He sley Richardson Pure 0l Lk 5 14 72

'Cal ~ sh, black buRhrsd: 4 Ibs 8 50 oz lengll. 18 . girm IZ' ~ Char'es E Guinn o' Graham
Slack pond I! 15 86

'Cattish, blur:,71lhk ienglh48 girth 37'.. Sarnn eRoberean CaldSPring heicw Lk L vingsicn
Dan. 3 15786

Cstfwtl,channel 36lbs Baz iength38 Mrs Jna L Cnckrell Aust n PedeinalesAiver 3 7 65
'Csl'lish, llathesd 98 Ibs length 54 girth 36, William 0 StePhens Lr wisv III Lew svillr

Floodgates 6? 86
Creppl ~ blsek 3iba li OZ enqtn i7 ~ girh16 FrnzGowan POplar Biutl MO TOledO Bend

1,17 85
Crappie, wMle 4 bs 9 oz G G Wooderson Carsicana ttavar o Mills Lk 2 14'68

Barracudr, great. 54 Ibt lr nglh 57 Kr nnelh J Aicharda HauSIOn Buzranrer Rigt Oul rll
GalveatOn 57?9 77 taken wdh speargun

BOwftn: I9 tbs length 32 . girth 21 GeO ge 8 LOrd HemPh ii .Oledo Bend Lk I'3 75 tiv
Iralline

OultalO,bigmouth 5lba lenglr 42 g.tn39. JOeA Waker Bran»liard TolednBendLk
8»7»85 lrotl ne

Bullets,amatlrnOulh 81 ba 8az lengln 46, Grin 38 . Wayne WiuOugnby and Crnak Per»a»
Center Sabine A ver 4.29'85 lnrawline

Carp; 48 lba, le»9lr 42 g r to 33, Dav d Clayton CoOk Cunroe Scott Lk, 8 14 '80 how 8 arrOw
Carp, grace' 3 7 lbs englh 39 Orth 30 Raymond Sidtor Copperas Cove Cniarado River

5r10 85, rrurl ne
Cattish,blur»6ibS lengih59,9rrh39' C D Martindale,Era Lv Tevaiiia 4 21 85 Iralline
CstBsh,tlslhead: 114 lbs length 56 �Charles J Booth Houston Lk Livings:or, lr3715 16

tralline
'Ddgtlsh, Cuban. I io I 12 uz lengtn 2', g rtn 9 ., Howard Harlan Galveston 110miles 5 ar

GalVeSIOn 9 6»86 reel with aleatna rnOlar
Drum, treahualeri 55 Ihs Asa Short I i Wcrm White Rock Lk 1924 irr,vr a

Fish Cau t in Saltwater
'Imbeitack. 101 lbt length 60 girth 40 Ed Raberaon, Katy, Gull of Mevico 674786
'Angeltlsh, French. 61bs 7 68 oz length 17, q tn 22 penelope A Jlry Austin Hospital Rock

8/30 '86
'Bsibler.red: I ib 13oz lergln16', girln11 r Capt Ricky H Preddy Pl Mansl eld ot' P.

Mansheld 718»86
Barracuda,greeti46lbs Boz length 5l,girth 21 i HenryfdFoerser Cn versalCly SEoIP!

Aranaaa 7724 76
Bast, StrlPed: 2G Ibs '344 oz length 36 girth 23 Aobert L Walker, Housion S Jetty.n

Galveston I '28. 84
'Blgeys: I ib. 1296 oz, length 159, girth '0 ~ MichaelHorton Galveston Clay Pile 8720 86
'Bluegah:16 bs 992OZ lenglh36ui,girln 19 Alex KOimOndurOS HOualnn 45m iesclrahare

Freeport,l I' 67
Oonrllsh. 3 Ibs 12 oz length 23 g rt'h 11 . C W Morris Dallas M Jelly Pt Aransas

11719i 77
Bonito: 771bs Eddie Groth Lk Jackson, Freeport 7 69

'Bonito, Atlantic: 4 Ibs, 13 6 oz, length 24 gir'h 12 Patnck Massa Katy 85 m les SE ol
Galveston, 3 29 86

'Bsnnetheud 2 ibs 9 92az length 27,g rth14,Raben Curren Atkins, TemPle, Bpb HallFiahing
Pier 6 14:86

Oratula,bsardedlB lba 5OZ length 27, girr 2i Bryan Gulley CarpuSCnr Sri 50miles at! Pt
Aransas 9rl9r82

'Csthah, blue: 7 lbs 9 ol length 25, girth 15 Charles Evans Pasadena Trinity Bay
;I '10»66

Cattish. Bstltopeall. i3 Ibs, 5 33 or lenglli 34, girth IB rlerman Frank Koehne Jr Houston
BraZOS River al rrOutn Ol Gull af Mev CO, 12,13 81

Drum, Irrahuatec 1' iha irngir 35 g rtr?9 Lariy 0 K rg Witn,!a Fa-'S Lk ArrOvr»ad
54 78

Drum, rrd. 27 Lis, iv 9th 405 g,itr 24 W ar Ma an MClqa I ha Antar c Lv Brni, g
6 26 84

FIOunder'.9ibS iengln 24 Cather we 1'ona 4 sin L ~ Long II '8 .8
Gar, ~ Rrgslor 279lbs Bill Valveide M ss Jr RiO Grande i951
Gar, IungnOSed 501hs S uz Tawriaai d Miii Aust r Tr n 'y A.ver '954
iluakle, tiger 9 the I at length 32 9 rlr 14 M rnael A Ga res W rr ra Fn l Lv VOCOna

577 79
I ~ lie perdh 121hS I oz lenqlh 30 g r'h 16 M keS» diver Sar Anc>nil L* Bia., g 2 ' Bl.'

'Plakerel Tehmrl Or BraaalI '4 lba IG OZ lengln?5 girth Ii L>char>. Ii .isada e Mar-1
Woodiawn Cadaa L k 6 1? 66

Pike. narthern '8 lhs 4 5 iz r nglr 41 g rrl. 16 taiCPAC'I D Sna P» Ai,at n 1awr L»
8 29 81

Su»lish,bluegdl 3ibs 4 or length14 giilr '6 W rlrad Hoke lv Z.l,cn lairr pena 4 25 Gb
Bunllah, Omen: 2 ihs 37'i az lang'.r i? girth 14 Ai»v Sharl Tviarva ia 'ar pi,nd nea

Commerce 5 18 69
Buntlah. rrdrar: 3 bk 4 uz ienglh 14, On!n 15 Vernon Ache»le beg n C ada v»pe Cuur lr

Iarm pond, 4 23 .78
Buntlah, others Oper ta be Cor S de ed at redo d spec. rs ara pre»8 lead

'TmpOn,trashwaler lgrbs I 92hz in igli 3. gi th16 I'aui W ' a'ie San ArIOr O Brain g L ~
18 86

Tlou'I, brook 106.4 length IZ girt 6 r Brrar Hendr 4 s .v Jai.v«  ana'upr R ic
2 19.84

'Trdul, brown bv ? r . Iengtl 24 giin IS .,Iru Di'Long San Marr I s G ada. p» A er
2 7 86

TrOut,reinbdw 5lhs 12oz rngth?3 g,r I ',b I'air CkR Ba: vyaCa L» Marcia-Sla:r P»
' 585

Wal'leye: I I tbt 5 »5 QZ lenqtli 31 g rill lq Ray tnr1 is II Amer na Lk Meradlli '3 3 131
WarmOulh 15 Or lengln 10 girth 9 . A lr r t Cruser, A sl . k A»stir 8 'u 95

Grr, sglgsldr. 302 bl le iglh 90 T C Pieze Jr MOntaiba are Artnui Lce Wunic, Dares
ytuecea Ft:rar ahri» ' Crrlulla 953 hy liiin ri

Gar,SPOtted '5 hS ienqrn49 g r'.h14 >avidl. Srr,rr Buda Lk fra. v 9 3 8 byhii*aril
allow

GrouPer, Waraaw 7SS Ihk Ir nglh I girth 67, W il arr L Tl.u hi r Oid 0 r 4 i S FrevPari r
IBO vraler I ?' 87 hy hand linn

Jew'hah. 660 ibs rr gtr 96 9 rtn 77 Jamek 4 F ilh CarPVS Ch Sl i>'r Ma tq. ', 8 acti
7.4 75 raven « thony analir. Speargu'i

Shad, glaaard. 2 lha 15 OZ length '6 qirlti »3 Zahn W Di» Ji C r r,a a» S Crea
Aeservcnr 4 7 Rc by spi'argun

Snapper,eutmra '5' Ibs lenqlr 60' gi.ih46 Davrsrairrry r'aulrar Oltl.rrepa I 6 23 44
by hand iirle

BnaPPer,dOB»134-6S engll 6' girtn49 6 yar Ciuiiey COrbiSCti Sr OllarCreP; Ara Sas
8 5. 78 taken wnr speargun

SPSdsllah,adantle» lba 5OZ,lengtn21 girlh?5 BryanGu lry CIIIP»SCivnr ril'st,»e
r gs north BOb Hail P er 5'4 74 laker with Speargur

Tttettah; 20 Ibe I? 48 az lrngth 36 g rtn 2" Joe Ricnard Beau-url 20,iea S Fi «vr
Clardens 7 28 83 by b cyc e r q

'Cattlah, hardhead. 3 lba ' aZ lengtr ia, g r!I. '2 Shnwn Dai d H,ida!esi . P' P�i,ai
Galvealan Ship Channel 4 18 86

CerO: Openl,mn mum 10!bal
'Chub.6lbs 48CZ ength20-. qirlh 17 AdOIISC. uz Gaiveslan r uwr'GarOcr 6 2! 86
CObla lling!. 10 1 iha 'rrgll. 69, g rm 33 Janie 'V Cve'S Hudccn F, 20 rn. es SE Pl A an»at

7 17764
'Coney:3th 6 72 hz length»,g ani4 Ado ISchuiz Ga ves on 9: iiower Garde 7 Ii 86
'COttOnwick I b 544oz e grh13 ngiirr9 AdOI'Srru 7 Gatv W 1 awe Garde Z586
Crsaker, Atlantlrl'5 lha 2Ot lerglr ?0 . girll 16 Earl Merer 1 n P'. Ar'lir E Gatv: sl r

Bay 7. IG 71 i 7
'Cubbyu. 9 i? oz 'eagan 9 orth. ~ Fiuyd V iur Par Sana Jr Ca»put C. S Su " A sraaS

~allies. ' IZ 66
'Cutlsae8sh. Allandc. 2'os Cb?24oz lenglr 40 ~ g rr 8 * H J,de!' 9 'r So,ir Ha.sr;r

Ollalts Baycu 67
'DOgtlahl 21 lbe I.enqit 50' g rln 15 Vie» r .In Kusey SChertz 34 m lrs ESP P, 4 ar.

i0726'86
DolPhrn TDorsdol: 62 Ibs 8 oz length 69 Ji lli 33 Jell Carey Par»land oll P; Ara- sas

y.'13 77
DOlphrn,pOmpencI '3lbe 3OZ iengrn 2?h girir '3 -, ROlari i Caviar e i 'eras C:7 65

miies 5 plMaragorda 7 6'64
Drum,btedk 78 Ibs Marvir Mcbacl'err Veder ana Sahire 6.25 64
Drum,red: 51 lbs Buz Joyr ny iSharlyl Citmar Padre laland aviv ' 6.

'Durgdn,blaCkl2 Isa 608aZ iengtn 14 g.nr i3 AdanSCnulZ Gaii Fiawrr Garner 6 20 96
6 ~ I, banded shr mp 29 Ibs 4 oz lerglh . 4 g r" 14 Cap! Aic MrGa'iey H>usri 23

m ies S cl Pt 0 Cr nnnr 3 10 85
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Instructions for Re~rting Records

pWD-L-9000 5-J ar t!>kpvrc*l Of!I. 4 pub>car i rri lur»,c w lb Trav» qta» 0 rr r rrrc Repas»rory I a» ana, 4 a 4 iihiv. v Vv*44 Slate I' bl Cx' rc 0'ca«gr n ce .ira Tr,i I, 92 i
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'F>lelieh. Scrawled I iL 12 64 !t 'ergtP r'0 ~ g rtP ' ' John ' ai dv nv Angle>a» VVVSI
Tenneco R gs clr al Freepart 8 ' I 86

'Fgrt> ~ 8, uniCOrn.? lb 'I 84 >r lengtt>19 . g rlh '3 Stan Kr c  Arlnglan 34r»ilea arlaharr
Port Aransas Je'1 ec 5 26 86
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Summary

tory when used with crushed ice. As the
ice melts, water drains out of the zipper
or velcro strip, When possibie new ice
should be ad4ed through a small open-
ing in the bag rather than unzipping the
bag entirely.

A minimum of one pound of ice per
pound of fish per day fishing trip is
recommended. New ice should be add-
ed to replace that which has melted,
Once fish have cooled sufficiently, the
melting rate is slowed and iess ice is
required to maintain the tow tempera-
tures, Variables affecting melting rate of
ice are air temperature, water ternpera-
ture where the fish are caught, amount
of insulation and efficiency of the cooler.

Leaving fish on deck in the shade and
covering them with burlap has proved to
be a marginal storage method. By occa-
sionally splashing with water, the tem-
perature of these fish was lowered sever-
al degrees. The principle involved is heat
absorption through evaporation of
water.

'The efficiency of the system is de-
creased by high relative humidity which
is most often the case over water. In any
respect, tests show the method should
not be relied upon for more than four or
five hours in warm weather.

Probably the worst thing a fisherman
could do would be to cover a fish with a
plastic tarp and leave it on deck in the
hot sun for several hours. The plastic
prevents adequate ventilation and heat
is allowed to build up much like that of
an incubator.

How Fish Freshness

Tests Are Administered

Freshness standards required by tour-
nament officials are usually equivalent to
those possessed by fish given reason-
able care over the tournament time
perio4. Bear in mind, loss of freshness in
fish can occur from neglect or abuse
over a few hours time as well as during

prolonged storage under ideal condi-
tions,

Evaluation of appearance, texture,
color and smell can reveal much about
how long a fish has been dead and how
well it's been iced. In addition to these
criteria, judges can use other means to
determine fish freshness, the most prac-
tical being the Torryrneter and the light
microscope,

The Torryrneter is a hand-held elec-
tronic device that senses the dielectric
properties of fish flesh, converts them to
a whole number on a scale between zero
and 16, and displays it on a lighted
panel. As the dielectric properties of the
tissues change 4uring spoilage, the sub-
sequent Torryrneter readings decrease
in value.

The light microscope is useful in ex-
arnining stained blood smears taken
from the hearts of the fish being evaluat-
ed, This technique is employed to iden-
tify fish that have been previously frozen.

Properties of fish that will most likely
result in their disqualification include;

1. Flesh that produces a Toriyrneter
value of five or more below rnax-
imum for the species.
2. Gills that are white', gray, brown or
any color other than red or pink,
3. A sour, ammonia, spoijed, rotten
or any other objectionable odor.
4. A clouded crystalline lens of the
eye and/or blood that contains red
blood cells without ceil membranes.

Other indicators that judges may eval-
uate inclu4e;

l. Absence of mucus on skin.
2. Lack of rigor or stiffness in the
body,
3. Skin that wrinkles excessively
when body is bent.
4. Flesh not springy, but rather soft
or mushy.
5. Eyes that are externally very
cloudy or wrinkled,
6. Heavy slime on gills.

7. Skin sloughed off around the
head or operculum.
8. Skin that appears dull rather than
shiny.

If fishermen take reasonable care of
their catch, they need not worry about
being disqualified from a fishing tourna-
ment because of the freshness re-
quirernent. They also are assured of
some excellent tasting and nutritious
seafood meals for their effort.

ln summary, the following sugges-
tions should be followed to ensure fish
freshness aboard fishing vessels:

1. Fish should be stored, belly-down if
dressed, in an insulated fish cooler or
bag. The liner of the box or bag should
be impervious to water to insure that the
insulation remains dry. If a built-in boat
fish well is used, be sure it is insulated on
all sides. Rapid melting of ice in a fish
well indicates inadequate insulation. The
cooler or bag size should rnatch the size
of the fish to conserve ice.

2. The fish should be placed on ice as
soon as possible after being caught.
Even a 15-minute 4elay in hot weather
could be detrimental to fish freshness.

3. Ice, preferably crushed, should be
applied to fish at a weight ratio of no less
than one to one. As ice melts, more
should be added, Ice should remain in
contact with fish on the entire surface of
their bodies. In other words, don't layer
fish upon fish, Do not allow fish to
remain in water.

4. Don't delay in getting fish to their
final destination. If you think your fish
has a chance to win a tournament, get it
to the weigh-in station as soon as practi-
cab Delaying causes loss of body weight
due to dehydration. If your fish is ade-
quately iced, its freshness is ensured. If
not, you run a chance of having it dis-
qualified.
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TORRYMFTFR READIN "S

Number

of fish

in sample

Distribution of sample fish
over the following

range of Torrymeter ReadingsSpecies

Three-day tournaments  some fish were held on ice for 72 hours before being tested!

2 One- and two-day toumnaments  fish were tested within 24 hours of being caught!

This data its compiled by Mel Russell, t ounty marine ugent, Texas Murine Advisory Servic e.

The following data was obtained lroni tournanient-caught fish. Thi» data is offered as an example ol
the range and distribution of readings one might expect to get on several contnion game fish, Generally,
the higher torrymeter readings represent fresher fish. The reading» typically decrease as the fish begins
to spoil.

However. a reading that indicates a fresh fish in one species may be a cause for suspicion ol'spoilage
in another species. For instance, a tournament with Flounder as its target species should expect a f'resh
catch to have a reading that falls between I C and 12, A reading below l 1 could merit further investiga-
tion. Yet. if Ling were the target lish, a reading between l 1 and 6 woukl indicate a fresh catch.
A Note: the readings of 7, 6 and 5 on the Kingfish samples were taken on fish that had lxxir organo-

leptic characteristics and were disqualified from the tournainent» in which they were entered.



QUESTIONS FOR CONTESTANTS
WITH DISQLI'ALIFIED FISH

If disqua!ified because of rnutilations, how do you explain:

~ Scales missing from the body'?

~ Cuts, punctures or tears in the flesh?

~ Abrasions or net marks on the skin?

~ Missing or mutilated fins? Eyes?

If disqualified for failure of the freshness test:

~ What was the date and time of catch'?

~ How soon after landing was it placed on ice'?

~ Was block or crushed ice used?

~ Was fish in direct contact with ice on all surfaces of its body?

~ Was new ice added as old ice incited?

~ Was fish allowed to stand in water?

~ Was an efficient ice box, bag or cooler used'?



EXIT POLL EXAMPLE

1. Please circle how you felt about this year's tournamen.
VERY POOR POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

2. Please rate the quality of the weigh-in procedure.
VERY POOR POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

3. Please rate the quality of the weigh master and other quality control personnel.
VERY POOR POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

3. Please rate the registration and check-in procedure.
VERY POOR POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

4. Were the parking and boat launching facilities adequate' ?
YES NO NO OPINION DID NOT USF.

5, The prices for food, drinks and tournament t-shirts and hats were:
INEXPENSIVE AVERAGE EXPENSI VE

6. We need some information about you to help u» better interpret the results of this
survey. Please circle your answer to the following questions.

 a! What is your sex?
FEIVIA LE MALE

 b! What is your age?
PLEASE WRITE IN:

 c! What is your ethnic background?
ANGLO BLACK H IS PANIC OTHER

15'



ILLUSTRATING EXIT POLL RESULTS

One common way of illustrating the results from an exit poll is to develop a pie chart
based on the percentage of each answer received for a particular question. Dia-
grarnmed below is an example of a pie chart depicting a likely distribution of an-
swers for question l.
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For further information on developing or enrhttncing your saltwater fishing totjrna-
ment check out the following publictttic!ns that may be of assistance to you.

A C<!rrservali<!n Fthic'f<!r 5pr!rt Fishing Tr!trrnan!c'nts. Nat tonal Recreational Fish«ries Tournament Di-
rectors' Conference. March 1986.

A Meth»!d<!I<!gy fr!r I »tin!aling Fc'<!nr!mi»' Imp<!»'t » f! 5/!<!! tftsl!ing Ion!'n<trnc'!Its, Mtchael J. Ellerhrock
and J, Walter Milon, Florida Sea Grant, 1984, SGR-C9,

Atlannc .»!padefcsh. South Caro!ina Wildlife and Marine Resources Departm«nt,

Committed t<! A<'tt'on Tr!dc!y, Ir! Pr<!tc'c't .Spc!rtfish<'ngfr!!' T<!!n<!r!'r!N'. Fish America Foundation, Tulsa,
OK 7411S.

C<!r!peratiie Game Fish I'aegir!gPrr!grum. U.S. Department »>f Commcrce, National Oceanic and
Atmo»pheric Administration and the National Marine F!sherie» Service.

1>ere/<!pi!! g 5ki//s in Proposa/ Writing. Mary Hall. Pc!rtland Oregon: Continuing Fducation Publica-
tions. 1971.

F< on»!rni< I!npac t of Parti»ipant Churu< terisii<» f»!r thc /irst Ann<ra/ Grc ate! Ja» k»<!nti /le natu! a! I i ght
Kingfish Tr!ccrnamcnt. J.Walter Milon, et al. FloridaS«a Grant Progratn. 19N2. TP-21.

Fish Knr!~'/»/o Bounduries. Eleventh Annual Marine Recreational Fisheries Symposium, Bay Harbor
inn, Tampa, Florida.

The Grantseeker's Guide: A Dirc<.tr!rv fr!r S<!<ial X I'.< oru!mic Jcrstic e Projects. Jill R. Shellow. Chi-
cago: National Network ot Grantmaker». 1981.

"Greater Utili=ation of Southeaste!n Fish Species."  slide tape program! University ol North Carolina
Sea G!rant College Program.

Guidelines for Conducting Li! e-Re/ease Bass 'I r!urnament», Harold L. Schramm, Jr.

Hr!~ to Promote a Fishing Tournament. Yamaha Tournament Headquarter».

Judging Tournament Fish. W. Steven Otwell and George H, Burgess, Flc>rida Sea Grant Program.
1982, MAP-24.

Keeping Fish "Tournament Fresh." Mel Russell. Texa» A& M Sea Grant College Program. 1986.
TAMU-SG-86-504.



K< i ping Yi>«r t <st< h Alive. Florida  . ooperative Extcn»ron Service.

I i>c>/sin<, is  /sr< c>nrc  >en<'rcstinc> Brc»i>re»» fc>r 5nr«II N<>n-pr<>fit  !s v«ni=«tic>sr s. William Duncan. Berea, Ky.:
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